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Abstract
At the Junction of Organic Solar Cells: Charge Generation and Recombination at
Donor/Acceptor Interfaces
by
Niva Alina Ran
Heterojunction, what’s your function?
In organic electronic devices composed of donor and acceptor semiconductors, the donor/
acceptor interface is most typically the site with all the action: i.e. charge-carrier gen-
eration and recombination. Developing an understanding of the optimal geometry and
energetics at this interface is necessary to optimize the active material and device architec-
ture for their desired application. In this dissertation, we explore the role of morphology
and energetics at the donor/acceptor interfaces on photovoltaic performance, but the
results can be applied to any device with donor/acceptor heterojunctions.
We begin our investigation by characterizing emission from small-molecule blends.
We find a correlation between the emergence of phase separation and crystallinity, elec-
troluminescence from the donor singlet-state, and good photovoltaic performance. Next,
upon demonstrating control over the molecular orientation, we then uncover the genuine
effects of molecular geometry at the donor/acceptor interface on charge generation and
recombination: (i) Face-on devices have a higher open-circuit voltage, due to greater
charge transfer state energy and radiative efficiency. (ii) Edge-on devices are more ef-
ficient at charge generation, which is attributed to a smaller electronic coupling and a
lower activation energy for charge generation.
From the perspective of energetics, we focus on a polymer-fullerene blend system
xvi
with small energetic offsets. This system has very low potential losses: it achieves a high
open circuit voltage relative to the energy of the absorbed photons. We characterize the
energetic landscape in this blend and conclude that the blend has very high energetic
order, and that potential losses associated with charge transfer have been minimized.
Unfortunately, the blend is also characterized by exceptionally fast bimolecular recombi-
nation, most likely resulting from a highly-mixed blend morphology and charge-trapping
effects. Nonetheless, these results are promising as they suggest that given an optimized
morphology, organic solar cells (and other organic electronic devices) have more potential
than we had previously believed.
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Chapter 1
’Cause We Are Living in an
Electronic World: An Introduction
Electricity is often called wonderful, beautiful; but it is
so only in common with the other forces of nature. The
beauty of electricity or of any other force is not that
the power is mysterious, and unexpected, touching every
sense at unawares in turn, but that it is under law, and
that the taught intellect can even govern it largely.
– Michael Farady
We are living in an electronic world. From the evolution of our species, or even pre-
ceding our species, efforts have been dedicated to improving and easing our lives. Today,
every aspect of our lives is dependent on electronic advancements, and everything requires
energy: satisfying almost every aspect of our basic needs has become far more efficient
and easy with energy-consuming advancements (providing food and protection from en-
vironmental conditions, etc.), our health care, sanitation and waste disposal (which have
played a major role in improving our health), and our leisure activities (which would not
be possible or relevant without freeing up our time from providing for our basic needs).
Indeed, humans have lived and survived without the luxuries afforded by these energy-
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centric advancements, but I for one, certainly would not want to unwind and live under
conditions that require me to produce all essentials for life from scratch, with no time
left for reflection on the self and the world around, the very thing that makes life so
enjoyable.
In April of 2016, the 81% of the energy consumed in the U.S. was supplied by fossil
fuels: petroleum (36%), natural gas (29%), and coal (16%).[1]. As indicated by the name,
these sources of energy require long period of time to form, and are therefore a limited
resource, and if human kind continues to burn them for energy the will eventually run
out. However, there is an even more grave side effect to the burning of fossil fuels, and
that is the introduction of massive amounts of carbon dioxide to the earth’s atmosphere.
Carbon dioxide is identified by the Environmental Protection Agency to constitute about
80% of total greenhouse gases, which have the effect of global warming.[2] There is
unambiguous evidence that human activities, such as the burning of these fossil fuels,
plays a role in changing the ecology of our earth, thereby producing unrepairable harm.[3]
It is thus of paramount importance that we develop renewable ways to produce energy,
so we can continue our exploration of the self and the universe, and with that continue
improving the lives of human kind. There are a number of research directions aimed at
solving this issue, focusing on different technologies to produce energy, among them wind
energy, biofuels, geothermal energy, biomass energy, hydropower, and solar energy. In
this dissertation we will focus on harvesting solar power.
1.1 The photovoltaic active layer
Most commonly recognized and commercially used, are solar panels where the mate-
rial that absorbs light and converts it to power is a layer of silicon. Silicon solar cells are
shown for example in Figure 1.1, a picture taken at the Santa Cruz islands directly across
2
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Figure 1.1: Silicon solar cell panels on Santa Cruz Island across from UCSB.
from the University of California, Santa Barbara. Silicon solar cells, while cheaply and
efficiently converting solar radiance to useful power, are limited in their applications. Sil-
icon solar cells require processing at harsh conditions, generally under high temperatures
and pressures, and the final silicon layer is brittle - this limits the substrates onto which
silicon can be grown. In order to absorb enough light, the active layer of silicon must
be relatively thick, and the resulting solar cells are heavy and require significant struc-
tural support. For these reasons, silicon-based solar cells may be helpful and useful when
used in solar-farms, or on top of well-supported structures. However, their application
versatility is limited.
Luckily, the active layer of solar cells does not have to be silicon, and among the
alternatives are organic semiconductors. Organic semiconductors are molecules with
conjugated backbones, primarily comprised of carbon. The conjugation is achieved by
3
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alternating single and double bonds, which allows for electron delocalization along pi-
orbitals of the molecules. The properties of organic semiconductors can be tailored for the
desired application by means of molecular design, opening a vast array of possibilities.[4]
Among these tunable properties are the semiconductor bandgap (which will dictate the
wavelengths absorbed and emitted), solubility (allow for solution processing out of the
preferred solvents), and self-assembly (dictate the morphology of the semiconductor in
the solid state, which has profound effects on the properties of the semiconductor - this
will be discussed in detail in this dissertation), to name a few. In fact, in 1977 Heeger,
MacDiarmid and Shirakawa demonstrated that an organic polymer, polyacetylene, can
attain metallic conductivity by doping with iodine.[5] This work eventually lead to the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry, awarded to Heeger, MacDiarmid, and Shirakawa in 2000.[6]
Figure 1.2 shows a range of semiconductors that were found in the drawers of our lab,
dissolved in solution. Using ultraviolet light excitation, the image shows the varying
colors of the semiconductors, achieved by modifying the bandgap of the semiconductors.
In addition to this great tunability by molecular design, organic semiconductors are far
better absorbers than silicon, which will enable fabricating devices that can absorb all
incident photons using much thinner active layer thicknesses. Further more, solar cell
devices made of organic semiconductors are able to maintain their photovoltaic perfor-
mance under a wider range of incident angles and light intensities, while silicon solar
cells have a larger percent drop in performance under these conditions when compared
to direct, high intensity illumination.
These characteristics and advantages of organic semiconductors make them a promis-
ing active material for any electronic material. Advances in organic chemistry allows
for vast control over the electronic properties of organic semiconductors, and thanks to
efforts of many research labs around the word, the field is achieving higher and bet-
ter performance. Adding solubalizing chains to the organic semiconductors can enable
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solution processing, which can be done at ambient temperatures and pressures. This
opens the door for fast, large scale, roll-to-roll processing, which can provide for high
through-put and cheap manufacturing of devices. While it has been accepted that or-
ganic semiconductors will not be able to out-compete silicon in photovoltaic efficiency,
even when normalized for price, with single-junction silicon solar cells achieving 26%
in the lab, and 17% commercially, and their cost steadily decreasing due to large scale
manufacturing and technological improvements (data taken from a report published in
November, 2016, but the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems).[7] However, or-
ganic semiconductors are particularly well suited for a range of niche applications which
require light-weight, flexible, and tunable solar cells. One such example includes efforts
by the start-up NEXT Energy Technologies Inc., based in Santa Barbara, and developed
from research done at UCSB. NEXT develops photovoltaic window coatings with up to
10% efficiency that can be inserted between dual-pain windows, with varying degrees of
transparency and aesthetic choice of colors. These photovoltaic coatings are transparent
to most of the visible light, yet they assist in temperature control of the building while
generating power. This would not be possible with traditional inorganic solar cells.
However, since this is the introduction to my PhD dissertation, it should come without
surprise that organic solar cells are still an active area of research, with many scientists
around the world passionately developing new organic semiconductors, device fabrication
methods, and studying the physics of charge generation, recombination, and extraction.
There exists a vibrant community that is focused on developing a better understanding of
the working principles behind solution-processed solar cells, and thereby pushing them to
higher efficiencies. Figure 1.3 shows an example of a lab-scale solar cell device fabricated
in our lab by spin coating an active layer (from a solution of semiconductors, not unlike
the ones shown in Figure 1.2) on a glass substrate sputtered with a transparent electrode
(ITO). Metal contacts are evaporated on the active layer to complete the device. The
5
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Figure 1.2: Organic semiconductors dissolved in solution and excited by a UV lamp.
device in Figure 1.3 is in a probe station, which can be used to study charge transport
in the active layer. Finally, as can be inferred, the underlying aim of the topic of my
dissertation is to understand the working principles of organic solar cells.
Befofe we can talk about my research, we need to arrive at a common understanding
about a few basics regarding the photovoltaic effect, organic (excitonic) semiconduc-
tors, donor/acceptor solar cells, the charge transfer state, and solar cell characterization
parameters.
1.2 The photovoltaic effect
Photogeneration is only possible in semiconductor materials, defined, as the name
would suggest, as a material with conductivity between a metal and an insulator. Semi-
conductors have a bandgap which separates the energetic level where electrons reside
(often referred to as the ground-state, valence band, highest-occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO), or the ionization potential (IP)), and the next available electronic level (re-
6
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Figure 1.3: A thin film diode devices made in our lab, in a probe station. Picture
taken by Oleksandr Mikhnenko.
7
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of photoexcitation in an organic semiconductor. On the
left, the semiconductor is in the dark, and all electrons are in the HOMO or deeper
in energy. On the right, the semiconductor is in the light and an electron has been
photoexcited and promoted to the LUMO, leaving a hole in the HOMO.
ferred to as the excited state, conduction band, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO), or the electron affinity (EA)). Given the right amount of energy, electrons can
be promoted from the HOMO to the LUMO, leaving behind an empty state, referred
to as a hole. Electrons are transported through LUMO overlap and holes by HOMO
overlap. Photons with energy equivalent to the bandgap, or larger, can supply the nec-
essary excitation to promote the electron, as is schematically represented in Figure 1.4.
In Figure 1.4, the HOMO and LUMO levels are represented on an energy scale where
vacuum defines energy = 0 eV. HOMO and LUMO levels have negative eV values: the
deeper the energy level, the more stable the material, and more energy is required to
remove an electron. Besides the HOMO and LUMO levels, there are many electronic
levels present, but because we are primarily interested in the HOMO and LUMO, the
rest of the electronic levels are not depicted. The bandgap of the semiconductor in Figure
1.4 is represented as a rectangle.
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1.3 Organic excitonic semiconductors
Unfortunately, the story for photogeneration in organic semiconductors is more com-
plicated than simply exciting an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO, and creating
free carriers (which is true in inorganic solar cells). Organic semiconductors are charac-
terized as excitonic semiconductors. Unlike the case of inorganic semiconductors, such as
silicon, when an electron is promoted to the LUMO, it remains bound to the hole that is
left in the HOMO, forming a Coulombically bound and localized hole-electron pair, called
a Frenkel exciton. The Coulombic binding energy in organic semiconductors is typically
between 0.5-1 eV.[8] In Figure 1.4, the exciton is depicted as the orange oval binding the
hole and the electron. Excitons can diffuse around from molecule to molecule, and are
characterized by certain diffusion lengths and lifetimes. This topic has been the center
for a number of PhD dissertations, such as the dissertation of Dr. Jason Lin from our
group, and we will not go into depth on this topic. What is necessary to understand
for the purpose of this dissertation, is that excitons are characterized by a large binding
energy, and require some driving force for charge separation. Without this driving force
for charge separation, the electron in the exciton will relax back to the ground state,
recombining with the hole, thus losing the potential energy that could be harvested from
the photoexcitation.
In organic photovoltaics, the recombination of excitons was overcome by introducing
a second semiconductor which has energy levels (HOMO and LUMO) that are both either
lower or higher in energy. This provides a thermodynamic driving force for the electron
and hole to separate and generate free charge carriers. Electrons always strive to be lower
in energy, and holes higher in energy. The semiconductor that has deeper energy levels
is thus referred to as the electron acceptor, and the other semiconductor is the electron
donor. If the exciton is formed on the donor, it can be transferred to the acceptor, but
9
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Figure 1.5: A cartoon depiction of the energetic cascade at a donor acceptor interface.
The exciton, generated on the donor, has a thermodynamic driving force to split by
charge transfer of the electron to the lower-energy LUMO of the acceptor.
the hole will stay on the donor. The process of charge transfer from donor to acceptor is
depicted pictorially in Figure 1.5.
1.4 Donor/acceptor solar cells
The research that the organic cell community is conducting is all based on the
donor/acceptor charge transfer scheme, and is thus all based on the work of Ching W.
Tang. While working at Eastman Kodak Company, in 1986 Tang reported the first het-
erojunction solar cell, which was made of a donor layer and an acceptor layer, similar
to what is shown in panel (a) of Figure 1.6.[9]. It is notable that around the same time
Tang was also the first to report on the first organic light emitting diode (LED), the
basis of the LED screens used in some Samsung smart-phones today. For the concept of
the donor/acceptor driving force to work, excitons generated on a neat material (either
in the donor or acceptor layers) must diffuse to a donor/acceptor interface where charge
transfer can occur. As noted above, however, excitons have a short diffusion length, on
10
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the order of 10-15 nm.[10] This means, that in order to harvest the energy in the exciton,
the donor and acceptor layers cannot be thicker than 15 nm each, which would set such
a limitation on the device thickness that the solar cell would hardly absorb any photons.
Researchers in the field of organic solar cells have attempted to design the best morphol-
ogy of the donor and acceptor phases to optimize exciton quenching (by charge transfer
at the donor/acceptor interface) and charge transport to the electrodes. Panel (b) in
Figure 1.6 shows an example of an interdigitated donor/acceptor morphology, which was
offered as a solution to the balance between the exciton diffusion length and absorption
strength. However, it has proven significantly challenging to fabricate such a morphol-
ogy, particularly if the overarching goal is produce low-cost, high-throughput solar cells.
The solution to this predicament was finally offered by Yu, Gao, Hummelen, Wudl, and
Heeger, in a seminal reserach paper published in Science, introducing the concept of a
bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell,[11] shown schematically in panel (c) of Figure 1.6.
To fabricate a BHJ solar cell, the donor and acceptor materials are dissolved in the
same solution, from which a film is cast. The donor and acceptor then form a ”network of
internal donor-acceptor heterojunctions” by spontaneously phase separating from each
other during the casting process. However, it turns out that BHJ final morphology
plays a huge role in the final solar cell performance of the device, and relying on the
donor and acceptor materials to phase separate is not sufficient. Panel (d) of Figure
1.6 shows a BHJ morphology where the donor and acceptor are intimately mixed, which
is an example of a morphology that time and time again has been shown to lead to
very poor solar cell performance.[12] How to spontaneously form a BHJ with optimal
morphology is an unanswered question, that will have a tremendous impact on the field
of organic solar cells. To date, most research groups use certain techniques to change
the film morphology, iteratively trying different conditions to arrive at the optimal solar
cell performance. Among these techniques are options such as thermal or solvent vapor
11
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Figure 1.6: Evolution of the architecture for a donor/acceptor heterojunction. (a)
bialyer, (b) interdigitated pillars, (c) bulk heterojunction with well separated phases,
(d) bulk heterojunction with intimate mixing between donor and acceptor.
annealing (or a combination of both), use of small-molecule solvent additives, use of
insulating polymer additives, and ideally control of final morphology by molecular design.
Although some examples of high performance BHJ blends that spontaneously form the
optimal film morphology,[13, 14, 15] these developments were achieved more by way of
accident than by rational design. There are also recent examples of donor polymers which
are only soluble in the solution at elevated temperatures, and as the solution cools during
the casting process they crash out and form separated phases.[16] While this second
example is very clever and allows for blending the same donor with many acceptor but
maintaining a good performance, it can be difficult to control and implement effectively.
Development of semiconductor blends that can achieve optimal morphology without the
need for optimization and additional processing steps can have a very large impact on the
performance and viability of organic semiconductors as commercial solar cell materials.
Here it is in place to mention that even the concept of the optimal morphology is not
well defined to date. What has been established is that it is necessary to have separate,
interconnected and bicontinuous donor and acceptor phases with high domain purity
(little driving force for mixing between donor and acceptor).
12
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1.5 The charge transfer state
Morphological considerations aside, the development of the donor/acceptor hetero-
junction introduced more complications into the operation of organic solar cells. Wave-
function overlap, which allows the delocalization of the electrons along the pi-orbitals of
the semiconductors, can also occur between two different molecules. Ground state wave-
function overlap between the donor and acceptor semiconductors creates a new electronic
state in organic solar cells: the charge transfer (CT) state.[17] The CT state became
widely accepted and characterized thanks to the seminal work of Koen Vandewal, estab-
lishing the relationship between the CT state and the open circuit voltage (VOC , more on
this parameter later).[18, 19] The CT state is a state that is formed due to wavefunction
overlap between the LUMO of the acceptor and the HOMO of the donor. As it turns out,
even after charge transfer from donor to acceptor, the hole and electron are still Coulom-
bically bound.[17] Exactly why charge generation can proceed nearly 100% efficiently in
some systems is still unclear, with many researchers quoting various factors that account
for charge generation. The underlying reasons for charge generation remain a disputed
topic in the literature, and is among the research directions I would have pursued if I
were to stay in the field.
The CT state is, by definition, only present in samples composed of donor and ac-
ceptor semiconductors. For this reason, the CT state is most often detected by optical
measurements: absorption or emission. The CT state is detected as signal at photon
energies that are lower than photons absorbed or emitted by the neat blend compo-
nents. Since the CT state is a state between molecules, it has a very low oscillator
strength, which implies it is a very poor absorber and emitter. In fact, regular absorp-
tion techniques cannot detect it. Therefore other, more sensitive techniques, must be
employed to study the CT state absorption. Such techniques include photothermal de-
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Figure 1.7: Overlap between the donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO creates a new
species that is only present in the blend of the two materials, with a bandgap that is
lower than either neat component.
Figure 1.8: The CT state can be probed by means of absorption, such as the External
Quantum Efficiency
14
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Figure 1.9: The CT state can be probed by means of absorption, such as the External
Quantum Efficiency
Figure 1.10: The CT state can be seen in the EQE only in the log-lin scale, as current
generated from energies lower than where either donor or acceptor can generate current
(absorb).
15
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flection spectroscopy,[20] Fourier-transform photocurrent spectroscopy,[21] and external
quantum efficiency (EQE) spectroscopy.[22] In the work that will be discussed in this
dissertation we used EQE spectroscopy as the method to detect CTS absorption.
An example EQE spectrum is shown in Figure 1.8. The EQE spectrum shown in the
figure is a typical spectrum that shows the contribution of photons of different energies
to the overall photocurrent. The EQE is therefore not a direct measure of the absorption,
but rather a measure of current generation as a consequence of absorption, and should
be proportional to the absorption strength. However, as is noted in the cartoon to the
left in the figure, most of the signal (and indeed, most of the photocurrent) in the EQE
spectrum, is from absorption events in the neat donor and acceptor materials. As noted,
the oscillator strength of the CTS is very low, and therefore the signature of the CT state
is burried within the low-energy tail of the EQE, as is highlighted in Figure 1.9. In order
to see the CT state, the EQE spectrum has be be viewed in a log-lin scale, highlighting
the weak absorption events. Figure 1.10 shows the same EQE spectrum as in Figures 1.8
and 1.9, but on a log-lin scale, and focused on low photon-energies. To truly distinguish
the CT state signature in the EQE, it is necessary to compare the blend spectrum with
the shape of the EQE spectrum of the neat blend components, as is done in Figure 1.10.
The blend EQE spectrum follows the spectra of the neat donor and acceptor materials,
begins to decrease exponentially at the band-edge of the lower band-gap material, and
then it begins to deviate to lower photon energies, creating a shoulder to the neat donor
EQE. This shoulder is the characteristic CT state signature seen in the various absorption
techniques used to identify it.
lternatively, it is possible to detect the CT state by emission spectroscopy, as well.
This can be done either by photoexcitation (photoluminescence, PL)[23] or by electrical
excitation (electroluminescence, EL).[24] In photoluminescence the emission spectrum
can sometimes be overwhelmed by emission from the donor or acceptor singlet states,
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Figure 1.11: The CT state can detected in EL spectra, as emission from the solar
cell at low energies (not belonging to either donor or acceptor), and having a broad,
featureless emission spectrum.
hiding signal from the CT state. In EL, however, charges are injected from the electrodes
due to an applied forward bias, which diffuse through the film until they meet each other
and recombine radiatively. It is expected that the charge-carriers will always relax to the
lowest available energetic state, through which they will recombine: in the case of most
BHJ blends, it is the CT state. EL can therefore be a more sensitive emission probe
to the CT state. Similarly to what was described for detecting the CT state in EQE
spectra, in EL the spectrum of the blend must be compared to the spectra of donor and
acceptor emission. In EL, the CT state is characterized by low-energy, featureless and
broad emission spectra. Figure 1.11 shows the EL spectra of the same donor, acceptor,
and blend, that were used to generate the data in Figures 1.8-1.10. When collecting the
EL spectra of CT states, it is important to understand the voltage-dependence of the
EL spectra, and collect the spectra at the lowest possible applied bias. This may require
long exposure times or averaging of many spectra. Higher voltages may shift the emission
17
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Figure 1.12: Typical J-V characteristics of a solar cell, focused on the power-generting
quadrant. The parameters which determine the solar cell efficiency are highlighted in
the figure.
spectrum to higher energies, or even populate the singlet state of the donor or acceptor.
1.6 Solar cell characterization parameters
Now, having established the above landscape of OPVs, we finally discuss character-
ization of a photovoltaic device. The characterize a photovoltaic device, the device is
illuminated with white light with a filter that simulates the emission spectrum of the
sun. Under illumination, a range of voltages is applied to the solar cell, and the resulting
current recorded as a current-voltage (J-V ) curve. From this curve, we are interested in
a few points: the short-circuit current (JSC), the current generated by the solar cell when
the potential between the cathode and the anode is 0 V; the open-circuit voltage (VOC),
the voltage under which current generation and recombination in the solar cell are equal,
and no current passes through the circuit; and the fill factor (FF ), which is a parameter
that describes the ratio between the maximum power in the J-V curve (maximum of
18
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Pmax = J × V ) vs. the ideal maximum power, Pideal = JSC × VOC as FF = PmaxPidea .These
three parameters multiplied together determine the power conversion efficiency (PCE)
of the solar cells: PCE = VOC × JSC × FF . An example J-V curve is shown in Figure
1.12, with the VOC , JSC , and FF illustrated on the curve. This is the basis for all solar
cell characterization.
1.6.1 Energy levels in a working solar cell
As described above, organic semiconductors are characterized by HOMO and LUMO
levels, where the HOMO is the hole transporting level, and the LUMO is the electron
transporting level. To complete the solar cell devices, electrodes are necessary to collected
the photogenerated charges. However, the electrodes have to be chosen such that they are
ohmic to the hole and electron transport levels. This means that one electrode must have
a work function that align well with the HOMO of the donor, and the other electrode
must have a work function that aligns with the LUMO of hte acceptor. The different
work function electrodes create an internal electric field in the devices that can help in
charge separation and collection by giving a driving force for the appropriate charges
to diffuse to the electrodes. A cartoon that has been very helpful for me in thinking
about the physical processes in solar cells is based on band diagrams. While this is not
an accurate depiction of the energetics in organic solar cells, since these materials are
characterized by a disordered, broad density of states (DOS) which results in hopping
transport as opposed to the well-defined bands in inorganic semiconductors, I include in
this introduction as a tool to help develop a picture of the physics in organic solar cells.
Figure 1.13 shows the evolution of the band diagram for a hypothetical solar cell under
varying applied voltages, corresponding to the J-V curve in Figure 1.12.
For simplicity, we can start at JSC condition, where the electrodes are at the same
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Figure 1.13: Schematic band-diagrams for the varying applied voltages, related to the
current-voltage curve of the solar cell (Figure 1.12).
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potential (with no applied bias). The orange box denotes the bandgap of the active
layer, where the bottom of the rectangle denotes the valence band (or HOMO) and
the top denotes the conduction band (or LUMO). At JSC conditions, if an electron is
promoted to the conduction band, it has a driving force to diffuse to the cathode (electrons
always strive to lower energies) and the hole to the anode (holes want to go uphill in
energy). Although there is no applied voltage, there is an internal field that assists in
charge separation and charge extraction. If the energy of the cathode is deeper than
the anode, this increases the electric across the device and enhances extraction. If the
cathode is brought closer to vacuum, the field across the device reduces more, until the
conduction and valence bands are in flat-band conditions. Under this condition, there
is no driving force to extract charges, and all generated charge-carriers recombine. The
voltage necessary to reach this conditions is the VOC . As the cathode is brought even
closer to vacuum, charges are injected into the device and recombine in the active layer.
This is how EL accomplished.
Here, I would also like to discuss a topic that has sometimes been confused in literature
and oral presentations: relating the HOMO and LUMO to electronic states and ionization
potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA), respectively. The HOMO and LUMO energies
describe one-electron molecular orbitals, which do not include effects such as electron-
electron interactions (Coulomb binding energy, spin states), and cannot be thought of as
descriptions of electronic states (such as the ground state, singlet excited state, or triplet
excited state, etc.). HOMO and LUMO energies are described with respect to vacuum
(defined as 0 eV), and since all electrons are bound to the nuclei the HOMO and LUMO
are described as negative energies from vacuum (i.e. energy input is required to remove
electrons from these orbitals). Electronic states, such as the S1 or T1 states (singlet and
triplet states), while having the same electronic configuration (with one electron in the
HOMO and the other electron promoted to the LUMO), have different energies with
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respect to the ground state. To think about electronic states, it is necessary to construct
a Jablonsky diagram where the ground state, S0, has energy 0 eV. All other electronic
states thus have a positive energy above the ground state. A state diagram would take
into account factors such as the spin of the excited state (distinguishing between T1 and
S1) and the Coulomb binding energy of the hole and electron forming the excited state,
which change the energy of the excited state. The IP is the energy required to remove
an electron from a neural molecule with many electrons, while the EA is the energy
required to add an electron to a neutral molecule with all of the lower electronic levels
filled. IP and EA can be experimentally estimated using techniques such as ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and cyclic voltametry (CV), both often used in OPV
research. While the HOMO and LUMO are related to the IP and EA, respectively, the
two can only be rough approximations of each other.
The HOMO to LUMO transition is the relevant process for excitation, but it does
not describe the excited state in organic semiconductors. An organic semiconductor
molecule in the ground state has a certain configuration in the ground state, which upon
excitation changes to account for the excited state. The excited state therefore creates
a deformation of the molecule, and may do so for the surrounding molecules, as well –
this is called a polaron exciton, an excited state and the resulting deformation of the
molecular lattice. Therefore the excited state is described by electronic states (S1, for
example). After charge transfer at the donor/acceptor interface, the donor and acceptor
are in the relevant state as described by the product in IP and EA experiments, where
the donor is missing an electron and the acceptor has an additional electron. In these
cases, the ionized states of the molecules are also called polarons – where the molecules
again deform to account for the additional charge (be it positive or negative).
For additional reading on the discussion above and the electronic structure of organic
semiconductors, I recommend browsing through the text book written by Anna Ko¨hler
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and Heinz Ba¨ssler, reference [25], and articles written by Jean-Luc Bredas[26] and Antoine
Kahn.[27]
1.6.2 The charge transfer state and the VOC
We have already touched upon the notion that the energy levels in organic semi-
conductors, the HOMO and LUMO levels, are not discrete bands. Instead, they are
characterized by a density of states (DOS) with tail states in the bandgap of the active
material. While there is some discussion regarding the most relevant shape of the DOS,
it has been established that some distribution of states exists, and that this distribution
of states has strong effects on charge transport and the VOC .[28] Given a picture of the
DOS, it is thus important to define the CT state energy (ECT ) in a more specific manner
than just what is shown in a cartoon manner in Figure 1.7 where the HOMO and LUMO
are depicted as lines. Figure 1.14 shows a Gaussian DOS distribution for the HOMO of
the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor on the same energy scale. The ECT is defined
as the difference between the maxima of the two DOS distributions.
It has been shown time and time again that the ECT establishes a reliable relationship
to the VOC , according to: VOC = ECT−0.6±0.1eV .[19] In fact, it has been demonstrated
that the ECT sets the upper limit to the VOC .[29, 30] Here it is in place to bring up the
Fermi level, defined as the chemical potential of electrons, and the concept of quasi-Fermi
levels. upon photoexcitation, electrons are promoted to the LUMO (or EA), and they
leave behind holes in the HOMO (or the IP). In this non-equilibrium state, there now
exist a quasi-Fermi level for electrons in the LUMO, and a quas-Fermi level for holes in
the HOMO, which define a quasi-Fermi level splitting. The quasi-Fermi level splitting
is what ultimately dictates the VOC , and will depend on factors such as temperature,
carrier density, and DOS.[28] It therefore follows that factors that will reduce the quasi-
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Figure 1.14: Schematic representation of the meaning of the CT state for materials
with broadened HOMO and LUMO DOS. Ect is the energy of the CT state.
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Figure 1.15: Schematic representation of recombination and energetic disorder losses
and their effect on the VOC .
Fermi level splitting, will also reduce the VOC . For example, Figure 1.15 shows the effects
of recombination losses (changing the carrier density) and energetic disorder (changing
the broadening of the DOS) on the VOC . Recombination losses will shift the quasi-
Fermi levels deeper in the the tail states of the DOS, while energetic disorder- with the
same carrier density- will bring the carriers deeper into the gap and thereby reduce the
quasi-Fermi level splitting.
1.6.3 Non-radiative recombination
To detect emission from the CT state, as was done in Figure 1.11, one must first form
an excited state. As noted, this can be done by means of photoexcitation or by injection
of charges into the active material by a forward bias applied to the electrodes. Relaxation
of an excited state can occur radiatively or non-radiatively (Figure 1.16), depending on
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a few factors. First, if the active material has some electronic states that are within
the bandgap, these states can act as electron or hole traps, where charges get stuck and
recombine with a free, oppositely charged carrier. Trap assisted recombination is believed
to be non-radiative.[31, 32] Trap assisted recombination is as likely to occur in PL as in
EL. Another reason for non-radiative recombination can be due to spin correlation. In the
ground state, electron pairs have opposite spins, and are referred to as a singlet ground
state. Upon photoexcitation, one of those electrons is promoted to the LUMO, where it
retains its spin, forming an excited singlet state. The excited electron can reverse its spin,
in a process called intersystem crossing, and form a triplet state: an excited state where
the electrons in the ground state and the excited state have the same spin. However,
this process is more likely in molecules with heavy atoms such as iodine or bromine, and
therefore does not often occur in organic semiconductors. In EL, however, charge-carriers
are injected into the active layer, with uncorrelated spins. Due to spin statistics (i.e.
math), when free charge-carriers (with uncorrelated spins) meet each other they have a
75% chance to form a triplet state. Decay from triplet states is much slower than the
decay of singlet states, because triplet states must go through some forbidden transitions
to relax to the ground state. In some cases, mostly in molecules that include some metal
atoms, triplet decay can be phosphorescent. However, organic semiconductors used in
solar cell research are rarely phosphorescent. Triplet decay is therefore considered among
the explanations for for non-radiative recombination.[33] When charge-carriers decay
non-radiatively, they release their energy by heat, or vibrational relaxation.
The issue of non-radiative recombination has been a topic of much discussion in the
OPV community in recent years, with many researchers identifying non-radiative recom-
bination as among the primary reasons that the VOC in organic solar cells is significantly
lower than the energy of photons absorbed.[34, 29] This is an open problem in OPV,
and I expect that advances in molecular design (especially in acceptor materials) will
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Figure 1.16: Relaxation of an excited species can occur either radiatively, releasing
the energy via a photon with energy equivalent to the excited species’ bandgap, or
non-radiatively, releasing the energy via thermal vibrations.
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lead to improvements in this domain. However, the nature of non-radiative recombina-
tion losses in OPV is not fully understood, and there may be other loss pathways (other
than triplet decay and trap-assisted recombination) that lead to non-radiative recombi-
nation. In fact, some researchers have suggested that non-radiative decay is inherent to
carbon-based materials due to vibrations of the carbon-carbon bonds.
1.7 Outline
This thesis dissertation is a compilation of the research I conducted during my time in
the research group of Prof. Thuc-Quyen Nguyen. All studies were initiated by questions
regarding the structural and electronic properties of the donor/acceptor heterojunction
in organic solar cells.
Everything began with comparing the relationship between the EL intensity and
applied voltage for optimized solar cells and as-cast solar cells made of small-molecule
blends. The EL/applied bias relationship of the optimized solar cells indicated of trap-
assisted recombination; this was surprising because these are the best performing devices
and because other measurements that confirm the presence of traps did not indicate
of trapping. As it turns out, the optimized solar cells did not emit only from the CT
state, but also from the donor singlet state, at very low applied voltages. Chapter 2
describes the results pertaining to this, where it turns out that singlet emission is strongly
correlated with donor crystallinity and phase separation. One of the molecules that was
used in the study about emission from the BHJ blends turned out to be very interesting
for other reasons, as well. This molecule, p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2, will completely change
its orientation with respect to the substrate, depending on the choice of solvents. This
provided us with the foundation to pursue a fundamental question in the field of organic
solar cells: what significance does the molecular orientation of the donor (or acceptor)
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at the donor/acceptor interface have on solar cell performance? Chapter 3 is the result
of our exploration of this question. Gaining an understanding of the effects of molecular
orientation on solar cell performance can help direct the rational design of solar cell
materials: if donor/acceptor interactions of one orientation are preferred over another,
it may be possible to design molecules that will allow for donor/acceptor interactions
only along one orientation and inhibit the electronic coupling along another orientation.
Furthermore, Chapter 3 also ties in to the results in Chapter 2, which I feel are still
incomplete in answering why we see singlet emission in these solar cells.
In Chapters 4 and 5 we shifted directions a little bit, and focused on a polymer
donor, PIPCP. When PIPCP is blended with the acceptor PC61BM, the resulting BHJ
solar cells achieve a very high VOC , despite the low bandgap of PIPCP. First, we wanted
to understand how BHJ solar cells based on PIPCP are able to achieve such a high VOC ,
and which potential losses have been reduced in this system. Chapter 4 describes the
studies aimed at answering this question, where we describe that in PIPCP:PC61BM
Eg and ECT are very close in energy, thereby minimizing energy losses associated with
charge transfer. It is very encouraging to find a BHJ system that performs as well as
PIPCP:PC61BM does, as past examples showed large reductions in JSC and FF as Eg
and ECT approached in value. Unfortunately, while PIPCP BHJ solar cells are able
to achieve really high VOC values, the FF of these blends has remained perpetually
limited. We therefore extended our study of this system to understand if the low FF
is a direct result of the proximity between Eg and ECT . We conducted a very thorough
study on the possible losses and limitations in PIPCP:PC61BM, through which we found
that PIPCP:PC61BM has a very highly mixed morphology (akin to what is shown in
Figure 1.6d), and very fast bimolecular charge-carrier recombination, which out-competes
charge-carrier extraction in the absence of the internal field (i.e. as the applied voltage
approaches VOC). Although not entirely conclusive, these results suggest that the low
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energetic offset may not be limiting factor for solar cell performance in PIPCP:PC61BM
– if we were able to fabricated a BHJ blend with much improved phase separation and
purity.
Each chapter begins with what I have termed the ’Preface’ of that project. It seems
to me that the process of obtaining a PhD is mystical to those looking from outside. In
an attempt to demystify the process, I describe the context for the study: what were we
doing in the lab at the time? Why did we start studying this question? How did I get
involved? And similar questions. Furthermore, and more importantly, I try to highlight,
to the best of my memory, all the people that were part of these studies. I strongly
believe that obtaining a PhD is not a solitary endeavor, and really try to emphasize all
the wonderful people that I had the pleasure of learning from and working with. While
I accept that to some people the PhD is a much more solitary road, the road that I
followed and the growth that I did are the result of a collective effort of the ’village.’ I
am deeply grateful to everyone who has been part of this ’village,’ and really want to
make this point clear for any younger student who may come across this dissertation- you
will have mentors, friends, and partners in lab through the path to obtaining a PhD (and
anything else you do in life, I’d like to believe), and this will make your PhD much more
successful, influential, and enjoyable. And it is okay, and should be encouraged (well, I
cannot encourage it enough) not to be a ’lone genius’, but instead to gain from those
around you and be generous yourself. I also strongly believe that because this point is
not emphasized enough, we do not pay enough attention to the contributions of those
around us. I think that we should all be particularly conscientious of where our ideas
come from, the inspiration, who first mentioned this to us, and very importantly who did
this work for us. And we should celebrate this and declare this without feeling that our
own intellectual image is compromised. I would have had a very different PhD without
all of my mentors, friends, and colleagues. I am indebted and grateful to them all.
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1.8 Permissions and Attributions
1. The contents of Chapter 2 have previously appeared in Advanced Materials, 26,
7405-7412 (2014) [22]. It is reproduced here with the permission of Wiley-VCH.
 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adma.201402423/abstract
2. The contents of Chapter 4 have previously appeared in Advanced Materials, 28,
1482-1488 (2016) [35]. It is reproduced here with the permission of Wiley-VCH.
 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adma.201504417/abstract
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Chapter 2
The Surprising Emission from
High-Performing Small Molecule
Solar Cells
There is a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in.
– Leonard Cohen
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2.1 Preface
This study was the inception of my thesis work, following unsuccessful attempts at
depositing negatively charged proteins (I was working with heparin) to act as interlayers
in light-emitting diodes. In the process I built an electro-spray setup in our lab, using
refurbished parts of a mass-spectrometer, but the results were not very promising. A
talk by Prof. Olle Ingans, who was at UCSB for a sabbatical, inspired Prof. Thuc-Quyen
Nguyen to ask that I start looking into the charge transfer (CT) state in small-molecule
solar cells. At first, there was no specific question we wanted to answer, and the first
task was to simply detect the CT state in the small-molecule solar cells which our group
and the Bazan group have been developing and optimizing. Of course, just ’observing’
the CT state was not so simple, as the observations did not match what was commonly
reported in the literature at the time. The following chapter is the exploration that
ensued from the unexpected observation.
The work that is described in this chapter marks some of the biggest learning steps
in my path towards a doctorate, and a few people played a large role in helping me
bridge some necessary gaps. Most notable was Dr. ir. Martijn Kuik, who had come
to our group to do a post-doc, after completing his PhD studies in Groningen with
Prof. Paul Blom. Martijn was really a great mentor for me at a time that I needed to
be encouraged, pushed, and to be taught how to think like a scientist. I think the time
when Martijn joined our group and started working with me was among the most difficult
in my doctorate career. Martijn had just published a study with his former colleague,
and friend, Gert Jan Wetzelaer, that used the relationship between electroluminescence
intensity and voltage to identify the presence of charge-carrier traps. So while there was
no specific research question in mind, we began by trying to replicate Martijn and Gert-
Jan’s previous study using our small-molecule solar cells. The article that we ended up
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publishing on this work was an offshoot off the initial studies that Martijn and I tried to
do.
Dr. John (Jack) A. Love, did a tremendous amount of work on the writing of the
manuscript. The story presented herein did not have a very clear structure or message
when I started writing it (which accounts largely for the reason it was so difficult to write
it). Jack tore the first draft apart, and really helped me get it to a state of a journal
article worthy of publishing. Jack was also kind during the process of experiments while
I was still learning the art of making high-efficiency solar cells- after I struggled to make
very good quality, high efficiency solar cells, Jack volunteered to make some devices for
me or give me his devices when he is done, so I could get my measurements done.
Dr. Oleksandr (Alex) Mikhnenko is a phenomenal co-worker. As noted in the ac-
knowledgments, I feel that I’ve learned so much from Alex about directed focus and
critical thinking, both by talking to him about my research and asking him many stupid
questions, but also by observing him at work, innovate and understand his project. In
this particular study, although it may seem trivial, Alex opened my mind with regard to
aesthetic representation of data, and the creative ways to do so clearly and effectively.
Dr. Christopher M. Proctor, is an extremely well-read scientist, and not afraid to try
new things in the lab. It was with Chris’ help that I started measuring the CT state
using EQE in our lab, something that had not been done before.
Dr. Alexander Mikhailovsky, trained me on all optical tools that were necessary for
this study (and all studies to follow, as was mentioned already). Alexander is a wealth
of knowledge and creativity with respect to the science and the equipment we use in the
lab, and I really think we would not be able to operate at this level without his help.
After training me, Alexander was always very kind in sharing his lab and time with me,
even when my measurements would last longer than I had originally anticipated, and he
would have to shift his schedule around.
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Dr. Alexander Sharenko,. Alex’s work, which was unrelated to this study, provided
a very helpful building block for making the final correlation between singlet emission
and crystallinity as is described below. Furthermore, although Alex was not particularly
involved in this study as it was developing, later when I went to give a talk about it for our
’Big Group Meetings’ and at the spring Materials Research Society in San Francisco, Alex
happened to have GIWAXS data on blends that corresponded to devices I had tested.
His GIWAXS data was yet another piece of data supporting the overall conclusions of
the correlation.
As our lab was only starting to study the CT state, Quyen arranged that Koen
Vandewal, who has established the form of thinking about the CT state in the field,
would come to UCSB to lecture and meet with us. Koen was very down to earth, clever
and nice to talk to, and very generous- he shared with me his way of dealing with the
EQE data, and some other details he had to figure out himself along the way. I really
appreciate his generosity and openness to talking about the science, without ever getting
the feeling that he is secretive or not telling the full story. It’s been an honor to have
met and chatted with Koen, who I think is a great scientist and will change things in the
field and in our understanding, again (since he’s already done that).
Prof. Paul M. Blom visited our campus for two days, during which students from
our group were given the chance to meet with him to hear his thoughts about their data.
At this point the draft for this paper was mostly written, but Paul provided me with
the picture with which to view the temperature-dependent data, according to which we
concluded it is best to compare spectra at different temperatures, but at the same driving
voltage.
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2.2 Introduction
The development of organic semiconductors has opened the field of electronics to
the possibilities of solution-processed fabrication and custom-tuning properties such as
bandgap, energy levels, solid-state packing, etc., to fit the desired application by means
of rational molecular design.[4, 36] In the application of photovoltaics, organic semicon-
ductors continue to improve in performance and have already achieved respectable power
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) above 10%.[37] High PCEs are achieved with organic semi-
conductors by the use of bulk heterojunctions (BHJ)[38] which pull the exciton apart by
employing energy differences between two semiconductors highest occupied molecular
orbitals (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO). Driven by this en-
ergetic offset, electrons are transferred from the donor to the acceptor. Prior to charge
separation, however, the electron and hole are still bound across the interface residing
on both donor and acceptor molecules in what is often referred to as the charge trans-
fer (CT) state.[20] The CT state is formed by overlapping donor HOMO and acceptor
LUMO wavefunctions, and only exists at the interface of the donor and acceptor phases.
In recent years the organic photovoltaic literature has seen a surge of interest in the
CT state.[17, 39, 40] Because the CT state is the interfacial state in heterojunctions, it
is thought of as a site for charge generation,[20, 41] but also as a site for both geminate
and bimolecular recombination.[42, 43] The CT state is most often studied by means of
optical transitions with techniques such as photoluminescence (PL),[23] electrolumines-
cence (EL),[24] external quantum efficiency (EQE),[44] transient absorption,[45] among
other optical techniques.[46] A clear trend has been established correlating the energy of
the CT state (ECT ) to the open circuit voltage (VOC) of the BHJ blend.[18, 19, 30, 47]
Both the VOC and ECT are known to change with blend ratio and morphology, explained
by changes in dielectric constant and crystallinity.[24, 48] The role of excess energy and
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delocalization of the CT state have also stirred up discussion in the literature. Some
reports suggest that the lowest-energy CT state acts as a trap state, and that excess
energy is needed for charge delocalization and separation.[49, 50, 51] Other reports have
demonstrated that excess excitation energy has no effect on photoconversion efficiency,
and that factors such as the nanostructure at the interface that allow delocalization and
field-independent generation are of more critical importance.[52, 53]
There have been many reports on CT state luminescence and absorption in poly-
mer:fullerene BHJ solar cells, but considerably fewer on small-molecule:fullerene solar
cells.[30, 54, 55, 56, 57] Here we focus on using EL to gain insight into the CT state at
the donor/acceptor interface of molecular BHJ solar cells. In EL measurements charges
injected from the contacts by an applied bias are expected to recombine through the
lowest lying energy states; in BHJ blends recombination is expected to occur through
the CT state.[24] A few studies have shown a correlation between poor photovoltaic per-
formance with observed singlet emission from conjugated polymer:fullerene BHJ blends.
Indeed, when the energetic offset between the donor and acceptor materials is small,
back electron transfer can compete with charge separation and radiative recombinatinon
through the singlet states may occur.[58, 59] However, contrary to this correlation, we
exclusively observe singlet EL from high performing molecular BHJ solar cells, and only
CT state emission from poor-performing solar cells.
2.3 Charge transfer state in small-molecule BHJ so-
lar cells
This study is centered on three well-studied BHJ systems employing molecular donors:
DPP-OT-3,6-bis(5-(benzofuran-2-yl)thiophen-2-yl)-2,5-bis(2-ethylhexyl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]-
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pyrrole-1,4-dione (DPP(TBFu)2), 7,7-(4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-silolo[3,2-b:4,5-b]-
dithiophene-2,6-diyl)bis(6-fluoro-4-(5-hexyl-[2,2-bithiophene]-5-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]-
thiadiazole) (p-DTS(FBTTh2)2), and benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b]bis(4,4-dihexyl-4H-silolo[3,2-b]-
thiophene-2,2-diyl)-bis(6-fluoro-4-(5’-hexyl-[2,2’-bithiophen]-5-yl)-benzo[c]-[1,2,5]-
thiadiazole (p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2) (structures shown in Figure 2.1)). When first introduced
in 2009, DPP(TBFu)2 was among the pioneering molecular donors to perform comparably
to polymer donors blended with fullerene derivatives in solution-processed organic photo-
voltaics.[33] The HOMO-LUMO levels of DPP(TBFu)2 are 5.2 and 3.4 eV, respectively,
measured by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and absorption onset.[60]
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 are more recent developments in molecular
donors, both belonging to the D1−A-D2-A-D1 molecular architecture (D1,2 being elec-
tron rich moieties and A an electron deficient moiety). p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, designed to
improve compatibility of a precursor donor with the hole transporting layer poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonicacid) (PEDOT:PSS),[61] and was the high-
est performing small-molecule donor at the time of publishing. The HOMO-LUMO levels
for p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 are 5.1 and 3.3 eV, respectively, as measured by cyclic voltamme-
try (CV). p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 was designed to lower the HOMO of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 to
increase the VOC .[62] The HOMO-LUMO levels for p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 are 5.2 and 3.4
eV, respectively, as measured by CV.
Each of the three blend systems requires specific processing conditions to achieve op-
timal performance. When blended with the commonly used molecular acceptor PC71BM
([6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester) and cast from pure solvents, all three sys-
tems have poor photovoltaic performance. However, altering the solvent or post pro-
cessing procedures leads to vastly improved fill factors (FF ) and short circuit currents
(JSC) (Figure 2.2). Of note is that in each system optimized performance is accompa-
nied by a small decrease in VOC in compared to the poor-performing as-cast films (Table
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Figure 2.1: Chemical structures of DPP(TBFu)2, p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, and
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2.
tab:ELenergies). Due to the established correlation between ECT and VOC ,[29, 18, 19, 30]
it is reasonable to expect that the CT states in the systems studied here also decrease in
energy upon optimization.
The improved PCE for the blends studied here has been attributed in each case to a
change in morphology with processing conditions, with each system following the same
morphological trend. Specifically, as-cast films result in an intimate mixture with negli-
gible order or phase separation. Thermal annealing of DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM[63] films or
the use of the solvent additive diiodooctane (DIO) in p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM[12] and
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM[62] solutions subsequently induce crystallinity and phase
separation in the films. The morphology of the three blends in this report has been
studied extensively in previous publications. Atomic force microscopy and transmission
electron microscopy images of the three blends in this report are presented in Figure 2.3
and Figure 2.4 for convenience; however, we strongly recommend referring to the compre-
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Figure 2.2: Solar cell J-V curves of optimized and as-cast blends under 1 sun il-
lumination for (a) DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, (b) p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, and (c)
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM.
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Figure 2.3: AFM of as-cast (a,b,c) and optimized (d,e,f) blend devices
for (a,d) DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, (b,e) p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, and (c,f)
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM.
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Figure 2.4: TEM of as-cast (a,b,c) and optimized (d,e,f) blend devices
for (a,d) DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, (b,e) p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, and (c,f)
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM.
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hensive morphological reports on these systems. The effect of increased crystallinity and
aggregation on polymer:fullerene emission has been reported in a number of systems to
be a small red-shift in emission,[46, 24, 64] again suggesting the optimized films studied
here will have a lower ECT compared to the CT state of the as-cast films.
2.4 Electornic states determined by EL
To examine the CT state by EL, a blend film is sandwiched between high and low
work function electrodes (ITO/PEDOT:PSS and Ca/Al, respectively), identical to the
solar cell architecture. Oppositely charged carriers are directly injected into the films by
an applied bias. Due to the choice of electrodes, it is expected that electrons are injected
into the acceptor and holes into the donor, thus allowing for bimolecular recombination at
the donor/acceptor interface once the charges meet. If the CT state emission is radiative,
the ECT can be estimated by the energy of the peak emission intensity.[31]
The left-hand side of Figure 2.5 shows EL spectra of the three molecular blend systems
as-cast, and their respective pure components at room temperature (RT). The as-cast
blends in all three cases show EL that is characteristic of CT state emission: the emission
is featureless and lower in energy than EL observed from either pure component of
the BHJ.[24] The ECT values of the as-cast devices are 0.34-0.4 eV higher than the
corresponding eVOC values (Table tab:ELenergies), in fair agreement with the correlation
seen for polymer:fullerene photovoltaics.[24, 18, 19, 47]
Given the slight decrease in VOC and the increased crystallinity in the optimized
blends, we expect the EL spectra of the optimized devices to show a red-shifted peak
compared to the as-cast devices. However, as is shown on the right-hand side of Fig-
ure 2.5, upon photovoltaic optimization, the EL specrum of all blend films shows an
additional high-energy emission peak. EL of annealed DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM has a new
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Figure 2.5: EL of as-cast (a,c,e) and optimized (b,d,f) blend devices with the EL
of pristine blend components at room temperature for (a,b) DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM,
(c,d) p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, and (e,f) p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM.
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Table 2.1: Energies at peak electroluminescence itensity for singlet and CT state
emission for the three blend systems. ECT by EL is compared to the corresponding
VOC values.
PC71BM Donor Pristine Optimized
[eV] [eV] ECT [eV] VOC [V] ECT [eV] VOC [V]
DPP 1.55 1.49 1.33 0.93 – 0.89
DTS 1.55 1.62 1.18 0.83 1.19 0.80
SIDT 1.55 1.88 1.32 0.98 1.26 0.91
dominant spectral peak at 1.49 eV, corresponding well with the peak emission from pris-
tine DPP(TBFu)2. Below 1.39 eV the annealed blend emission has a shoulder in the
EL spectrum which we attribute to CT state emission. Because the CT state emission
peak is burried within neat DPP9TBFu)2 emission, we cannot assign the appropriate
CT emission peak for this device. Showing a similar trend, EL of DIO-processed p-
DTS(FBTTh2)2 blends largely follows emission of pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 at energies
greater than 1.37 eV, below which the spectrum resembles the corresponding CT state
emission as seen from as-cast devices. The ECT of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blends does not
appear to change significantly with the addition of DIO, though we note that peak
CT state emission in this system is at energies near detector sensitivity limit and is
thus noisier and more difficult to discern. The dominant emission from optimized p-
SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM films remains CT state emission, but with the emergence of
spectral features at energies corresponding to p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 singlet emission. The
CT state EL spectra of the p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 blend shifts to slightly lower energies from
roughly 1.31 eV to 1.27 eV with the addition of DIO, consistent with increased order in
the film and decrease in VOC as discussed above.
The emergence of singlet emission in optimized solar-cell blends was also observed by
Scharber et al., who studied the effect of the solvent additive octanedithiol (ODT) on the
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narrow-bandgap polymer PCPDTBT (poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-
b;3,4-b]-dithiophene)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)]) blended with PC61BM.[65] The
addition of ODT and increase in phase separation is speculated to delocalize the CT
state thus reducing radiative emission through the CT state. However, the authors fo-
cus on the decrease in CT state emission and do not discuss the phenomenon of singlet
emission by EL.
2.5 Identifying CT states in external quantum effi-
ciency spectra
While EL measurements probe the CT state from the excited state, it is also ac-
cessible from the ground state and can be probed by absorption.[40] We examine EQE
spectra of the films to understand if singlet emission can be explained by significant
modifications to the CT state. In EQE measurements photovoltaic devices are irradiated
with incrementally changing monochromatic light under short circuite conditions, and
the subsequent photocurrent is recorded. Because the CT state is lower in energy than
the donor and acceptor bandgaps, its contribution to the EQE can be distinguished at
energies below absorption of donor and acceptor.[18, 29] However, due to the low absorp-
tion of the CT state, its direct contribution to the EQE is so small it can only be seen
on a logarithmic scale by a spectral shoulder continued beyond the exponential decay of
the pristine materials absorption profile.
The CT state signature in the EQE is observed in all six blend films, irrespective of
processing conditions (Figure 2.6). Note that because ECT in these systems is close to
the energy of the donor and acceptor bandgaps much of the CT state EQE spectrum is
lost within the absorption of the pristine materials. It is therefore challenging to extract
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Figure 2.6: EQE spectra of as-cast and optimized blend devices along with
EQE spectra of pristine blend components for (a) DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, (b)
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, and (c) p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM. A dashed line rep-
resents the energy below which photocurrent generation is attributed to the CT state
for each blend, marked in italics on the plots.
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reliable values for ECT by Gaussian fits as has been demonstrated for a number of other
systems.[29, 66] Nevertheless, by comparing the spectral shapes of as-cast blends with
optimized blends, the data qualitatively suggests that the solid state packing has min-
imal effects on the ground CT state in these blends. As is expected by the respective
JSC values, all optimized films show significantly higher EQE values than as-cast films,
but only at energies that correspond to the absorption of the donor and PC71BM. It
is therefore apparent that the relative contribution of CT state absorption to the pho-
tocurrent is reduced upon optimization, which is consistent with a reduced interfacial
area upon phase separation. Otherwise, the EQE spectra do not provide an unequivocal
explanation to the reason optimized devices emit from the singlet state at low voltages.
Given these results, it is now of note that the observed singlet emission described
here differs from previous reports which correlate poor device performance and singlet
luminescence.[58] Detection of singlet EL, in these poor performing systems, is due to an
energetic offset between donor and acceptor that is so small that the CT state and singlet
state are in resonance. In this scenario singlet emission indicates insufficient driving force
for charge separation.[58, 59] In such systems, by EQE there should be no evidence of a
CT state shoulder.[59] In the blends studied here, however, the CT state is still detectable
in the EQE irrespective of processing conditions. Here singlet emission is observed from
optimized blends, correlating with improved PCEs compared to blends that show only
CT state emission. It is thus apparent that in devices which show singlet emission there
remains a sufficient energy level offset and driving force for charge separation.
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2.6 Identifying charge injection by EL turn-on volt-
age
From a morphological standpoint, as-cast films are intimately mixed while the opti-
mized films have clear phase separation.[62, 63, 12] EL from the donor singlet state may
arise if both charge-carriers are directly injected into a donor phase. To test for this
possibility we compare the turn-on bias (VON) from a pristine donor with the VON of
the BHJ blends. The VON is expected to be proportional to the bandgap of the material
into which charges are injected.[24] If singlet emission from the blend is due to direct
injection into the donor phase, the VON where we observe singlet emission should be
comparable between an optimized blend device and a pristine donor device with equiv-
alent electrodes. In the same vein, it is expected that the VON of as-cast devices, which
show only CT state emission, be lower than the VON of optimized devices. This rational
assumes that injection from the contact into the donor phases is not significantly altered
by the presence of PC71BM.
EL intensity vs. applied bias is compared between blend and pristine donor films for
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM blends (Figure 2.7). It is clear
that significantly larger voltages are necessary to produce luminescence from a pristine
donor film than from a blend film, regardless of annealing or processing with DIO. Pristine
DPP(TBFu)2 has a VON of roughly 1.6 V, while emission from DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM
blends turns on around 0.9 V. Similarly, pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 emission turns on at
1.3 V, and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM blends have a VON of 0.7 V. In both molecular
blends, the difference between the VON of pristine donor and blend devices is more
than 0.5 V, whereas the potential necessary for emission from blends is very comparable
regardless of processing conditions or the resulting emission spectra. We interpret this to
that direct injection of both charge carriers into the donor phases is not the cause of the
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Figure 2.7: EL intensity vs. voltage characteristics of as-cast and optimized, blend and
neat donor devices (a) DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM and (b) p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM.
Log-linear plot is used to emphasize voltage at which emission is first detected. The
difference between the turn-on voltage of the blend and neat donor devices is empha-
sized on the x-axis by a bold line.
observed singlet emission in the optimized blends. It is notable that the blend EL spectra
in Figure 2.5 were collected at biases below the VON of pristine donor devices. While the
EL spectra of the optimized blends indeed changes with applied bias, singlet emission is
visible at all voltages well below the VON of the pristine donor devices. Singlet emission of
both DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM has a larger dependence on
applied bias, and is thus intensified relative to CT state emission as voltage is increased.
A more detailed examination of the spectral evolution with applied bias can be found in
Figure S3.
2.7 Thermal activation in EL spectra
Previous studies on several polymer:polymer systems have suggested that recombi-
nation through CT state compared to singlet states can be temperature dependent.[67,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] The EL spectra of the three blends collected at 200 K are shown
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in Figure 2.8. However, it should be noted that at low temperatures larger potentials
are necessary to observe EL. Because recombination through singlet excitons follows a
different dependence on applied bias than recombination through the CT state we can-
not directly compare the spectra collected at RT (Figure 2.5) and 200 K (Figure 2.8).
Instead, the spectra at 200 K must be compared to RT spectra collected at equivalent
applied voltages, traced for reference in the low temperature plots.
At 200 K and low applied voltages, EL from annealed DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM predom-
inantly resembles CT state emission, showing a strong temperature dependence (Figure
2.8). Singlet emission is still present as a secondary peak at 1.62 eV, but majority of
radiative recombination goes through the CT state. This is in contrast to RT measure-
ment at comparable voltages. Upon decreasing the temperatures further (Figure S4), EL
of the annealed blend follows emission of the as-cast blend, showing no singlet features
unless high voltages are applied. This is analogous to reports on planar heterojunction
polymer light emitting diodes (LEDs) that show singlet emission decreases with reduced
temperature compared to emission from the CT state.[68] The strong inhibition of sin-
glet emission at low temperatures may indicate that at RT charges at the interface reach
the DPP(TBFu)2 singlet state by thermal excitation. Similarly, also the EL spectra of
optimized p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM shows temperature dependence (Figure 2.8c). At
RT, when the voltage is increased from 1.0 V to 1.4 V, there is a significant increase in
the emission at energies of singlet EL from pristine p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2. However, the RT
spectrum at 1.4 V shows significantly more singlet emission than the spectrum taken at
200 K when compared to maximum of CT state emission.
In contrast to DPP(TBFu)2 and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2, the EL spectra from
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM does not change significantly with temperature (Figure 2.8b).
At lower temperatures optimized p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blends show peak splitting at the en-
ergies corresponding to donor emission, which is not uncommon for disordered materials[74]
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Figure 2.8: Normalized EL of as-cast and optimized blend devices at 200 K, compared
to EL of respective optimized device at 295 K for (a) DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, (b)
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, and (c) p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM.
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and can also be seen in the emission of pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (Figure S5). The agree-
ment between the spectra of optimized p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM at the same bias but
at different temperatures indicates that recombination through the CT state and the
donor singlet has a similar temperature-dependence. Therefore, singlet emission from
this blend at RT cannot be attributed to temperature activation. The as-cast films of all
blends show no spectral evolution with decreased temperature.
The three molecular donors, DPP(TBFu)2, p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2,
were designed towards high PCEs, and thus offer high VOC values when blended with
PC71BM. To achieve high VOC values with narrow bandgap donors, ECT will inevitably
approach the donor singlet energy. However, the different EL spectra from as-cast and
optimized films of the same blend suggest that small energetic offsets are not enough to
explain singlet emission here. Figure 4 suggests that thermal activation may contribute to
the observed singlet emission from optimized DPP(TBFu)2 and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 blend
films, as both show decreased singlet emission at low temperatures. However, thermal
activation does not explain the EL spectra of optimized p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blends.
2.8 Crystallinity, phase separation, and singlet EL
We return now to the morphological differences between the as-cast and optimized
films. As noted, the donor and fullerene are intimately mixed in as-cast films, while op-
timized films have phase separation and significant crystallinity.[60, 62, 12] Sharenko
et al. have recently shown that phase separation in DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM films is
driven by donor crystallization. By performing in-situ thermal annealing x-ray scat-
tering, they identify the annealing temperature at which the films become crystalline
and phase-separated, and demonstrate that development of phase separation and donor
crystallinity coincide.[63] To verify the relationship between crystallinity and phase sepa-
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Figure 2.9: Evolution of (a) solar cell performance and (b)EL spectra of 70:30 w/w
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM films with annealing temperature. EL of blends was collected
at 1.5 V. Films were annealed for two minutes following procedure by Sharenko et
al.[63] EL spectra of pristine DPP(TBFu)2 is included for reference.
ration and singlet emission from the optimized blend, we replicate the conditions used by
Sharenko et al. and record the respective EL. Figure 5 shows the EL spectra of 70:30 w/w
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM blend films annealed for two minutes at a range of temperatures.
Sharenko et al. found that films of this blend ratio began forming separate phases when
annealed for two minutes at 80 C. Singlet emission onset occurs in films annealed at 90
C, corresponding with the point of increased JSC , FF, and electron mobility as noted
by Shareko et al.[63] It should be noted here that the x-ray measurements were done at
the elevated temperatures, while the EL measurements are done at room temperature.
Singlet emission is thus observed once films develop phase separation and crystallinity,
and not before.
From a similar point of view, we investigate the effect of blend ratio on film mor-
phology, solar cell peformance, and electroluminescence of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM
blends processed with 0.4% DIO. Figure 2.10 shows J-V curves under 1-sun illumi-
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nation and electroluminescence for devices made with blend ratios ranging from 10:90
donor:acceptor w/w, to 50:50 donor:acceptor w/w. At low donor loadings of 10-20%,
the solar cell performance is poor, with low FF and JSC values. The corresponding
EL spectra of these blends has great resemblance to the EL spectrum of the as-cast
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM device, with only a CTS peak, true for all applied voltages.
At a donor:acceptor ratio of 30:70, however, the JSC and particularly the FF increase
greatly, and the EL spectrum of the device shows the emergence of emission at high
photon energies, corresponding to p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 singlet emission. Grazing incidence
wide-angle X-ray spectroscopy (GIWAXS) of the 20:80 and 30:70 donor:acceptor w/w
blend ratio films are also shown in Figure 2.10. GIWAXS can be used to characterize
crystallinity in blends, identified by anisotropic diffraction peaks in the images. The im-
ages in Figure 2.10 show that at a blend ratio of 20:80, the only discernible signal is an
isotropic ring associated with PC71BM diffraction, but no evidence of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2.
At a blend ratio of 30:70, however, clear diffraction peaks emerge, labeled on the image.
The pi-pi diffraction peak, specifically, connotes that p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 molecules are
stacking along the pi-direction, which is considered favorable for charge transport and
delocalization. The emergence of singlet emission, improvements in FF and JSC , are
clearly correlated with the onset of donor crystallization.
Enhanced order has long been associated with superior charge transport, and is also
believed to decrease the bandgap and increase charge and exciton delocalization. Particu-
lar attention has been dedicated to CT state delocalization at the interface,[52, 57, 75, 76,
77, 78] most often correlated with aggregation in the fullerene phase.[75, 76, 57] The small-
molecule blends we studied show donor crystallization upon photovoltaic optimization.
Hole and electron mobilities in DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM
increase upon annealing and processing with DIO,[79] and in p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM
the hole mobility increases with DIO.[62] Interestingly, we have also demonstrated less
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Figure 2.10: Evolution of (a) solar cell performance, (b) EL spectra, and donor crys-
tallinity of DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM films with donor:acceptor ratios ranging from
10:90 to 50:50 w/w. GIWAXS images are shown for blend ratios of (c) 20:80 and (d)
30:70 donor:acceptor w/w.
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field-dependence of generation in DIO-processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM[80] and p-
SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM[62] films than in their as-cast counterparts. This suggests that
the CT states are less localized in these optimized devices. Thus it appears that the same
conditions that allow for improved transport and weaker field-dependence also decrease
the barrier for electrons to reach the donor phase of the solar cell blends studied in this
report, yet this does not impede on achieving IQEs as high as 90%-100%.[62, 12]
It is worth noting that larger phase domains may play a significant role in delocal-
ization and singlet emission, as well. By structural analysis we have shown that the
as-cast films have a very mixed morphology, such that donor and acceptor phases can
hardly be distinguished.[62, 12, 60] In such a morphological landscape, even if charges
or excitons at the interface of as-cast films were able to escape or undergo back transfer,
there is a high probability they will find a nearby CT states due to the high interfacial
area and small phases. A similar correlation of singlet EL to domain size was also shown
for all-polymer LED heterojunctions.[71, 81]
2.9 Bias- and temperature-dependent PL
Emission can be achieved by electrical excitation, when charges are injected into the
film via contacts and a forward applied bias (EL, as was done above), or by photoex-
citation, when excited states are formed by a laser pulse, which proceed to recombine
and emit light (photoluminescence, PL). As part of our initial investigation of the lumi-
nescence from the small-molecule blends we have discussed in the study above, we also
investigated the PL characteristics of the blends. First, we compared the PL and EL from
the same films: neat DTS(FBTTh2)2 (as-cast, annealed, and with DIO) shown in Fig-
ure 2.11, and blend DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM (as-cast, annealed, and with DIO) shown
in Figure 2.12. DTS(FBTTh2)2 LED devices were fabricated with the device structure
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of: ITO/PEDOT (45 nm)/DTS(FBTTh2)2 (70 nm)/Ca (10 nm)/Al (100 nm), and then
encapsulated using a two-part epoxy and a glass microscope slide. Blend devices were
fabricated as described in the ’Experimental’ section, and also encapsulated. For PL, the
active layer was excited with a HeNe laser (633 nm excitation) at an incident angle of
90◦ from the detector. EL was achieved on the same devices by applying a forward bias
that is above the turn-on voltage, as described in the ’Experimental’ section.
EL and PL from neat DTS(FBTTh2)2 devices show the same emission spectra (Figure
2.11) for all processing conditions. The emission spectra do change, however, between
processing conditions: films processed with DIO have the sharpest emission spectra that
are most blue-shifted, the annealed film emission spectra are red-shifted by about 50
meV, and the emission from the as-cast films have an additional shoulder to the emission
at low energies.
In the blend devices, EL and PL spectra are more different (Figure 2.12). The DIO-
processed and annealed films have similar EL and PL spectra, though in both cases
the EL spectra are more blue-shifted. From the work above, we now know that this
emission is at energies that correspond to emission from the T1 singlet state. The PL
emission may originate from singlet excitons that were not successfully quenched by a
donor/acceptor interface. As we do not fully understand the process by which we observe
EL emission from singlet states in the blend films, other than a relationship to phase
separation and crystallinity, it is not unreasonable to suggest that the DTS(FBTTh2)2
singlet PL observed is the result of a more complicated process than excitons decaying
before reaching an interface. For example, there may be an equilibrium between the
CT state and S1 singlet states. Since the quantum efficiency of singlet exciton states
is expected to be much higher than of the CT state, it is likely that the number of
recombination events that go through S1 singlet states is much lower than the number of
recombination events through the CT states. However, the as-cast films show a PL that is
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between emission achieved by EL and PL from neat
DTS(FBTTh2)2 films fabricated as-cast (a), annealed (b), and with DIO (c). (d)
and (e) compare of PL and EL spectra, respectively, from films fabricated with the
three different processing conditions.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison between emission achieved by EL and PL from
DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM films fabricated as-cast (a), annealed (b), and with DIO
(c). (d) and (e) compare of PL and EL spectra, respectively, from films fabricated
with the three different processing conditions.
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significantly different from the EL: the EL is red-shifted to low energies, already identified
as the CT state, while the PL remains at similarly high energies which correspond to the
emission of DTS(FBTTh2)2 S1 singlet emission. The PL signal from the as-cast film is
much weaker, and therefore much noisier than the PL from the other films.
Excitons are generally considered to be neutral particles, which would not be affected
by low electric fields (although there exist examples which demonstrated that large elec-
tric fields can split excitons[82, 83]). However, if excitons split into free charge carriers,
an applied electric field would have an influence on the direction of charge drift within the
film: a forward bias would induce further charge recombination, and a reverse bias would
induce charge collection and inhibit charge recombination. This is illustrated by the ef-
fect of bias on the band diagram shown in the Introduction (Figure 1.13). In addition,
the CT state may also be subject to field-dependent splitting (more commonly known
as field-dependent generation). Field-dependent generation has been shown to reduce
the performance of as-cast small-molecule solar cells,[84, 80] as was shown specifically
on p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM blend devices.[80, 85]If blend films are excited by a laser
pulse while an electric field is applied, this may provide us with additional information on
the formation of the emissive species. A similar analysis was done on polymer:fullerene
solar cells by Tvingstedt et al., see reference [23].
Bias-dependent PL spectra for as-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM and
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM blend films are shown in Figure 2.13a,b. As the extraction field
across the films increases (i.e. the applied bias is more negative), the PL emission spec-
trum of the as-cast films changes in both material systems. In DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM,
where the PL emission spectrum largely resembles the EL spectrum of the same device,
the entire PL spectrum decreases in intensity. The close spectral overlap and the bias-
dependence imply that the PL spectra of as-cast DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM films originates
from the CT state between DPP(TBFu)2 and PC71BM. The bias dependence, further
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suggests that under solar cell operation there are charge carriers that are lost to re-
combination through the CT state. As noted from Figure 2.12, the PL from as-cast
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM is significantly different in shape from the EL, with emis-
sion at energies that correspond to S1 singlet p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 emission. However,
there is also significant emission at lower photon energies, implying that recombination
is occurring from a range of states. As extraction field is increased, the PL of as-cast
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM changes in shape with low-energy emission reducing in in-
tensity (Figure 2.13). At the strongest reverse bias, -10 V, the PL from the blend device
is close to the PL emission from neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2.This means that as reverse bias
is increased, emission from CT states of varying energies is quenched, while emission
from singlet p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 states is unchanged by the applied field. As was the case
with DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, this indicates of field-dependent recombination. The data
at hand, however, does not specify is this is recombination due to CT states that were
not able to separate (geminate recombination), or if free charge carriers met again at a
donor/acceptor interface and recombined via the CT state (bimolecular recombination).
Previous studies on this system which employed temporal resolution suggest that as-cast
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM devices suffer from field-dependent geminate recombination.
In contrast to the as-cast films, the optimized films (DIO for
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, and thermal annealing for DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM), show
very little change to the PL spectra with applied reverse bias (Figure 2.13c,d). For
both blend systems, PL from the optimized films is largely at energies overlapping with
S1 singlet emission of each donor. The spectral shape of the optimized blend PL also
agrees well with the PL form the neat donor films. In these films, this data suggests
that there is little to no field-dependent generation. Interestingly, devices made with
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM) have a low FF even under the optimized processing conditions,
which means the blend system suffers from field-dependent generation. However, the
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Figure 2.13: Bias-dependent PL from as-cast (a) p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM and
(b) DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, (c) DIO-processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, and (d)
annealed DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM. All bais-dependent graphs include an overlayed
EL spectra of the CT state emission from the as-cast blend films and PL form
the neat donor, for comparison. Note that DTS(FBTTh2)2 and DPP refer to
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 and DPP(TBFu)2
lack of a field-dependence in PL suggests that the field-dependent generation takes place
primarily via non-radiative recombination pathways.
Next, we focused on the PL of as-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM, but now study-
ing the luminescence under varying temperatures. Figure 2.14 shows the bias- and
temperature-dependent PL of as-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM films as well as neat
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 films. At all temperatures studied, it is evident that the as-cast p-
DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM PL is bias-dependent, but only at energies that are lower than
the S1 p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 singlet state (Figure 2.14a,c,d). At sufficiently high reverse
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bias, the PL from the blend films resembles the PL of neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2. In con-
trast, the PL from neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 is not vias dependent under any temperature
(Figure 2.14b,d,e).
If we compare the emission of ether the as-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM or p-
DTS(FBTTh2)2 at different temperatures, a few more details become evident. First,
the PL spectrum of neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 evolves into two well-resolved peaks, and in-
creases in intensity to a small degree (Figure 2.15a). The emergence of these two distinct
peaks was studied in more depth in reference [86]. In contrast, the PL from the as-cast p-
DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM blend films significantly increases with decreasing temperature
(Figure 2.15b). Recombination in organic solar cells is known to be temperature depen-
dent, as will be explored in more detail in Chapter 3. In fact, from the perspective of the
VOC , at a temperature of 0 K the VOC can reach its maximum value because recombina-
tion has been eliminated. Assuming that film can absorb the same amount of photons at
the temperatures probed here, the increase in PL with decreasing temperatures implies
that not as many charges are decaying through non-radiative pathways. As temperature
is decreased, charge separation may also be decreased, if charge generation is temperature
dependent.[87] Therefore, this data suggests that non-radiative recombination increases
with temperature (and is temperature-dependent), and that non-radiative recombination
is more likely as charges are more likely to separate and recombine bimolecularly. This
may point at charge-carrier losses due to recombination via triplet states, the formation
of which would be more favorable compared to singlet states if recombination is bimolec-
ular. Furthermore, if the spectra in Figure 2.15b are normalized to a point at energies
corresponding to S1 p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 singlet emission, it is evident that the shapes of
the PL spectra are temperature-dependent. As temperature is decreased, there is rel-
atively less S1 p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 singlet emission compared to CT state emission from
the blend devices. This suggests that the singlet PL from this blend is not simply due
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Figure 2.14: Bias- and temperature-dependent PL from as-cast
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM (a,c,e) and neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (b,d,f) devices.
The spectra of neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 was overlain on the bias-dependent PL
plots of the as-cast blend p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM devices, at the appropriate
temperature. The PL spectra were collected under temperatures of 295 K (a,b), 180
K (c,d), and 80 K (e,f).
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Figure 2.15: (a) Temperature dependent PL from neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, and (b)
blend as-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM devices, under no applied bias. (c) Normal-
ized temperature-dependent PL spectra at no applied voltage (from (b)). (d) Tem-
perature-dependent PL spectra of as-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM devices, under
a reverse bias of -6 V.
to limited exciton diffusion (as may be expected in an as-cast blend, where the donor
and acceptor are intimately mixed[12]), but is instead the result of either an equilibrium
between the CT state and singlet state, or some process that additionally involves charge
separation prior to the radiative recombination.
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2.10 Conclusions and outlook
To summarize, we observe CT states as well as singlet exciton EL from blends of
three high-performing solution-processed molecular solar cells. The contribution of sin-
glet emission in the EL of these solar cells is present only in the optimized blends,
and can be detected from emission onset. EQE and EL measurements confirm that
in all cases the CT states is energetically distinct from the singlet state, suggesting
that singlet emission is not due to coherence between the two states. Temperature-
dependence of the EL spectra suggests that thermal activation may account in part for
singlet emission in DPP(TBFu)2 and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 blends with PC71BM, while sin-
glet emission from optimized p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM is temperature independent. In
all cases singlet emission is present upon increased order and phase separation, and in
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM we show a direct correlation between onset of singlet emission
with formation of separate phases and donor crystallinity.[63] While it is clear that any
recombination represents photoconversion losses, it appears that the emergence of sin-
glet emission from these narrow-bandgap molecular donors, as well as PCPDTBT,[65]
blended with fullerene derivatives is indicative of conditions favorable to photovoltaic
performance. Understanding of interfacial properties such as molecular orientation, crys-
tallinity, and charge delocalization will play a critical role in pushing organic photovoltaics
towards higher efficiencies, especially as we design materials towards high VOC values and
minimum losses due to energetic offset between donor and acceptor.
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2.11 Experimental
2.11.1 Material and film processing
DPP(TBFu)2, p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 were synthesized according
to previously described procedures.[60, 61, 61] PC71BM was purchased from Solenne
BV and used as-received. DPP(TBFu)2 and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 were both blended with
PC71BM at a ratio of 3:2, p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 was blended with PC71BM at a ratio of 1:1,
corresponding with optimal photovoltaic response. DPP(TBFu)2 blends were dissolved
at 21 mg mL−1 in chloroform and heated at 60 ◦C overnight prior to casting from room
temperature at a spin speed of 2000 RPM. Half of the films were annealed at 110 ◦C for
10 minutes. p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blends were dissolved at 35 mg mL
−1 in chlorobenzene
and heated at 90 ◦C overnight prior to casting from 70 ◦C at a spin speed of 1750 RPM.
The same procedure was followed for DIO-processed devices with the addition of 0.4%
DIO by volume. After casting from DIO containing solutions, the films was annealed
at 70 ◦C to remove residual solvent additive. p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 blends were dissolved
at 40 mg mL−1 in chlorobenzene and heated at 90 ◦C overnight prior to casting from
RT at a spin speed of 1750 RPM. Typical device thicknesses are about 100 nm for all
blend films. Neat materials DPP(TBFu)2, p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2, and
PC71BM were dissolved at 15 mg mL
−1 chloroform, 21 mg mL−1 chlorobenzene, 30 mg
mL−1 chlorobenzene, and 25 mg mL−1 chlorobenzene, respectively.
2.11.2 Solar cell device fabrication
All samples were fabricated with the architecture ITO(140 nm)/PEDOT:PSS(35
nm)/active layer/Ca(15 nm)/Al(100 nm). Glass substrates patterned with 140 nm ITO
were cleaned by sonication in water, acetone, and isopropanol, followed by UV-ozone
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treatment. PEDOT:PSS layers were cast and dried at 140 ◦C, followed by active layer
deposition under nitrogen environment as described above. Devices were finalized by
thermal sublimation of 15 nm calcium and 100 nm aluminum electrodes. The device
area used for all samples is 15 mm2.
2.11.3 Photovoltaic and EQE measurements
Solar cell device properties were measured under illumination by simulated 1000 mW
cm−2 AM1.5G light source using a 300 W Xe arc lamp with an AM 1.5 global filter. The
irradiance was calibrated with a standard silicon photovoltaic calibrated by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory. EQE characteristics were measured with a 75 W Xe light
source, monochromator, optical chopper, lock-in amplifier, and a National Institute of
Standards and Technology calibrated silicon photodiode for power-density calibration.
2.11.4 EL and PL measurements
A Si CCD array cooled to -70◦C was used as the detector for all EL emission spectra.
Emission from the devices was aligned to the CCD entrance slit with a series of focusing
lenses. A Si photodiode was used for luminescence-voltage (L-V) measurements. Low
temperatures EL measurements were performed using a cryostat cooled with liquid N2
and the CCD Si array. PL was measured using a HeNe laser (633 nm) excitation at a
90◦ angle to the detector, and the sample at a 45◦ angle to the detector. Bias-dependent
PL was measured in the same setup, while applying a voltage to the device
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2.12 Bonus: discovering trap-assisted vs. bimolecu-
lar recombination through emission
As noted in the preface, we began this study on the EL form the singlet state of
optimized solar cells by first trying to characterize the recombination behavior in these
devices using the relationship between EL intensity normalized for injected current, as
a function of applied voltage. This technique was developed by Gert-Jan Wetzelaer and
Martijn Kuik, as is described in reference [32]. By and large, when geminate recom-
bination is eliminated, charge-carrier recombination can occur bimolecularly, when two
free and oppositely-charged carriers meet and recombine, or via charge traps, where one
charge is ’trapped’ in an energetic state that is within the effective gap where it waits
for a free charge-carrier to come by, and the charges recombine. Bimolecular recom-
bination is a second order recombination process, while trap-assisted recombination is
a first order process. Trap-assisted recombination, also termed as Shockley-Read-Hall
(SRH) recombination is commonly considered non-radiative recombination, and can sig-
nificantly reduce the efficiency of light emitting diodes.[31] Here, I would refer the reader
to literature written by Martijn Kuik, who’s PhD thesis title is ”Trap Assisted Recombi-
nation in Polymer Light-Emitting Diodes”. The expectation that SRH recombination is
non-radiative is borrowed from the field of inorganic semiconductors, where it was estab-
lished that SRH recombination is non-radiative, however this is not always necessarily
true, and will be discussed more below. However, moving forward in this section, it is
valid to consider SRH recombination as non-radiative recombination.
SRH recombination rate is described according to Equation 2.1, and is linearly de-
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pendent on charge carrier density, it is a monomolecular process.
RSRH =
CnCpNt(np− n2i )
Cn(n+ n1) + Cp(p+ p1)
∝ n (2.1)
Here, Cn and Cp are the capture coefficients for electrons and holes, respectively; Nt
is the density of electron traps; n and p are the electron and hole densities, respectively;
ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration and is equal to ni = p1n1.
Bimolecular recombination can be described according to the Langevin recombination
rate (although the Langevin recombination coefficient does not always predict recombi-
nation in organic solar cell devices,[88] it is a good approximation of recombination in
organic light-emitting diodes), described in Equation 2.2
RBMR = γ
q

(µn + µp)(np− n2i ) ∝ n2 (2.2)
Here, γ is the reduced recombination prefactor(which corrects for the deviation be-
tween the Langevin recombination coefficient and the experimentally determined coef-
ficient); q is the elementary charge;  is the dielectric constant; and µn and µp are the
electron and hole charge-carrier mobilities, respectively.
Recombination current is determined by both bimolecular and trap-assisted recom-
bination. As we have defined the two recombination types, however, radiative recombi-
nation will only be determined by bimolecular recombination. As charge carrier density
is increased, the two recombination pathways will increase differently: since bimolecu-
lar recombination depends on the square of the charge carrier density and trap-assisted
recombination depends linearly on the charge carrier density, as the carrier density is
increased, bimolecular recombination will dominate over trap-assisted recombination.
Given these characteristics, we can use the relationship between emission intensity and
current to identify the recombination pathways in the device.
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When a device is operated at voltages larger than the turn-on voltage of the device,
charge carriers will be injected into the active layer where they are expected to recombine.
This recombination can be radiative or non-radiative, and will increase in intensity as
the voltage is increased and more charges are recombining in the actrive layer. The
emission intensity can be recorded with a photodiode, and normalized by the current
density, to give an EL efficiency. If the emission (radiative recombination) and current
are dictated by the same recombination behavior (or at least recombination that has the
same dependence on carrier density), then as the voltage across the devices is increased,
the EL efficiency should not change. However, if the current, for example, is determined
by both bimolecular recombination and trap-assisted recombination, but as we have
established the emission can only be determined by bimolecular recombination, then
the EL efficiency will change with the carrier density (applied voltage)- in this case the
EL efficiency is expected to increase as bimolecular recombination will grow faster with
carrier density than trap-assisted recombination.
The above is illustrated according to the following relationship, 2.3
ELeff ∝ RL
RL +RSRH
(2.3)
It is possible to characterize the quality of charge recombination from the diffusion
regime of a dark J-V curve for a diode device, such as the solar cell. At relatively
low carrier densities current in the diode is diffusion limited, and is described as an
exponential grown in current with voltage. Once the applied voltage surpasses the Vbi
and carrier density is relatively large, current in the solar cell begins to be limited by
recombination (assuming very low contact resistance), and is termed drift current. From
the diffusion regime, it is possible to extract the ideality factor, which describes the
voltage dependence of charge carrier recombination, and may provide information on
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the dominant types of recombination providing information about the recombination
routes.[89, 90, 91] The ideality factor, η, is found in the denominator of the exponent in
the non-ideal Shockley diode equation:
JD = J0[exp(
qV
ηkT
)− 1] (2.4)
Where JD is the dark current, J0 is the saturation current, q is the elementary charge, V
is the applied voltage, η is the ideality factor , k the Boltzmann constant, and T temper-
ature. The addition of an ideality factor to the ideal Shockley diode equation comes to
correct for the fact that recombination current does not only depend exponentially on the
temperature, voltage, and the bandgap as would be predicted based on Boltzmann pop-
ulation, or depends on these factors differently from direct band-to-band recombination.
Recently, it has been suggested that this deviation is due to the added non-ideal non-
radiative recombination contribution to recombination current.[89] The same reference,
a study by Kristofer Tvingstedt, reports a details study on the ideality factor determined
by various methods. Tvingstedt et al. conclude that the ideality factor determined by
dark J-V current, as was done here, is in fact not the most accurate way due to resis-
tive losses. The argument is, in part, based on the wide range of ideality factors, from
less than 1 all the way to 20. However, the ideality factors we determined here are low
and comparable to values which Tvingstedt et al. find as accurate, and may not be so
distorted by resistive losses.
A method that has been widely used to characterize the ideality of recombination,
and also suggested by Tvingstedt et al. as a better method compared to the dark J-V
method,[89] is to determine the relationship between the VOC and light intensity.[92, 93,
94] First, we define the current under illumination, JL, as the current due to photocurrent
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(Jph) on top of the dark current (JD):
JL = Jph + JD (2.5)
Under VOC conditions, the current (JL) is equal to zero, by definition, and therefore
JD = Jph. Starting with the Shockley diode equation, we can next derive the following
relationship for the VOC :
VOC = η(
kT
q
)ln(
Jph
Js
+ 1) (2.6)
If the photocurrent is linearly proportional to the light intensity (I), which is often the
case, then we can get a relationship for the VOC with light intensity:
VOC ∝ η(kT
q
)ln(I + 1) (2.7)
From here we can extract that the VOC should have an exponential relationship with
light intensity, with a slope of η kT
q
. The ideality factor, η, will be 1 if all recombination
is bimolecular, and 2 if recombination is heavily trap-assisted.
To complete this analysis, blend devices of DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM and
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM were fabricated, using the same processing methods outlined
above: as-cast as unoptimized, processed with DIO (p-DTS(FBTTh2)2), or thermally
annealed (DPP(TBFu)2). In addition, as a control we also fabricated a
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM with a semiconductor especially chosen with energy levels that
would act as an electron trap: TCNQ. TCNQ was added as a 1:250 mole ratio with
PC71BM. First, we look at the relationship between ELeff and V for the solar cell blends:
while running an J-V scan, a silicon photodiode was placed in front of the solar cell (glass
side), and the response of the silicon photodiode was recorded. The J-V curve and the
response of the photodiode are shown in Figure 2.16. Dividing the photodiode response
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Figure 2.16: Current and the corresponding emission intensity as a function of applied
voltage.
(radiative recombination) by the current (radiative + non-radiative recombination) gives
the ELeff . The ELeff for as-cast DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM and DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM,
as well as optimized films of the same blends is shown in Figure 2.17.
The ELeff of as-cast DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM, as-cast DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, and
annealed DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM are all independent of voltage, which implies that cur-
rent and luminescence are governed by recombination with the same carrier-density de-
pendence. The ELeff of DIO-processed DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM, however, is increasing
with applied voltage, which implies that this device suffers from trap-assisted recombi-
nation. This is a very surprising especially considering that among these four blends and
processing conditions, DIO-processed DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM has the highest PCE
(Figure 2.2). It is well expected that trap-assisted recombination will significantly re-
duce solar cell performance.[92, 93] Note, however, that no emission was detected from
the blend with the intentional addition of traps (DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM:TCNQ).
Next, we characterized the ideality factor for these solar cell devices. The ideality
factor is determined from the diffusion regime of the dark J-V curve, and therefore
requires devices of very high quality, with very low leakage current (high shunt resistance).
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Figure 2.17: ELeff for as cast (a) DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM and (b)
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, (c) DIO-processed DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM, and (d) an-
nealed DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM.
Figure 2.18: J-V curves under dark for (a) DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM and (b)
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM.
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The dark curves for these devices are shown in Figure 2.18, with the different regimes
outlined. Rearranging the non-ideal Shockley diode equation, we can calculate η as a
function of applied voltage. We are most interested in the slope (under log-lin) of the
diffusion regime, which will be represented as a minimum plateau in η vs. V . η is expected
to be determined by the fastest charge carrier, which for most OPV blends is the electron
transport in PCBM. It has been shown that the dark current J-V η in organic solar cells
is rarely below 1.3, which is a characteristic η of PCBM.[90] The η values obtained for
the blends studied here are shown in Figure 2.19.
As-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 and annealed DPP(TBFu)2 blend films both have a low
ideality factor, at about 1.3, which is consistent with good electron transport through
PC71BM.[90] DIO-processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 and as-cast DPP(TBFu)2 blends, on the
other hand have, have an ideality factor of about 1.6. As noted, the ideality factor
should be dictated by the fastest charge carrier. This means that in DIO-processed p-
DTS(FBTTh2)2 blends it is possible that hole transport through p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 is
in fact faster than electron transport through PC71BM. Given that this blend has the
highest PCE, this is a more reasonable conclusion than that electron transport is hin-
dered. Indeed, single-carrier hole and electron mobilities confirm that the hole mobility
is equivalent to- or higher than- the electron mobility in this blend film.[79] In the case
of as-cast DPP(TBFu)2, however, hole mobility is nearly an order of magnitude smaller
than the electron mobility, and the electron mobility is not significantly lower than in
DIO-processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (and it is worth noting that as-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2
has much lower hole and electron mobilities). It is important to revisit the dark J-V
curves, however, to verify that each curve has a significant diffusion regime: if the regime
is too short, the ideality factor can be distorted by leakage current or the effect of con-
tact resistance in the drift regime. The as-cast DPP(TBFu)2 blend and especially the
DPP(TBFu)2 mixed with TCNQ, both have a limited diffusion regime . Given the dark
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Figure 2.19: Ideality factors for (a) DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM and (b)
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM, as-cast (left) and optimized (right), and for (c)
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM:TCNQ.
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J-V curve of DPP(TBFu)2 with TCNQ, the ideality factor extracted from this blend is
particularly not trust worthy. Indeed, the ideality factor of this blend is approaching 3,
and we would expect the ideality factor to be on higher than 2.
The ideality factors shown in Figure 2.19 did not explain the results shown in Figure
2.17, and are in themselves complicated to discern. To understand if recombination in
these blends is truly dictated by bimolecular or trap-assisted recombination we recorded
the dependence of the VOC on light intensity, a method that is well accepted and has
been demonstrated on many systems. In these measurements, J-V curves are measured
at a range of illumination intensities. The VOC values as measured at each light intensity
are shown in Figure 2.20. The VOC vs. light intensity in all blend systems, with the
exception of the TCNQ-added blend, has a slope, S, of kT/q, and therefore an ideality
factor of 1. Only the blend to which we intentionally added electron traps, in the form
of 1:250 equivalents TCNQ:PC71BM, has a slope of 1.9 kT/q, implying that transport
in this blend is heavily electron trapped. This means that our experimental setup was
good, except that the TCNQ had such a severe effect on transport and emission in the
blend that it hindered even the analysis.
It is most interesting to note, however, that the DIO-processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2
blend clearly shows that emission and current have different charge recombination con-
tributions to them, while the VOC vs. light intensity relationship suggests bimolecular
recombination without any trap-assisted recombination. This is the point where we first
arrived when we started studying the emission in the solar cell blends. As was estab-
lished above, we now know that the DIO-processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blend shows EL
from both the CT state as well as the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 S1 singlet state. The emission
from the CT state and the singlet state follow a different carrier-density dependence,
modulated by applied bias. To illustrate, Figure 2.21 shows EL spectra from a DIO-
processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blend film, at different applied voltages (and therefore dif-
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Figure 2.20: VOV vs. light intensity (a) DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM and (b)
DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM films at varying processing conditions.
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Figure 2.21: Bias-dependent emission from optimized p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM,
normalized to the CT state peak.
ferent currents), normalized to the CT state peak. Starting from a current across the
device of 1 mA, most of the radiative emission is through the CT state. As the volt-
age (and therefore current) are increased, the singlet emission grows faster than the CT
state emission. This observation alone is enough to suggest that recombination in DIO-
processed DTS(FBTTh2)2 :PC71BM blends can take place via a few routs: radiative CT
state, radiative singlet state, and non-radiative recombination which can have a few more
distinct routs.
From Figures 2.21 and 2.17 we know that the DIO-processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blend
device has a number of recombination pathways, with different dependence on voltage
(carrier density). The expected pathway is through the CT state, and the surprising
pathway through the donor singlet state. However, the presence of two pathways alone
does not explain the difference in carrier-density dependence. We therefore examined the
ELeff from neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 films. The emission spectrum for p-DTS(FBTTh2)2
is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.22: ELeff of neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2. (a) J-V and EL-V for neat
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 as-cast and with 0.4% DIO. (b) ELeff for neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2
with and without DIO, compared with the ELeff of the blend film with DIO.
Figure 2.22a shows the J-V curve for a neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 film processed as-cast
or with DIO (as was done for the blend films), alone with the emission intensity as a
function of applied voltage. Figure 2.22b shows the ELeff for the neat films as-cast or
with DIO, as well as the ELeff of the DIO-processed blend film. First, it is evident that
emission from neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 alone has two pathways for recombination, since
the ELeff for both neat films is increasing with applied voltage. The shape of the EL
spectra for neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 is not, however, dependent on voltage: the intensity
grows, but no new peaks emerge. This means that there is only one radiative recombina-
tion pathway, and an additional non-radiative pathway. Furthermore, the dependence on
applied voltage is greater in the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 device, while the dependence in the
as-cast neat device resembles the DIO-processed blend device. This may imply a mor-
phological dependence of trap-assisted recombination: while as-cast p-DTS(FBTTTh2)2
is crystalline, the addition of DIO increases the crystallinity of the film. A greater
dependence on carrier density suggests of a stronger contribution of trap-assisted recom-
bination. Interestingly, exciton diffusion measurements on neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 films
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Figure 2.23: EL ideality factor for neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (a) EL − V for
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 with DIO. (b) The ideality factor, η, extracted from the EL − V
relationship in (a).
also show that exciton diffusion of as-cast p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (6.8±0.4 nm) is significantly
reduced when the films are annealed or processed with DIO (4.9±0.3 nm) or thermal an-
nealing (2.8±0.2 nm). The authors suggest that there may be exciton traps that emerge
at grain boundaries, with a density on the order of f 1.2×1018 cm−3.[86]
To confirm that recombination in neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 is indeed trap-assisted, we
return now to the ideality factor. However, instead of extracting the ideality factor from
J-V measurements, it is possible to extract η from the diffusion regime of EL intensity vs.
V . This requires, however, that EL intensity vs. V also have a long diffusion regime, which
is not a trivial task. The EL intensity vs. applied voltage curve of the DIO-processed
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 film is shown in Figure 2.23a, and the ideality factor extracted from
the same curve is shown in Figure 2.23b. The luminance ideality factor for this film is ap-
proaching a plateau at 2, confirming that the radiative recombination through the singlet
of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 is in competition with another non-radiative recombination path-
way. Therefore, it may be that the behavior indicating of trap-assisted recombination, in
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Figure 2.24: ELeff for CT state emission from p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM with DIO.
(a) EL spectra from a blend film of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM processed with dio
DIO (grey) and EL of the same device, under the same applied voltage, using a 1000
nm long-pass filter, to eliminate signal from the singlet emission. (b) ELeff of the
same device in (a), using the long-pass filter.
Figure 2.17 is in fact only due to the fact that recombination in p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 alone
is characterized by competing radiative and non-radiative recombination pathways. [91]
Finally, we now return to the DIO-processed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM device, and
decouple the behavior of the CT state emission and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 emission. We
accomplish this by performing the ELeff measurements, but using a high-pass 1000 nn
optical density filter to remove the contribution of singlet emission. The emission spectra
with and without the filter are shown in Figure 2.24a, where the emission without the
filter is only at energies corresponding to the CT state. ELeff collected using the filter,
shown in Figure 2.24b, shows an independence to the applied voltage, confirming that
recombination via the CT state has the same voltage (carrier-density) dependence as
the current. Therefore, the current and recombination that govern CT state emission
cannot include trap-assisted recombination, and must be bimolecular in nature. This is
in agreement with the VOC dependence on illumination intensity, which suggests that at
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VOC , recombination is well described by bimolecular recombination.
The process of trap assisted recombination can be radiative, and in fact describes
the emissive recombination of polymer light emitting diodes in a host polymer,[91] where
polymers of varying bandgaps are combined in a host chromophore, to produce a com-
bined white emission. The traps in these cases provide the lower-energy emission. How-
ever, in light-emitting diodes made of a single active material, trap assisted recombination
is still present, and has been shown to be non-radiative. [95, 96, 31] In the materials
studied here, emission that would indicate of the expected bimolecular recombination
should arise form the CT states. The CT states of the blends here have emission that
is at the low-energy detection edge of the detectors used (silicon photodectros have a
bandgap of 1.2 eV) and any emission of lower energy cannot be detected. Therefore, if
there are some emissive trap states in our blend materials, their radiative decay would
be not detected, and can be treated as non-radiative contribution to the recombination
in the solar cells.
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Chapter 3
Impact of Interfacial Molecular
Orientation on Radiative
Recombination and Charge
Generation Efficiencies
Sometimes it’s not enough to know what things mean,
sometimes you have to know what things don’t mean.
– Bob Dylan
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3.1 Preface
The study of the importance of interfacial molecular orientation that is presented here
was only possible because Dr. Jack Love and Dr. Chris Takacs were using TEM and
GIWAXS to study a molecule synthesized in Prof. Gui Bazan’s lab by Dr. Ikuhiro Nagao.
Through some inconsistent data, Chris and Jack realized that if this molecules, called
colloquially H1 around the lab (named after Ikuhiro Nagao), is processed from a solution
of chlorobenzene or chlorobenzene with DIO, the resulting TEM images and GIWAXS
spectra look entirely different. After some careful studies Chris and Jack understood that
H1 in fact adopts different molecular orientations with respect to the substrate in the
two cases. The great moment of discovery is really owned by Jack and Chris, and I feel
very fortunate that I got to work on this material system - it’s been a pleasure working
on this project. And it is Quyen who oversaw all the advancements and discoveries in
the group, and directed me to work on this project from the point of view of my focus
on donor/acceptor
From the inception of this study I worked closely with Jack, who is inspiring and
creative to work with. We thought of, talked about, and tried a large range of ideas
and directions that are related to the importance of molecular orientation. Although we
worked on this project together, Jack was also very generous throughout, saying that he
is trying to stay removed from this project and let me lead it (even though he is among
the two people who made the discovery of the orientation change).
Due to the expertise on and instrumentation in Prof. Dieter Neher’s lab, we reached
out to them to ask if they would like to collaborate with us on this project: it may be
that field-dependence of generation, the origin of which is not understood (and thus how
to mitigate it), is a function of orientation. Steffen Roland was the student whom Dieter
put us in touch with. Steffen was a really great collaborator, even overseas and with
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the limitation of email for communication. Steffen and I exchanged many emails back
and forth, and discussed what the results mean and what we should do further - Steffen
took a much more active role in this than many other 2nd co-authors. Steffen was the
first to think of checking for differences in the non-radiative recombination of the two
orientations! He did the TDCF and the temperature-dependent VOC measurements, as
well as repeated many of the measurements I did here for confidence (J-V, EQE, EL,
radiative and non-radiative voltage losses, bias-dependent EQE).
Jack taught me how to do the TEM on H1 films, which are the images shown in
this chapter. But Jack did all the FIB and coss-sectional TEM, which are very work-
and time-intensive. Chris Takacs, who is also intimately familiar with H1, joined us at
some of the TEM sessions when we were looking at the cross-section samples, and it is
thanks to his proficiency over the TEM that we were able to resolve lattice planes in the
cross-section TEM of the edge-on sample! I cannot stress how impressive this feat is, and
how much luck and expertise it requires. Moreover, we did not only see lattice planes in
the small imaged area shown here, with the help of a program Chris wrote, we were able
to get a ’panorama’ image of the entire cross-section sample (20 µm long). And even
more moreover, we collected some higher-resolution TEM images that night, in which we
can resolve the pi-stacking of the H1 molecules! I hope these data will all be published
soon in a manuscript that Chris is writing on the structural characterization of H1. Chris
had also done some MD simulations, back calculating from TEM and GIWAXS spectra
what the molecular packing of H1 must be. It is really thanks to Chris that we had such
a good handle on the packing and morphology of H1 starting out.
Victoria Savikhin, in Mike Toney’s group, did all the GIWAXS characterization of H1
to quantify the molecular orientation of the crystalline material, and the characterization
of the interface quality in the H1/C60 bilayer samples. Yao-Tsung Fu, Hong Li, and
Vaceslav (Slava) Coropceanu, in Jean-Luc Bre´da’s group were the team responsible for
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the electronic-structure calculations, which they were able to get started on thanks to
the MD simulations that Chris had done to get a starting point for the unit cell of H1.
Xiaofen Liu is the one we have to thank for making a good batch of H1, which proved
to be very difficult to synthesize well (leaving us with some H1 batches that are different
from the characteristics we have measured thus far).
During the process of writing this paper, a few people really made a large impact.
Once again, Gui had some really insightful comments on the structure and presentation of
the story which upped the quality of the manuscript. Slava read the paper very carefully
and debated with me about a few of the points I was making. He was even so kind to
meet with me over skype and have a long discussion about these points until we were
both in agreement. I really appreciate this time and the discussion, through which I
even learned a good amount. Most of the co-authors of this paper took an active role in
the writing of this paper, with really good comments form Steffen, Jack, Victoria, Chris,
Slava, Jean-Luc, Gui, Mike, Dieter, and Quyen.
This chapter is the result of a collaborative effort by: myself, Steffen Roland, Dr.
John Love, Victoria Savikhin, Dr. Chris Takacs, Dr. Yao-Tsung Fu, Dr. Hong Li, Dr.
Veaceslav Coropceanu, Dr. Xiaofen Liu, Prof. Jean-Luc Brdas, Prof. Gui Bazan, Prof.
Mike Toney, Prof. Dieter Neher, and Prof. Thuc-Quyen Nguyen.
3.2 Introduction
The efficiencies of charge generation and recombination at a donor acceptor hetero-
junction depend on parameters such as distance and molecular orientation of the donor
and acceptor molecules at the interface. These processes dictate the performance of elec-
tronic devices such as light emitting diodes (LEDs), photodetectors, and photovoltaics.
It is therefore critical to understand the properties of the donor/acceptor interface which
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affect the efficiencies of charge generation and recombination. The properties of the
donor/acceptor interface can be studied from the point of view of photovoltaics, with
implications on the performance of other devices which depend on donor/acceptor inter-
faces.
A fundamental issue under much debate in the organic photovoltaic literature involves
the geometry of the donor/acceptor interface: whether a face-on geometry (one where the
pi-faces of the donor and acceptor pi-conjugated molecules or polymer chains are in par-
allel) is favorable compared to an edge-on geometry (where the pi-faces are orthogonal).
Theoretical calculations have long suggested that the nature of the donor-acceptor inter-
face will have a large effect on the rates of charge transfer and recombination,[97, 98, 99] as
well as charge delocalization.[99, 100] Other calculations have found that molecular orien-
tation affects interfacial quadrupoles and consequently the ease of charge separation.[101,
102] A number of experimental researchers have attempted to resolve this question with
the use of controlled donor and/or acceptor orientations in planar heterojunction solar
cells.[97, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 66, 109] In general, most studies have found that
within the same material system, face-on solar cells have a superior power coversion
efficiency (PCE) when compared to the edge-on orientation.[103, 110] This has been
attributed primarily to changes in the donor ionization potential (IP) (or, to a first ap-
proximation, highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy level), which directly
affects the open circuit voltage (VOC),[103, 110, 104, 105, 107, 111, 112] but has also
been explained by differences in recombination rates.[97, 103, 108, 110]
Despite significant efforts, it has remained very challenging to fabricate high-quality
planar heterojunctions with identical active layers and contacts, but opposite molec-
ular orientations. Most studies settle for comparisons between one orientation and
a mixed orientation, or modified contacts to induce changes in orientation. Further-
more, it was demonstrated that molecular diffusion in planar heterojunctions can happen
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spontaneously,[113] and to varying extents for different orientations.[114] Interfacial mix-
ing will lead to unfair comparisons and erroneous conclusions if not properly taken into
account. To date, experimental studies in which the effects of molecular orientation have
truly been isolateda single materials system in which the two extremes of face-on and
edge-on orientations can be accessed while maintaining abrupt donor/acceptor interfaces
and identical contactshave not been reported.
In this work, we begin by establishing that we are able to precisely control molecular
orientation of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2[62] (structure shown in Figure 3.1a) in neat films, and
fabricate bilayer heterojunctions with sharp, well-defined interfaces of known molecular
orientations. We then analyze the photovoltaic performance, which reveals that molecular
orientation has a profound effect on the VOC and short-circuit current (JSC). The higher
VOC of the solar cells with face-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 is attributed to a higher charge
transfer (CT) state energy (ECT ) and lower non-radiative recombination losses. However,
the edge-on solar cells are more efficient at charge generation illustrated by a higher
internal quantum efficiency (IQE). Electronic-structure calculations predict that the face-
on bilayers have a larger electronic coupling between the CT state and ground state (GS),
suggesting that they suffer from greater geminate recombination. In addition, charge
generation in face-on bilayers is significantly more temperature-dependent than edge-on
bilayers, which may be a consequence of a larger barrier to charge generation or favorable
polarization at the edge-on donor/acceptor interface.
From the point of view of molecular orientation, our study addresses two topics
that have been gaining significant attention in the literature: non-radiative recombi-
nation losses to the VOC ,[99, 17, 19, 115, 34, 116, 117] and the driving force for charge
generation.[118, 119, 120] It is thought that non-radiative recombination plays a sig-
nificant role in efficiency losses in photovoltaics and LEDs, and it is only when non-
radiative pathways have been eliminated that organic solar cells become competitive
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Figure 3.1: Molecular orientation and solar cell performance. (a) Molecular structures
of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and C60; (b) J-V characteristics of bilayer devices under 1 sun
illumination.
with high performance inorganic materials.[19, 34, 121, 122] A recent theoretical study
by Chen et al. on pentacene/C60 interfaces predicts that face-on interactions result
in less non-radiative recombination, due to reduced vibronic coupling between the CT
state and the GS.[99] To date, little is understood about the origin of non-radiative re-
combination in organic solar cells, how it relates to molecular orientation, or how to
curtail this recombination pathway. Furthermore, the driving force for charge genera-
tion has remained a disputed topic in the literature, with researchers quoting the need
for energetic offsets,[58, 47] hot charges,[51, 123] delocalization,[124, 57] low reorganiza-
tion energies,[125] electric fields,[126, 127] energetic cascades and disorder,[128, 129] and
entropy,[130, 118] to achieve efficient charge generation. Our study presents important
experimental evidence pertaining to the effect of molecular orientation on non-radiative
recombination and the efficiency of charge generation.
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3.3 Structural characterization: molecular orienta-
tion and interface quality
To begin, films of neat p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 were characterized to quantify bulk and
interfacial molecular orientation. Preferential orientation can be measured using grazing
incidence wide-angle x-ray scattering (GIWAXS), by comparing intensities of in-plane and
out-of-plane pi-stacking peaks (at q 1.7 -1). The amount of face-on vs. edge-on charcter
is calculated from the anistropy of the pi-stacking peak, as a function of the polar angle,
χ, from the substrate plane, shown in Figure 3.2. The intensity must be corrected for
solid angle effects using: intensity × |sin(χ− 90)|. While the signal from the GIWAXS
scans originates only from the ordered portions of the films, both face-on and edge-on
films are thin (45 nm) and significantly crystalline, justifying orientation assignment for
the bulk films by crystalline scattering. When cast from chlorobenzene (CB), films of
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 show a ratio of 99.5:0.5 face-on:edge-on orientation. When cast from
CB with 0.4% v/v diiodooctane (DIO), films of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 show a ratio of 94:6
edge-on:face-on orientation. The two orientations also have distinctly different structures
seen by high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) images. Figure 3.3
show HR-TEM and GIWAXS images of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films cast from CB (face-on)
and CB+DIO (edge-on).
The quality of the p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 interface was verified by cross-section HR-TEM
and GIWAXS. The miscibility of C60 into p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 was determined by monitor-
ing the GIWAXS signal of varying thicknesses of C60 evaporated on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2
(Figure 3.4). A linear increase in C60 scattering intensity with C60 thickness indicates
that C60 molecules are not diffusing into the p-SIDT(BFTTh2)2 layer beneath. Figure
3.5c shows a linear signal growth with C60 thickness for the face-on device, confirm-
ing that the interface is sharp. The trace for the edge-on device, Figure 3.5d, shows a
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Figure 3.2: Quantifying the molecular orientation in p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films. GI-
WAXS of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 cast from (a)chlorobenzene or from (b) chlorobenzene
with 0.4% w/w diiodooctane.
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Figure 3.3: HR-TEM images (a,b) and GIWAXS spectra (c,d) of face-on (a,c) and
edge-on (b,d) p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films used to characterize molecular orientation.
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slight deviation from linearity at small amounts of C60. However, this can be explained
by deposition of C60 into pinholes in the edge-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 film which are not
present in the face-on film (Figure 3.6). In addition to reducing the actual film thickness
from the nominal predicted film thickness, the surface topography presented by pinholes
may have an unpredictable effect on the X-ray scattering. Cross-section TEM (Figure
3.5a,b) shows no evidence of interdiffusion for either face-on or edge-on bilayers. In fact,
lattice planes can be well resolved in the cross-section TEM of the edge-on sample for the
entire thickness of the p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 layer (Figure 3.5b). The lattice planes further
confirm that the donor layers retain their orientation through the bulk of the film to
the interface with C60, and that deposition of the C60 layer does not disrupt the packing
of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2. Thus, it can be concluded that the donor/acceptor interface is
abrupt for edge-on and face-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2.
3.4 Solar cell characteristics as a function of molec-
ular orientation
The J-V characteristics of the edge-on and face-on bilayers, using identical contacts
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/BCP/Al), under 1 sun illumination, are presented in
Figure 3.1b and Table 3.1. The JSC and the FF are very similar for both molecular
orientations of the donor layer. The VOC , on the other hand, is a substantial 150 mV
larger when the donor molecules are face-on compared to edge-on.
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Figure 3.4: GIWAXS of face-on (a) and edge-on (b)p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 with C60 evap-
orated on top, showing signal for p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and C60. The cake slices in (a)
and (b) show where the signal for p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and C60 was fit for the two sam-
ples. (c,d) show the scattered intensity for face-on and edge-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2,
respectively, with varying thicknesses of evaporated C60, as a function of q, which
were used to generate Figures 3.5c,d.
Table 3.1: Solar cell characteristics of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2/C60 devices with face-on or
edge-on donor molecular orientation.
VOC [V] JSC [mA/cm
2] FF [%]
Face-on 0.84±0.03 -2.97±0.3 66±5
Edge-on 0.69±0.04 -3.03±0.4 68±3
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Figure 3.5: Cross-section HR-TEM of (a) face-on and (b) edge-on bilayers.
Correlation of peak intensity fitting with C60 thickness evaporated on films of
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 for (c) face-on and (d) edge-on samples.
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Figure 3.6: AFM images for (a)face-on and (b)edge-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films.
3.5 Open circuit voltage: ECT and non-radiative re-
combination
There are several factors that can account for the change in the VOC , and we will
explore each in turn: IP and ECT , radiative recombination, and non-radiative recombi-
nation.
A number of studies have demonstrated that changing molecular orientation in a film
can lead to differences in the material energy levels,[103, 104, 105, 107, 111, 112] which
can have a direct effect on the VOC . Indeed, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS) measurements of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films show an increase on the order of 60
meV in the IP of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 when it is face-on (Figure 3.7). In good agreement,
electronic-structure calculations performed on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 also found that the
face-on orientation has a deeper work function (Figure 3.8). However, as the VOC varies
by 150 mV, changing the molecular orientation has altered more than just the IP value.
It has been demonstrated numerous times that ECT and VOC tend to correlate ac-
cording to: ECT qVOC = 0.6±0.1 eV.[19, 34] The CT state is routinely studied with
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Figure 3.7: UPS measurements of face-on and edge-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films.
Figure 3.8: Work function (evaluated from the vacuum level to the top valence
bands) of edge-on (left) and face-on (right) p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 slabs, estimated at
the DFT/HSE level.
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highly sensitive absorption techniques (here, we use external quantum efficiency, EQE),
where it is identified as a shoulder at sub-bandgap energies.[18] The CT state can also be
studied by emission spectra (here we use electroluminescence, EL), where it is identified
as a featureless emission spectrum at low energies.[24] The ECT , defined as the midpoint
between absorption and emission of the CT state, can be determined by a simultaneous
fit to the measured absorption (Equation 4.1) and emission spectra (Equation 4.2):[29]
σ(E) =
f
E
√
4piλkT
exp(
−(ECT + λ− E)2
4λkT
) (3.1)
I(E) =
Ef√
4piλkT
exp(
−(ECT − λ− E)2
4λkT
) (3.2)
In these equations, k denotes Boltzmanns constant; T, temperature; and E, photon
energy. The fit parameters are ECT (energy of the CT state), λ (reorganization energy),
and f (a parameter proportional to the number of CT states and the square of their cou-
pling matrix element with the GS). Using Equations 4.1 and 4.2, fit simultaneously to
the EQE and EL spectra, we obtain that ECT is 1.38±0.02 eV when p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2
is face-on vs. 1.32±0.03 eV for the edge-on orientation. The EQE, EL and their cor-
responding fits are shown in Figure 4.8a-b. The 60 meV higher ECT is in excellent
agreement with the higher ionization energy of the face-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 layer, im-
plying vacuum alignment at the interface to C60. However, it does not explain the full
difference in VOC upon changing molecular orientation.
Another estimate for the ECT can be obtained by temperature-dependent VOC mea-
surements extrapolated to 0 K,[29, 30] where the deviation from ECT to VOC at room
temperature (RT) should correlate with losses in the solar cell. One model that has been
demonstrated on a number of systems separates the losses from ECT into radiative and
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non-radiative recombination, shown in Equation 3.3:[29]
VOC(T ) =
ECT
q
−∆Vrad(T )−∆Vnonrad(T ) (3.3)
With ∆Vrad(T ) and ∆Vnonrad(T ) the temperature-dependent radiative and non-radiative
recombination losses given by Equations 3.4,3.5:
∆Vrad(T ) = −kT
q
ln(
JSCh
3c2
fq2pi(ECT − λ)) (3.4)
∆Vnonrad(T ) = −kT
q
ln(EQEEL) (3.5)
In these equation, JSC represents the short circuit current; h, Plancks constant; c,
speed of light; ECT , f, λ are fit parameters from Equations 1, 2 (Figure 3a,b); and EQEEL
is the total external quantum efficiency of electroluminescence.
The VOC values of each bilayer were measured at different light intensities and tem-
peratures ranging from 190 K to 310 K, and extrapolated to 0 K, as shown in Figure
4.8c. For all light intensities the VOC extrapolated to 0 K is 1.40±0.02 V for the face-on
compared to 1.31±0.02 V for the edge-on solar cells, which is in close agreement to the
ECT values obtained from the fits of the EQE and EL spectra. This confirms our inter-
pretation from above that the difference in VOC is not solely due to energetics. In fact,
from the temperature-dependent slopes in Figure 4.8c, it is evident that the overall VOC
loss is smaller in face-on than in edge-on bilayers.
As shown by Equation 3.3, the voltage loss can be quantified into radiative and non-
radiative recombination contributions, as has been outlined by Rau30 and Vandewal et
al..[29] Radiative recombination can be estimated according to Equation 3.4. We find
that at room temperature ∆Vrad is very similar, 199±2 mV and 197±4 mV for the face-
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Figure 3.9: Characterization of the CT state in the bilayers. (a,b) EQE spectra of
the sub-bandgap absorption and the corresponding EL spectra for face-on (a) and
edge-on (b) bilayers. Dashed lines are fits to the EQE using Equations 4.1,4.2. Fit
parameters are reported in the figures. (c) Temperature-dependent VOC at 1, 0.5 and
0.1 suns, extrapolated to 0 K represented on the axis with the corresponding standard
deviations.
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Table 3.2: Summary of ECT and recombination voltage losses for the bilayer solar cells.
ECT Radiative loss Non-radiative loss VOC,calc VOC,exp
[eV] [mV] [mV] [V] [V]
Face-on 1.38±0.02 199±2 316±10 0.87 0.84±0.03
Edge-on 1.32±0.03 197±4 382±28 0.74 0.69±0.04
on and edge-on bilayers, respectively, leading to the important conclusion that losses due
to radiative recombination are not a function of molecular orientation.
Non-radiative recombination remains poorly understood, yet it is considered to be
among the primary reasons that the overall VOC loss has not decreased significantly
in recent years.[34] Most organic blends reported in the literature lose 300-400 mV to
non-radiative recombination, constituting 60% or more of the lost potential.[34, 29] To
estimate the effect of orientation on non-radiative recombination, we refer to EQEEL,
defined as photons emitted per electrons injected into the device. The lower the radiative
efficiency, the more non-radiative decay channels contribute to the overall recombination.
Equation 3.5 relates EQEEL to the voltage loss.
Importantly, the measured EQEEL values differ by more than an order of magnitude
between the two samples, with 3.2×10−6±1.4×10−6 for the face-on and
2.3×10−7±3.5×10−7 for the edge-on bilayers. Using Equation 3.5, we find that voltage
losses due to non-radiative recombination are 316±10 mV and 382±28 mV for the face-on
and edge-on solar cells, respectively.
Table 3.2 summarizes the energetic and recombination differences between the bilayers
with the two orientations. The estimated differences in ∆VOC ,calc values calculated from
ECT , and corrected for losses due to radiative and non-radiative recombinations are in
very good agreement with the measured ∆VOC .
The significance of these findings lies in the differences in non-radiative recombination:
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on average, the edge-on solar cells lose 66 mV more voltage than face-on cells due to
non-radiative recombination. Using the same system but flipping the donor molecular
orientation, the non-radiative recombination pathway has been altered, implying it is
sensitive to the molecular alignment at the donor/acceptor interface. Interestingly, these
experimental results are fully consistent with a recent theoretical study: Chen et al.[99]
found that the higher ECT value and greater hole delocalization and migration away from
a face-on pentacene/C60 interface caused a decrease in vibronic coupling of the CT state
to the GS, thus reducing the non-radiative recombination rate. While the results by Chen
et al.[99] refer to model molecular packings of pentacene, the similarity to our findings
on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2/C60, namely a smaller ECT and more non-radiative recombination
in the edge-on bilayers, is striking.
3.6 Short circuit current: electronic coupling and
charge generation barriers
In contrast to the VOC , the JSC appears independent of molecular orientation (Figure
3.1). However, due to alignment of the molecular transition dipoles, the absorption
strength of the two bilayers toward normal incident light is significantly different: face-on
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films have a two times higher absorbance as edge-on films (Figure 4.2).
The similar JSC values are in agreement with the EQE (quantum efficiency per incident
photons) of the bilayers, both peaking at about 25% on average. However, when the EQE
spectra are corrected for absorption of the active layer (device absorption corrected for
parasitic absorption, more detail in Figure 3.11), we obtain quantum efficiency spectra
per absorbed photons, i.e. internal quantum efficiency (IQE). EQE and IQE spectra of
the bilayers are shown in Figure 3.12a. For reference, the unitless absorption spectra of
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Figure 3.10: Absorption spectra of neat C60, face-on and edge-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films.
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and C60 are shown in the background.
IQE of the edge-on bilayers is higher than the face-on bilayers (Figure 3.12). This
indicates that in edge-on bilayers fewer excitons and charges recombine at short circuit.
In other words, the edge-on solar cells have more efficient charge generation. This finding
is consistent with the results of our electronic-structure calculations, which indicate that
electronic coupling between CT state and GS is weaker in the edge-on configuration than
in the face-on configuration (Figure 3.13). A smaller electronic coupling is expected to
decrease the rate of geminate recombination as the CT state tends to dissociate, shifting
the generation-recombination balance towards free charge formation, as seen here.[98]
For a deeper understanding of the differences in IQE, we measured the EQE under
varying electric fields and temperatures. These measurements are complex, since they re-
flect the combination of many processes such as exciton diffusion, charge transfer, charge
generation, bimolecular recombination, and charge transport. However, with the appro-
priate conditions and analysis, EQE measurements can be used to gain insight into charge
generation/geminate recombination. Specifically, to eliminate effects of exciton diffusion
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Figure 3.11: Total absorption, as measured with an integrating sphere, corrected for
by parasitic absorption calculated using transfer matrix modeling. To calculate the
parasitic absorption we used the Matlab program written by Burkhard et al. For more
detail, see [131].
and charge transfer, EQE spectra can be analyzed at energies corresponding to CT state
absorption. Also, since these devices are bilayers and the measurements are carried
out at low light intensities and under an internal field (JSC conditions, unless otherwise
stated), bimolecular recombination is expected to be negligible. Under these conditions,
our EQE measurements should reflect the dependence of charge generation/geminate
recombination on electric field and temperature.
First, we asked if changing interfacial molecular orientation has an impact on the
Coulomb binding energy of the CT state. The binding energy, a consequence of the
electrostatic attraction between opposite charge carriers, depends on the electron-hole
separation and the dielectric constant.[132] The binding energy can be overcome with
the assistance of a field,[126, 133] and thus it may follow that the field-dependence of
generation would be different for the two bilayers.[134] Figure 3.12b shows the effect of
an electric field on the EQE of face-on/edge-on devices: both have a very similar de-
pendence on the electric field. The EQE values in Figure 3.12b are normalized to the
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Figure 3.12: Efficiency of charge generation. (a) EQE (dashed lines) and IQE (con-
tinuous lines) spectra of bilayer solar cells with varying orientation. The absorption
spectra of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and C60 are plotted in the background for reference.
(b) Bias-dependent EQE values corresponding to p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 absorption, in-
tegrated and normalized to the value under the highest field. Bias was corrected
for the built-in potential. (c) Temperature-dependent EQE values, integrated and
normalized. Open symbols are EQE values integrated over bulk absorption, and full
symbols are EQE values integrated only for CT state absorption.108
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Figure 3.13: Electronic coupling between the lowest CT state and the ground state
in p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2/C60. Illustration of the face-on (top) or edge-on (bottom)
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2/C60 configurations that exhibit the largest electronic couplings be-
tween the lowest CT state and the ground state. Left: Donor and acceptor molecules
used in the calculations. Right: Natural transition orbitals describing the charge
transfer states.
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efficiency at the strongest applied bias, and the field across the device is corrected by the
built-in voltage, analogous to photocurrent analysis. The unnormalized bias-dependent
EQE spectra, are shown in Figure 3.14. Time Delayed Collection Field (TDCF) mea-
surements confirm no significant differences in the field dependence of generation between
the two orientations (Figure 3.15). Furthermore, by TDCF there is no difference in field-
dependence of generation for excitations at 350 nm, 600 nm, or 650 nm, ruling out any
effects of hot-exciton generation. . All these results indicate that the binding energy of
the CT state is not a function of molecular orientation.
Bias-dependent EQE. EQE spectra collected under bias ranging from VOC to -1.5
V. In the background are unitless absorption spectra of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and C60 for
reference.
Next, we turned our attention to the temperature-dependence of charge generation.
Figure 3.12c shows EQE values normalized to the EQE at RT, as a function of tem-
perature. For temperature-dependent EQE spectra, see Figure 5.7. The temperature
dependence is shown for absorption over all energies, as well as absorption corresponding
only to the CT state ( 1.2-1.5 eV). Overall, while charge generation in both bilayers
is temperature-dependent, the temperature-dependence in the face-on bilayers is much
stronger, indicating a larger activation energy for charge generation. To illustrate this
point, if we make crude simplifications and extrapolate the EQE values to the limit
of temperature→0 K, we find that generation in the face-on bilayer becomes negligi-
ble, while the edge-on bilayer can still generate about 10-40% carriers (as compared to
carrier generation at RT). Charge generation resulting from bulk and direct CT state
excitations follows similar temperature dependences, as a function of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2
orientation. The contrast in temperature dependence is therefore not due to differences
in exciton diffusion or electron transfer, but is instead a function of interfacial molecular
orientation. This can be explained by a larger barrier to charge generation in the face-on
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Figure 3.14: EQE spectra collected under an applied bias, ranging from VOC to
-1.5 V. Untiless absorption spectra of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and C60 are shown in the
background for reference.
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Figure 3.15: TDCF measurements of (a) face-on and (b) edge-on bilayers excited at
varying wavelengths.
bilayer due to elements such as electronic coupling between the CT states and separated
states or polarization at the donor/acceptor interface.
3.7 Conclusions and outlook
In conclusion, we have been able to fabricate donor-acceptor bilayers with sharp
interfaces and well-defined p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 molecular orientations: either face-on or
edge-on with respect to the substrate. These orientations are preserved through the
donor film to the interface with C60, with none-to-minimal diffusion at the donor/acceptor
interface. This unprecedented precise morphological control reveals the genuine effects of
molecular orientation on photovoltaic performance. Edge-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 bilayers
suffer from greater non-radiative recombination and a reduced ECT , which result in a
substantial VOC loss of 150 mV. However, charge generation is more efficient when the
donor/acceptor interface is edge-on, evidenced by a higher IQE. This is attributed to
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Figure 3.16: EQE spectra collected at varying temperatures ranging from 300 K to 100
K. In the background of (a,b) are unitless absorption spectra of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2
and C60 for reference. (a,b) are the linear EQE spectra over the whole absorption
spectrum for face-on and edge-on bilayers, respectively. (c,d) are the EQE spectra
on a log-lin scale, at energies corresponding to CTS absorption for the face-on and
edge-on bilayers, respectively.
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reduced CT state-GS electronic coupling as well as smaller activation energy for charge
generation in the edge-on bilayer, which may be a consequence of a reduced barrier
between CT state and separated states or favorable polarization at the donor/acceptor
interface.
The lessons learned from p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2/C60 bilayers can be summarized into
two major points:
1) In applications which benefit from high radiative efficiency (such as LEDs and
OPVs), interfacial molecular orientation should reduce non-radiative recombination (by
reducing charge recombination through triplet states or through vibronic coupling of the
CT state to the GS). Our results establish that face-on molecular orientations would
achieve higher radiative efficiency.
2) In applications where charge separation is important (such as photodetectors and
OPVs), the electronic couplings between the CT state and the GS, as well as the ac-
tivation energy for charge generation should both be minimized. This can perhaps be
accomplished by beneficial polarization effects. This could be favored by beneficial polar-
ization effects. Thus, our results determine that interfacial molecular orientation should
be edge-on for intrinsic, efficient charge generation.
Overall, in the case of OPV, these two lessons go in opposite directions. These re-
sults highlight that to achieve high performance in OPV, the electronic coupling for
face-on donor/acceptor interactions must be reduced to eliminate geminate recombina-
tion. Conversely, more research on non-radiative recombination is necessary in order to
curtail the resulting losses to benefit from the improved charge generation in an edge-
on donor/acceptor interaction. It may be possible to tackle both problems from the
perspectives of molecular design and clever device engineering.
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3.8 A few more interesting notes and unanswered
questions
3.8.1 Singlet emission
Among the first findings when we first started studying the effect of molecular ori-
entation was that when the bilayers are forward biased, the face-on bilayer has p-
SIDT(FBTTh2)2 singlet emission in the EL, while EL from the edge-on is only at energies
of the CT state for all applied voltages, as is shown in Figure 3.17a. We still do not under-
atnd why and how it is possible to observe singlet emission at very low applied voltages
(much lower than the energy of emission), but the difference due to molecular orienta-
tion can give us some clues. First, this suggests that perhaps also in in the BHJ device
the singlet EL that is observed originates from face-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:C60 interfaces
(Figure 3.17b). The dependence of the singlet emission on molecular orientation may be
explained by anisotropy in exciton diffusion. If excitons traverse along the pi-stacking
direction, it may be that even if an electron were to transfer to the p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2
LUMO and form an excited singlet state with a hole in the edge-on configuration, that
the exciton would isotropically travel along the interface (along the pi − pi stacking di-
rection, where it would have a high probability of transferring the electron back to the
CT state and recombine through the CT state. In contrast, if the same were to happen
in the face-on configuration, and the exciton traveled along the pi− pi stacking direction,
it would travel away from the interface and thus have a lower probability to undergo
electron transfer, and recombine through the p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 singlet state.
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Figure 3.17: Singlet emission from face-on bilayers. (a) EL spectra from
face-on and edge-on bilayers at varying applied voltages. (b) EL spectra of a
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2:PC71BM BHJ processed with DIO, along with the as-cast blend
and the neat donor and acceptor spectra.
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Figure 3.18: Impedance analysis of face-on (a,c) and edge-on (b,d) bilayers under
reverse bias (a,b) and forward bias (c.d).
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3.8.2 Impedance analysis
Under reverse bias, as charges are extracted from the devices, the face-on and the
edge-on bilayers have similar capacitance spectra which plateau at a similar geometrical
capacitance value (thus indicating the bilayers may have the same dielectric constant, or
that dielectric constant is not a function of orientation). In forward bias, however, there
is a big difference with orientation. The face-on bilayer shows the expected response to
forward applied voltage, where the capacitance increases, especially at low frequencies,
as voltage increases because there is an increasing concentration of charge carriers in
the device. In the edge-on bilayer, however, the capacitance spectra drop to negative
capacitance even for low applied voltages. This indicates that in the edge-on bilayer
the charges are note able to respond fast enough to the alternative voltage signal that
is applied to the device at the specified frequencies. This may be an indication of an
interfacial dipole or of shallow charge-carrier traps. It is also interesting to consider this
in light of the greater non-radiative recombination that was characterized for edge-on
bilayers. These measurements were done by Dr. Viktor Brus.
3.8.3 DIO content and orientation control
So far we have established that addition of 0.4% DIO v/v to a 15 mg/mL solution
of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 flips the molecules from face-on to edge-on orientation. We can
measure a difference in the resulting VOC and the ECT of devices made with the two
opposite orientations, and in addition we have measured a difference in the Fermi level
of neat p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films. The relationship of the effect of molecular orientation
on the ECT , VOC , and the Fermi level is shown in Figure 3.19. It is important to recall
that the measured energy levels can have a strong dependence on the DOS filling, and
the three measurements reported in Figure 3.19 relate to different carrier densities, which
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Figure 3.19: Difference in the Fermi level, VOC , and ECT with molecular orientation.
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Figure 3.20: Changes in the Fermi level of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 with % DIO content.
(a) Fermi level measured for 40 nm thick films cast from solutions with varying DIO
concentration, but constant solids concentration. (b) Control measurements of the
effect of DIO on the Fermi level of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2.
explains the variety in difference.
However, the more exciting measurements we completed with the Kelvin Probe are
shown in Figure 3.20. By varying the concentration of DIO in the solution, we were able
to gradually change the Fermi level of the p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2. Jack Love did TEM on a
film processed with 0.2% DIO, and found structure that indicated of both face-on and
edge-on orientation in the same film. We were not able to repeat this, however, and due
to the limited availability of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 we did not put much effort into repeating
this work. As a control, we also show here that the presence of DIO alone does not alter
the Fermi level of a semiconductor, using the molecule p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (Figure 3.20).
3.8.4 Orientation control with diCN-TIPS-Pn
Dr. Oleksandr Mikhnenko suggested that we should try to remove signal from singlet
excitons in the EQE by mixing an exciton quencher in the p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 layer. We
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Figure 3.21: The effect of adding an exciton quencher (diCN-TIPS-Pn, structure
shown at top of the Figure) to p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 films. (a) EQE spectra of as-cast
(face-on), DIO-procesesd (edge-on), and diCN-TIPS-Pn processed bilayers. (b) CT
state region of the EQE spectra for hte same three bilayers. (c) J-V curves for the
three bilayers. (d) GIWAXS measurements of a p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 film cast from a
solution containing a small amount of diCN-TIPS-Pn.
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chose to use a TIPS-pentacene derivative, which Alex had used in a previous study and
had characterized to have a larger quenching radius than PCBM. The TIPS-pentacene
derivative is diCN-TIPS-Pn, and its structure is shown in Figure 3.21. In the EQE
spectra, there appears to be a significant portion of the photocurrent missing, coinciding
with energies of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 absorption (Figure 3.21a), corresponding very well
with a reduction in the JSC (Figure 3.21c). This is a promising result, but it implies that
more diCN-TIPS-Pn must be used. However, the CT state region of the EQE (Figure
3.21b), as well as the VOC (Figure 3.21c) of the p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 film (dissolved only
in chlorobenzene, without any DIO, expected to be face-on) mixed with a small amount
of diCN-TIPS-Pn both greatly resemble the behavior of and edge-on solar cell. Finally,
GIWAXS measurements of this film confirm that the addition of a minute amount of
diCN-TIPS-Pn to p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 is enough to flip the molecules edge-on (Figure
3.21d).
3.9 Methods
3.9.1 Sample preparation
p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 was synthesized according to the previously reported scheme.20 p-
SDIT(FBTTh2)2 was dissolved at a concentration of 15 mg/mL in pristine chlorobenzene
(CB), or CB with 0.4% diiodooctane (DIO) v/v. In the CB+DIO solution, the conditions
correspond to a ratio of 2 molecules DIO for every 1 molecule of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2.51 Bi-
layer devices were fabricated on glass substrates sputtered with ITO, and coated with 35
nm poly(3,4-ehtylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). A C60 layer
was thermally evaporated on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2, followed by bathocuproine (BCP) and
Al. The final device structure for nearly all measurements reported herein is as follows:
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ITO/PEDOT (35 nm)/p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 (45 nm)/C60 (45 nm)/BCP (4 nm)/Al (80
nm).
3.9.2 GIWAXS analysis
GIWAXS was performed at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL)
beamline 11-3 with a MAR345 image plate. The data was calibrated and reduced using
WxDiff software package.52 To characterize the amount of edge-on vs. face-on material,
a cake slice around the pi-stacking peak, between Q=1.8/ and 2.0/, was reduced to a pole
figure. An adjacent cake slice between Q=1.7/ and 1.8/ was subtracted from the data
to account for background scattering (see Figure S1). The data was fit to two in-plane
pi-stacking peaks at about -90 and +90, one out-of-plane pi-stacking peak at 0, and four
peaks around ±30 and ±55 representing the SiO2 substrate background. The out-of-
plane peak area was compared to the average of the two in-plane peak areas to arrive at
the face-on to edge-on ratio for each sample. Samples for GIWAXS were prepared on
cleaned SiO2 substrates, coated with PEDOT:PSS and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 cast from 15
mg/mL CB or CB+DIO.
The C60 scattering as a function of C60 thickness was tracked by reducing cake slices
shown in Figure S2 to I vs. Q. We selected these specific cake slices for analysis because
they contain non-overlapping peaks from both the small molecule and the C60, allowing
a simultaneous comparison of contributions from both materials. This data was fit to a
linear combination of neat p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and neat C60 data, and the fit coefficient
for C60 was reported. Fits are shown in Figure S2 along with the neat data. Fits have
some discrepancy due to small changes in peak shape but are reasonably accurate in
depicting overall trends. Samples for these measurements were prepared on cleaned SiO2
substrates, coated with PEDOT:PSS and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 cast from 15 mg/mL CB
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or CB+DIO, with C60 evaporated for thicknesses of 0 30 nm.
3.9.3 Current-Voltage characteristics
Solar-cell device properties were measured under illumination by a simulated 100 mW
cm2 AM1.5G light source using a 300 W Xe arc lamp with an AM 1.5 global filter. The
irradiance was adjusted to one sun with a standard silicon photovoltaic calibrated by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Temperature dependent VOC in the range of
275-300 K was collected using a custom Peltier cooled sample holder under illumination
from the above described light source in combination with optical density filters to reduce
the intensity. In the range of temperatures below 275 K, a helium cryostat was used for
temperature control and illumination was achieved with a high power 1W, 445 nm laser
diode (fluence was tuned with the DC bias applied to the laser diode to match light
intensity used in the solar simulator).
3.9.4 TEM and cross-sectional TEM
TEM samples were prepared by casting a layer of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 from CB or
CB+DIO on PEDOT:PSS, and floating pieces of the film on DI water. Film pieces
were transferred to TEM grids and allowed to dry overnight. High-resolution images
were taken with an FEI Titan FEG High Resolution microscope. The TEM images were
collected using a low-dose electron beam (spot size 6) to avoid beam damage, and a small
defocus to enhance the contrast in the images.
Using an FEI focused ion-beam (FIB) microscope, a 20 um long slice with a thick-
ness of about 200 nm was cut from a bilayer device (prepared as described above), and
mounted on a TEM grid. The donor/acceptor interface in the bilayers was then imaged
by HR-TEM. The procedure followed has been described in detail previously.53,54 Care-
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ful attention was devoted to minimize exposure of the sample to high-energy electron
and ion beams, thereby reducing damage as much as possible.
3.9.5 External and internal quantum efficiencies
EQE characteristics were measured in a nitrogen-filled glovebox using a setup at
UCSB and in Potsdam University. At UCSB, the EQE setup consisted of a 75 W Xe light
source, monochromator, optical chopper, lock-in amplifier, and a National Institute of
Standards and Technology calibrated silicon photodiode for power-density calibration. At
Potsdam University, the EQE setup is similar, but used a 200 W halogen lamp (Philips),
and a UV enhanced silicon photodiode to calibrate the visible spectra, or a germanium
photodiode to calibrate the near infrared spectra. Both photodiodes were calibrated by
Newport. For the sub-bandgap EQE, higher sensitivity settings were used with a longer
time delay between measurement points. Bias-dependent EQE was collected on the setup
in Potsdam University, coupled to a Keithley source-measure-unit used to apply a bias
while the EQE spectra were recorded. Temperature-dependent EQE measurements were
collected with a setup at UCSB, following a similar procedure, using a nitrogen-cooled
cryostat.
Total absorption of solar cell devices was measured with an integrating sphere, and
corrected for parasitic absorption as determined for the bilayers using a transfer matrix
model.55 Subtracting the parasitic absorption from the total device absorption then gives
the active layer absorption, and dividing EQE spectra by the corresponding active layer
absorption gives the IQE spectra of the device.
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3.9.6 Electroluminescence and electroluminescence efficiency
Electroluminescence spectra for the bilayers were collected directly from the solar
cell devices, by applying a bias that is close to the turn-on voltage of the devices. The
resulting emission was collected with an Andor SR393i-B spectrometer provided with a
cooled silicon detector DU420ABR-DD and a cooled InGaAs DU491A-1.7 detector. The
spectra were corrected for detector response using a blackbody spectrum.
The EL efficiency was collected by applying a small bias to the bilayer devices, and
placing a calibrated silicon photodiode directly in front of the device to collect the result-
ing emission. The angle between the calibrated silicon photodiode and the device was
varied to account for anisotropy in emission intensity.
3.9.7 Time-delayed collection field measurements
Excitation is realized by a laser system consisting of a Libra USP-1K-HE with a pulse
energy of 4.0 mJ at 1kHz and an OPerA Solo for wavelength selection. The pre- and
collection voltage is applied via an Agilent 81150A pulse generator in combination with
a home-built amplifier. Currents through the devices are measured via a 50 resistor and
recorded with an Yokogawa DL9140 oscilloscope.
3.9.8 Electronic-structure calculations
The p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 bulk structure and C60/p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 bilayer structure
were generated by a combination of Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. The MD simulations were run for 200 ps at 300 K with under the NVT
ensemble using the Verlet integrator with a time step of 1 fs. The temperature was main-
tained by the Nose-Hoover thermostat. A spherical cutoff of 1.25 nm for the summation
of van der Waals interactions and the Ewald solver for long-range Coulomb interactions
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was used throughout. The COMPASS force field as implemented in the Forcite pro-
gram of Materials Studio was used for the MD simulations.[?] Density-functional theory
calculations using the range-separated HSE functional were then carried out for face-
on and edge-on p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 slabs under periodic boundary conditions using the
plane-wave based Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP). [135, 136, 137, 138]
The electron coupling between diabatic CT state and the GS of p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2/C60
complexes were evaluated by means of the generalized Mulliken-Hush approach at the
MD generated geometry. These calculations were performed with the B3LYP functional
and 6-31G(d,p) basis set, using the Q-Chem package.[139]
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Chapter 4
Harvesting the Full Potential of
Photons with Organic Solar Cells
Life is a beautiful magnificent thing, even to a jellyfish.
– Charlie Chaplin
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4.1 Preface
My involvement with this project started as a ’quick measurement’ to estimate the
ECT in PIPCP:PC61BM. Ming is the one I have to thank for getting me involved in a
project that spanned into two large collaborations on a material system that has since
geared much interest in the community. When Ming had asked that I look at the system,
I did EL measurements on the system (and two other polymers which Ming had synthe-
sized, blended with PCBM), and saw that the ECT was very difficult to distinguish due
to its proximity to the PIPCP singlet. The data lay dormant until we had our kick-off
MURI meeting in Atlanta, GA, where I learned that also the Friend group was looking at
PIPCP:PC61BM, doing some similar measurements to what I had done. The discussion
also stimulated me to email Sam the same night, and suggest that we should do Kelvin
probe measurements of these polymers (and their blends), since there is something inter-
esting happening with the VOC and the energy levels. When we returned from Georgia,
there was a good amount of excitement about PIPCP:PC61BM, and we started to try
and organize the data collected to that point and synthesize a story out of it. Jessica
(Ye) Huang was the primary device fabricator, and had been trying a slew of ways to
increase the performance of PIPCP as a donor polymer. At this point, I got much more
involved with this project, as I helped to put all the data (and there was a lot of it) into
a single document for our reference, and started collaborating with Jessica: she would
make devices and I would measure the properties I was interested in. During this time,
Jack was also getting more involved with PIPCP from the side of measuring its mobility.
Shortly after, Jessica got a job with Dow Chemical and left the group, leaving the project
to Jack and me. Following a meeting with Prof. Richard Friend, who was at UCSB for a
day or two, we conducted a plan that we will write two papers about PIPCP: one focused
on the VOC and the other on the FF .
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The story told in this chapter came together by a process of some iterations with
Prof. Guillermo Bazan. I put together one version of the manuscript, then Gui looked
at it, made many changes, I implemented them, then Gui read through again, made
more changes, I implemented them, then Gui read through and suggested we rearrange
the whole story, which I did, and so on. Unlike my first paper, the writing process of
this paper was much more collaborative and enjoyable. I think Gui’s style and talent
in writing papers really made this paper far better than it would have been otherwise.
throughout the process of writing Jack also took an active role in giving comments and
thinking about the physics of the story that was unfolding.
Richard Friend’s group pointed out two things that we had not seen before: the
absorption of PIPCP red-shifts in the blend, and the absorption edge is very sharp,
corresponding to a very low Urbach energy. These two details were key in this first
part of our exploration of PIPCP. I believe it was Simon Ge´linas who first did PDS and
transient absorption on PIPCP:PC61BM, but he also finished his tenure in the Friend
group. Aditya Sadhanala took over the PDS measurements in the Friend group. Chris
Takacs, who we are all to thank for teaching Jack, who then taught me, how to do TEM
on organic films, is the one who collected the TEM in this chapter. I started to do Kelvin
probe measurements on PIPCP, but an undergrad, Justin Beavers joined our group and
needed a project. Sam trained Justin on doing Kelvin probe measurements, and Justin
collected and fit the Kelvin probe data in Figure 4.9 of this chapter. Jessica Huang had
found the optimized condition that was used in this study, and Ming Wang synthesized
the material. I’d also like to emphasize that my analysis at the end of this chapter, where
I estimate the lUMOD-LUMOA offset, was inspired by the picture I got form the work
that Sam has published in reference [140].
This chapter is therefore the collaborative effort of a number of people: myself, Dr.
John Love, Dr. Chris Takacs, Dr. Aditya Sadhanala, Justin Beavers, Sam Collins, Dr. Ye
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Huang, Dr. Ming Wang, Prof. Richard Friend, Prof. Gui Bazan, and Prof. Thuc-Quyen
Nguyen.
4.2 Introduction
The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of solar cells and their open circuit voltage
(VOC) are directly related. In the majority of conjugated polymer:fullerene bulk het-
erojunction (BHJ) organic photovoltaics (OPV) the eVOC is significantly lower than the
energy of photons absorbed, as determined by the donor material bandgap (Eg). Due
to the excitonic nature of organic semiconductors, donor and acceptor materials with
cascading energy levels are used to provide a driving force for charge separation. As a
first approximation, eVOC is governed by the photovoltaic gap of the solar cell, defined
as the energy difference between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the
acceptor (LUMOA) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the donor
(HOMOD).
Wavefunction overlap between LUMOA and HOMOD can lead to an interfacial state
that has been correlated to eVOC , referred to as the charge transfer (CT) state.[19] The
energy the CT state (ECT ) has been shown to track linearly with eVOC at a constant
offset, and even to extrapolate to the same value as temperature approaches 0 K, sug-
gesting that the ECT may set the upper limit for the eVOC .[29] Minimizing Eg to eVOC
energy losses could appreciably increase the PCE in organic solar cells. Considerable
efforts are thus under way to determine the electronic and morphological factors that
reduce the VOC , but improvements in the VOC values in high performing systems remain
limited.[47, 141, 18]
Here we define energy losses related to the VOC as Eloss = Eg eVOC . We note that in
this manuscript we use the optical bandgap as an estimate for Eg, to provide a straight-
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forward comparison between the results we report and those previously described by
others.[142, 58] Eloss can be split into two categories. First, Eloss is determined by
variations in energetic offset, specifically between LUMOD and LUMOA. A number of
works have highlighted the importance of the LUMOD-LUMOA (and also the HOMOA-
HOMOD) energy offsets for efficient charge transfer,[58, 143, 144] while other theoretical
and empirical efforts have emphasized the need for reduced offsets to achieve maximal
VOC .[47, 143, 145, 146, 37] DPP-based donor acceptor polymers introduced by Li et
al.[142] are a good example in the context of low Eloss values, demonstrating the fine
balance between energetic offsets and charge generation and extraction. From the poly-
mer donor series introduced by Li et al., BHJ blends with an Eloss 0.55 eV had poor
efficiencies, while blends with Eloss 0.59 eV could achieve fair external quantum efficien-
cies (EQE).[142] We consider losses due to energetic offset and charge transfer as the
differences between Eg and ECT . Second, literature precedence has shown an empirical
relationship of ECT - eVOC = 0.6±0.1 eV, that is valid for a large variation of BHJ
blends.[19, 47, 18] In the literature, this voltage loss has been attributed to a range of
recombination losses,[29, 141, 115, 92, 147] which are affected by factors such as band
bending near the contacts,[148, 149] energetic disorder,[141, 28, 150, 151, 152] electronic
coupling at the donor/acceptor interface,[141, 66] and interfacial area between donor and
acceptor phases.[147]
The recently reported regioregular conjugated polymer, PIPCP (see Figure 4.1a),
was examined within the context of BHJ systems with low Eloss. From absorption spec-
troscopy, films of neat PIPCP show a value for Eg of 1.47 eV. The optical gap, Eg, is
determined by the energy corresponding to the onset of absorption, as is shown in more
detail in Figure 4.2. For PIPCP:PC61BM blends Wang et al. found that VOC = 0.86
V, corresponding to Eloss = 0.61 eV.[153] The low Eloss in PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells
prompted us to examine in more detail the energetic characteristics and morphological
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details of PIPCP:PC61BM blends. As reported herein, we find that the effective Eg of
PIPCP in the blend films is in fact lower than for PIPCP in neat films, and in combi-
nation with slightly improved processing conditions we obtain an Eloss = 0.52±0.02 eV.
This loss is amongst the lowest reported in the literature for a device with PCE above
6%. We find that the Eg of PIPCP in the blend and the ECT are nearly of equal energy,
eliminating losses attributed to an energetic cascade. A schematic demonstrating the
relationship between Eloss and Eg, ECT , and VOC is shown in Figure 4.1b. Despite these
considerations it is not yet possible to design, a priori, a blend for which Eloss is close to
the thermodynamic limit, while allowing for efficient charge generation and ultimately
high short circuit current (JSC). From absorption measurements, PIPCP in neat films
and in the blend demonstrates very low Urbach energies, supported by low energetic
disorder values extracted from Kelvin probe measurements of band bending. Structural
characterization of the blend films show crystalline features not often observed in poly-
mer:fullerene blends, illustrating a high degree of structural order in the system. These
observations provide insight into a BHJ system that is able to efficiently generate charge
carriers despite marginal energetic offsets.
4.3 Optical energy levels
We sought to understand differences in optical properties between PIPCP and the
blend, first by using photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS). PDS is a highly sensi-
tive absorption technique that is particularly useful for characterizing optical transitions
at sub-bandgap energies,[154] and is therefore used to identify the presence of the CT
state in BHJ solar cells.[20] As shown in Figure 4.2, upon blending with PC61BM the
PIPCP absorption redshifts by 60 meV. Typically, features in the absorption spectrum
of a blend film that are lower in energy than for the individual neat components are
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Figure 4.1: (a) Chemical structure of PIPCP. (b) Schematic diagram of the energy
levels in a solar cell to illustrate voltage losses incurred from photon absorption to
VOC . Approximate values relevant to the work presented here are included. The ¡50
meV value reported for the energetic offset between the donor Eg and the ECT is
shown as an upper limit for the offset, extracted from Marcus theory fitting to the
absorption by EQE and emission by EL, simultaneously, described for Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.2: Absorption spectra of (a) blend PIPCP:PC61BM films and (b) neat PIPCP
films. Eg is defined as the absorption onset, determined by the intersection of the lines
as shown in the figure.
Figure 4.3: J-V characteristics of PIPCP:PC61BM devices under 1-sun illumination.
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attributed to direct CT state absorption.[18] However, because the absorption strength
of the CT state is normally 2-4 orders of magnitude lower with respect to the S0-S1 of
the donor or acceptor in the blend,[115] it is unlikely that the red-shifted absorption of
the blend film is due to CT state absorption alone. Instead, we attribute the red-shift
to changes in structure and/or environment of the PIPCP backbone within the blend
environment that lead to a higher degree of electronic delocalization. From Figure 4.2,
the Eg of PIPCP in the blend is 1.41±0.01 eV, which compared with a VOC of 0.89±0.01
V leads to an Eloss of 0.52±0.02 eV.
4.4 Morphology by TEM
Insight into possible structural differences that may account for the red-shifted ab-
sorption of PIPCP in blend films may be achieved using high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HR-TEM). The resulting images of PIPCP:PC61BM show fiber like
phases with well-defined lattice planes (Figure 4.2), suggesting highly crystalline features
which are uncommon in polymer:fullerene systems. Indeed, this morphology is not ob-
served in neat PIPCP films and is reminiscent of the structural order in small-molecule
solar cell blends prepared with processing condition that induce crystallinity.[12]
4.5 Voltage losses: Eg, ECT and energetic order
Due to its high sensitivity, PDS has been utilized to detect the presence of the CT
state in organic solar cells. External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements of solar
cells are another common way to obtain information about the CT state.[29, 18] How-
ever, due to the weak absorption of the CTS, the absorption/charge generaiton curves
must be on a log-lin scale. Figure 4.5 provides the PDS and the EQE curves for the
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Figure 4.4: High resolution-TEM images of a (a) PIPCP:PC61BM blend film, and (b)
neat PIPCP film.
PIPCP:PC61BM blend films along with neat PIPCP films, on a log-lin scale. In both
PDS and EQE methods the CT state is generally distinguished by a shoulder of low
intensity at sub-bandgap energies that deviates from the band shape of the individual
BHJ blend components. The CT state in PIPCP:PC61BM blends is of particular interest
within the context of the ECT eVOC = 0.6±0.1 eV relationship often discussed in the
literature.[19, 47, 18] We emphasize that the 0.6±0.1 eV voltage loss is only with respect
to the ECT , and if losses from Eg eVOC were taken into account the voltage loss in those
systems are anticipated to be greater. The Eloss of 0.52±0.02eV reported herein is calcu-
lated from the bandgap of PIPCP, Eg. Thus we sought to understand if PIPCP:PC61BM
has achieved low voltage losses with respect to the CT state (ECT eVOC), or whether
losses from exciton to CT state (Eg ECT ) have been eliminated.
Comparison of the PDS spectra and the EQE traces reveals that they show similar
results, both confirming the red-shifted absorption of the blend. Importantly, the nor-
malized EQE measurements demonstrate that the entire absorption profile contributes
to charge generation, including the absorption gained by the red-shift. However, neither
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Figure 4.5: Sub-bandgap absorption in PIPCP:PC61BM films. (a) Normalized log-lin
PDS spectra of PIPCP neat (dashed line) and blend (solid line) films. Inset shows the
PDS spectra on a linear scale. (b) EQE spectra of neat and blend PIPCP:PC61BM.
Red lines demonstrate an absorption edge with an Urbach energy of 27 meV, as
determined from Equation 4.3.
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the PDS nor the EQE spectra of the blend exhibit a shoulder characteristic of the CT
state. These data suggest that the PIPCP exciton in a PIPCP:PC61BM blend must be
nearly of equal energy to the CT state, such that the ECT absorption band is buried
within the polymer absorption and therefore not apparent by both PDS and EQE.
4.6 Proximity of Eg and ECT by emission spectroscopy
The close proximity between the values of ECT and Eg is also supported by emis-
sion measurements. Electroluminescence (EL) (Figure 4.6) and photoluminescence (PL)
(Figure 4.6b) were recorded for blend PIPCP:PC61BM and neat PIPCP devices. EL
measurements were performed by applying a small forward bias directly to solar cell
devices and collecting the resulting emission; PL measurements were carried out on the
same devices with a laser excitation at 633 nm.
The EL spectra of neat PIPCP and the blend overlap to a great extent with emission
peaking at 1.39 eV for the neat film and at 1.37 eV for the blend. When compared to the
EL spectrum of neat PIPCP, emission from PIPCP:PC61BM is broader, with a shoulder
to the emission spectrum at low energies. Of note, the EL spectrum from neat PIPCP
has a shoulder at 1.49 eV that is not present in the PIPCP:PC61BM EL spectrum (Figure
4.6a). Upon increasing the applied bias, the EL spectrum of PIPCP:PC61BM does not
change in shape, suggesting the whole emission spectrum originates from one state or
multiple states with the same carrier density dependence (Figure 4.7).[22]
From PL measurements, the blend emission is similarly featureless and broad, al-
though the shoulder at low energies is not as pronounced as in the EL spectra (Figure
4.6b). The neat PIPCP shoulder at 1.49 eV is more prominent by PL than EL, and
is absent in the PL of the blend, as also seen by EL. CT state emission is most gen-
erally characterized as a featureless, relatively broad spectrum, at lower energies when
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Figure 4.6: a) Normalized electroluminescence spectra of neat PIPCP and
PIPCP:PC61BM devices. (b) PL quenching in PIPCP:PC61BM films, with respect to
neat PIPCP; excited at 633 nm. (c) Bias-dependent PL of PIPCP:PC61BM device
excited at 633 nm; the PL of neat PIPCP is shown for reference as a dashed spectrum.
(d) Bias-dependent PL of neat PIPCP films, excited at 633 nm.
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Figure 4.7: Normalized EL spectra of PIPCP:PC61BM blend films with varying applied bias.
compared to the emission of the individual blend components.[24] However, the close
proximity between the emission peaks of PIPCP and PIPCP:PC61BM, and the large de-
gree of overlap between the spectra make it difficult to determine with confidence whether
this emission originates from the CT state or from PIPCP. In EL measurements opposite
charges are injected from the respective electrodes, and are expected to recombine at
the lowest energy states available, namely the CT state in most OPV blends. However,
blends that have very small energetic offsets may sometimes have back-electron transfer
from the CT state to an exciton singlet.
We confirm that the observed emission from PL of PIPCP:PC61BM is not from bulk
PIPCP singlet states recombining geminately, by examining the bias-dependence of the
PL. To do this, solar cell devices were excited from the glass/ITO side within the cathode
electrode area by a laser excitation at 633 nm, while a bias was applied to the electrodes.
PL spectra were collected at a forward bias of 0.5 V (below the threshold for EL), at 0
V, and at reverse bias of -1 V, -2 V, and -3 V. It is important to note that at the highest
forward bias applied (0.5 V), no EL can be detected, confirming that the emission shown
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in Figure 4.6b originates from PL due to absorption, not injected charges. As seen
in Figure 4.6c, when the bias is varied from 0.5 V to -3.0 V, the PL is significantly
quenched without changes to the spectral shape. If the emission observed by PL were
solely due to singlet geminate recombination in the polymer bulk, an external field would
have no effect on the PL intensity as the exciton is a charge neutral species. This
is illustrated in Figure 4.6d, by similarly recording the bias-dependent PL of a neat
PIPCP device with the same electrodes (ZnOx and MoOx/Ag) and thickness (100 nm)
as the blend. If photoexcitation of PIPCP leads to CT state formation and/or free
charge carriers, the presence of an applied electric field would induce dissociation of
the CT state as well as prevent reformation of the CT state from free charges, therefore
reducing the PL intensity.[23] The results in Figure 4.6 indicate that the emission observed
from PIPCP:PC61BM blends is due to radiative recombination from CT state at the
donor/acceptor interface or back-electron transfer from the CT state to a PIPCP singlet.
If the emission observed by PL and EL from the blend is purely CT state emission, this
allows for a direct comparison between the emission of PIPCP singlet and the CT state in
PIPCP:PC61BM blends. If the emission from the blend includes exciton recombination
due to back-electron transfer, this suggests that the CT state and PIPCP singlet must be
close enough in energy for the exciton to be thermally populated from the CT state. The
CT state, as an interfacial state formed due to wave function overlap of the donor and
acceptor orbitals, can be approximated as a state between the energy levels of HOMOD
and LUMOA. That an electron on the CT state ( LUMOA-HOMOD) is able to undergo
back-electron transfer to the singlet exciton ( LUMOD HOMOD) suggests that LUMOA
is energetically close to LUMOD. On the other hand, the observed PL quenching from
PIPCP:PC61BM blend devices does suggest sufficient driving force for charge transfer
(Figure 4.6b. Thus, either picture supports the close proximity between ECT and Eg,
and in fact emphasizes that PIPCP:PC61BM blends are able to achieve high solar cell
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efficiencies with JSC = 14.0±0.1 mA/cm2 and FF = 51±2%, under conditions where
many other blends lose photovoltaic response.[58, 144, 59, 39]
4.7 Esitamting Eg-ECT using Marcus theory
If we take the view that emission from the blend is due to back-electron transfer
from the CT state to PIPCP singlet states at the donor/acceptor interface, as has been
observed for systems with low LUMOD-LUMOA (or HOMOD-HOMOA) offsets,[58, 144]
we can use the EL and EQE spectra for additional analysis. It is possible to fit equations
originating from Marcus theory for absorption and emission (Equations 4.1 and 4.2,
respectively) simultaneously, using the EQE and EL spectra of the blend devices, and
from that extract the band gap of the emitting state.[29]
σ(E) =
f
E
√
4piλkT
exp(
−(ECT + λ− E)2
4λkT
) (4.1)
I(E) =
Ef√
4piλkT
exp(
−(ECT − λ− E)2
4λkT
) (4.2)
Specifically, one can fit the low-energy shoulder of the EL as the CT state shoulder,
and the higher-energy peak as the PIPCP singlet peak. The result of the fits may
thus provide an upper limit estimate for the energetic difference between Eg and ECT ,
which comes out to be 50 meV (Figure 4.8). Here it is important to note that different
techniques will probe the solar cells under different conditions. Using fits as done in Figure
4.8, the bandgap energy is defined as the mid-point between the absorption and emission
spectra, corresponding to an estimation of band gap energies at maximum density of
states (DOS). For this reason, the bandgap that is estimated by absorption spectroscopy
and the value from the Marcus theory fits differ by a few tens of meV. Furthermore,
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Figure 4.8: EQE and EL spectra of PIPCP:PC61BM devices on a log-lin scale, fit
simultaneously with Equations 4.1 and 4.2 to the (a) high energy EL peak and the
(b) low energy EL peak. The dashed lines are simultaneous fits using Equations 4.1
and 4.2.
since solar cell operation usually takes place at charge carrier densities that do not reach
the maximum of the DOS, instead often estimated at 1016 cm−3,[151] the transport and
charge transfer under solar cell operation will occur through the tail of the density of
states (DOS) distribution.
One explanation for the high solar cell efficiency in PIPCP:PC61BM despite the very
low energetic offsets estimated by the EQE an EL fits could be a broader DOS distribution
of the CT state compared to the DOS of PIPCP. While PIPCP in the blend may be
highly ordered, as is suggested by the red-shifted absorption of the blend, the CT state
is composed of orbital overlap between the two blend components and is thus affected
by disorder originating from both phases. Thus, although ECT and Eg may not be very
different in energy at maximum DOS, the tail states of the PIPCP singlet can be higher
in energy than the tail states of the CT state, and this alone may provide enough driving
force for charge transfer and generation.
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4.8 The DOS distribution in PIPCP:PC61BM
To better understand the DOS broadening in PIPCP blends one can refer back to the
absorption measurements shown in Figure 4.5. Franz Urbach reported on an exponential
dependence of the optical transitions of AgBr crystals at long wavelengths.[155] This
behavior was later demonstrated on other classes of materials, and became known as the
Urbach rule.[156] The absorption described by the Urbach rule includes a fit parameter
called the Urbach energy (EU), which in the case of disordered semiconductors has been
related to DOS tails in the gap.[157] EU is a function of temperature, structural and
energetic disorder, and thus of the DOS broadening, and can be extracted from the
dependence of absorption on photon energies below the band-edge of a semiconductor as
measured by sensitive techniques such as PDS and EQE.[158] The relationship between
EU and absorption is shown in Equation 4.3, where E is the photon energy, α0 and E0
are constants.
α(E) = a0exp(
E − E0
Eu
) (4.3)
From a fit to the PDS and EQE spectra, PIPCP has an Urbach energy close to thermal
energy, at 27 meV, both in the neat and blend films, where thermal energy, kT = 25 meV,
sets the lower limit for energetic order. For comparison, Venkateshvaran et al. recently
reported on a series of semiconducting polymers, most with Urbach energies on the order
of 40 meV or higher, but one with an indacenodithiophene-co-benzothiadiazole (IDTBT)
backbone that demonstrated a very sharp Urbach tail that reached EU below kT as well
as low disorder by field effect transistor parameters.[159] Simulations of the conformation
that IDTBT adopts when crystalline, amorphous, and disordered suggest the polymer is
able to retain a near-planar backbone conformation in all cases, and maintain a narrow
DOS. As suggested by Venkateshvaran et al., it may be that the conjugated IDT unit,
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present both in IDTBT and regioregular PIPCP adds resilience to torsional deformations
of the backbone, thus reducing DOS broadening from structural disorder.
For another measure of the electronic ordering of PIPCP when in the neat and blend
films we referred to Kelvin probe measurements. Kelvin probe is a technique that mea-
sures the contact potential difference between a calibrated tip and a film of interest,
from which one can extract the work function or Fermi level of the sample.[160] Due
to charge diffusion from Ohmic contacts, organic semiconductors exhibit band bending,
which manifests as a shift in the measured Fermi level as a function of film thickness.
Band bending can be related to the width of the DOS, and thus the energetic disorder in
the film. When the active layer is cast on a high work function electrode, band bending
occurs due to the transfer of holes into the HOMO, and similarly when the active layer
is cast on a low work function electrode, band bending results from electron transfer into
the LUMO. Using the relationship between band bending and film thickness from the
model of charge transfer into a DOS, the energetic disorder can be extracted by means
of an analytical expression derived by Ottinger, et al.
d =
√
2Etr0
q2Nr
exp(
|V (d)− V (0)|
2Et
)× arccos[exp(−|V (d)− V (0)|
2Et
)] (4.4)
In this expression, the shape of the DOS tail is represented by an exponential function
with disorder parameter Et, and maximum DOS value Nt, while d is the film thickness,
V(d) is the Fermi level of the film at a thickness d, and V(0) is the Fermi level of the
film at d=0 nm.
PIPCP and PIPCP:PC61BM films were cast on MoOx and Al electrodes with a range
of thicknesses, and the Fermi level for each film thickness on the respective electrode
was measured. The results from these studies are shown in Figure 4.9. Both PIPCP
and PIPCP:PC61BM show the expected change in Fermi level with film thickness and
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Figure 4.9: Band bending profiles of PIPCP:PC61BM and neat PIPCP as measured by
Kelvin probe on films with varying thicknesses for (a) films cast on Al for the LUMO
and (b) films cast on MoOx for the HOMO. The disorder values, Et, are extracted for
blend and neat films from fits using Equation 4.4.
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an eventual plateau. The Fermi level of the HOMO of PIPCP:PC61BM (Figure 4.9b), as
well as the Fermi level of the LUMO of PIPCP (Figure 4.9a), both have a particularly
sharp plateau at small thicknesses. Previous reports have shown that it is difficult to
obtain complete fits to the band bending profile when Et is below 30 meV, but a quick
plateau of the Fermi level at thicknesses of 10-20 nm, as is the case here, is a signature
of a highly ordered film.[161]
Since charge transfer occurs only when energetically favorable to the lowest available
states, it is expected that the band bending of the blend films on MoOx give a measure
of the PIPCP HOMOD disorder in the blend film, and similarly that the band bending
of the blend on Al give a measure of LUMOA.[151] Using Equation 4.4 to fit the data,
disorder values of 34 meV and 26 meV were obtained for the HOMO of neat PIPCP
and PIPCP:PC61BM, respectively. Along with the EU and a disorder value of 26 meV
for the blend HOMOD, we deduce that the LUMOD of PIPCP in the blend is also
highly energetically ordered. These considerations, along with the EU , are consistent
with PIPCP having exceptionally low energetic disorder and a narrow DOS.
4.9 Energetic offsets in PIPCP:PC61BM under solar
cell operation
The Kelvin probe data for thick films can also be used to estimate the LUMO level
of PIPCP and PC61BM in the blend, which is of particular interest given the discussion
above about the low driving force for charge generation in this system. Neat PIPCP
films on Al plateau at a Fermi level of 3.89 eV, while the LUMOA in the blend plateaus
at 4.36 eV (Figure 4.9a). From absorption spectroscopy, Eg of PIPCP is reduced by 60
meV, which should be taken into account when estimating the LUMOD of PIPCP in
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the blend. As seen in Figure 4.9b, the HOMOD of PIPCP deepens upon blending with
PC61BM, from -4.91 eV to -5.07 eV. Accounting for the reduction in the bandgap and the
deeper PIPCP HOMOD in the blend, we estimate the PIPCP LUMOD in the blend, in
the dark, at -4.11 eV. This analysis thus provides an estimate for the difference between
the LUMOD of PIPCP and LUMOA of PC61BM, in situ in the blend films, to be 260
meV.
Thus far we have shown that the difference in LUMOD LUMOA by Kelvin probe is 260
meV, while the difference by the EL/EQE fits is only 50 meV. This is because the energy
level extracted by EL/EQE fits corresponds to a charge carrier density at maximum DOS,
which we will assume to be 1020 cm−3,[162] while Kelvin probe measurements, performed
in the dark, correspond to a much lower charge carrier density, which we will assume to
be on the order of 1014-1015 cm−3.[151] If we assume that the Fermi level is exponentially
dependent on charge carrier density, we can interpolate to get an estimate of the LUMOD
LUMOA offset at a charge carrier density of 10
16-1017 cm−3, corresponding to devices at
1 sun illumination.[151] Applying this analysis, we arrive at a LUMOD LUMOA offset
of 150-190 meV under 1 sun. This offset between the tail states of the LUMOD and
LUMOA may be the reason that PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells are able to perform so well,
despite the very close proximity between ECT and Eg.
4.10 VOC vs. the JSC and the FF
An important question that can be raised in light of these results is whether there
exists a trade-off between maximizing the VOC and the yield of photogenerated charges.
This has been a central question in many studies, but to date there is no consensus on the
topic.[17] PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells are pushing the limits of photogeneration in light of
low energetic differences as a driving force for charge separation, clearly illustrated also
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by Li et al.[142] It should be emphasized here that when compared to many other blends
with similar energetic offsets, PIPCP:PC61BM blends have a high photogeneration yield
with a JSC = 14.0±0.1 mA/cm2. However, the maximum EQE value for PIPCP:PC61BM
solar cells is 62%, which is lower than the highest performing blends. Similarly, the FF
of PIPCP:PC61BM remains low at FF = 51±2 % despite many attempts at device
optimization, which may point at issues of field-dependence of generation.
4.11 Conclusions and outlook
In summary, PIPCP is able to achieve very low losses from photon absorption (Eg)
to VOC , with Eloss = 0.52±0.02eV. ECT and Eg appear to be nearly equal in energy,
suggesting that PIPCP:PC61BM BHJs have eliminated losses from photon absorption to
charge transfer, other than the relatively small offset between LUMOD and LUMOA tail
states. Evidence of high morphological order in the PIPCP:PC61BM films, a low Urbach
energy, and low energetic disorder by Kevlin probe, suggest that reducing disorder (ener-
getic and morphological) can allow for minimized voltage losses, as has been proposed by
recent theoretical contributions.[141] Using Klelvin probe measurements, the proximity
between ECT and Eg, and the assumed charge carrier densities, we estimated the offset
between the LUMOD-LUMOA tails for charge transfer in PIPCP:PC61BM to be 150-190
meV. Furthermore, if ECT is estimated by the Eg of PIPCP in the blend (1.41±0.01 eV),
then also ECT VOC = 0.52±0.02eV, which is slightly lower than the typical empirical
relationship between ECT and VOC . While the high energetic and morphological order
observed in PIPCP:PC61BM may facilitate achieving low voltage losses from photon ab-
sorption to ECT , further work is necessary to understand and reduce losses from ECT
to VOC in order to approach thermodynamic limits of efficiency in organic solar cells.
Finally, our results suggest that by the use of polymers with high energetic order, the
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Figure 4.10: ELow energy EQE spectrum of PIPGP:PC61BM, with a fit to the tail to
extract the Urbach energy.
necessity of an appreciable energetic offset in OPV devices for high PCEs may need to
be reconsidered and that high VOC values can be achieved in organic solar cells. There
may be more potential to organic solar cells than had been assumed in the past.
4.12 Effects of molecular modifications: notes and
unanswered questions
4.12.1 PIPGP and Urbach energy
Dr. Ming Wang synthesized a very similar analog to PIPCP: PIPGP, where the
carbon bridge is replaced with a Germinium bridge. This modification has been done
in the past, and generally results in improved performance. While in this caes the Ge
substitution did not improve solar cell performance, we recorded the EQE sepctra for
the device to see if the modification of the carbon bridge altered the sub-bandgap region.
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As shown in Figure 4.10, the low-energy tail of PiPGP retains the high energetic order
reported for PIPCP, with an Urbach energy of 27 meV. The bridge atom substitution
does not seem to affect the energetic order of the overall molecule.
4.12.2 PT to FBT, and IDT to SiIDT: charge transfer state and
energy loss
Dr. Jianyu Yuan synthesized four polymer derivatives of PIPCP. First, he substituted
the PT in PIPCP to an FBT unit. Then, in two of the polymers Jianyu also altered the
solubilizing chains of PIPCP to reduce the bulkyness: he changed the IDT group into
an SiIDT group. Here, we will talk about PIFCF (PT to FBT substitution) and PSFCF
(PT to FBT, and IDT to SiIDT substitution).
The Eloss in PIPCP:PC61BM (Eloss with PIPCP:PC71BM is similar) is among the
lowest obtained for a solar cell blend system that can achieve a PCE ¿ 6%. The analysis
on PIPCP:PC61BM revealed that the ECT and polymer singlet are very close in energy,
differing only by 50 meV, thereby reducing potential losses associated with charge trans-
fer.6b However, as is shown in Table 2, the Eloss values of both PIFCF and PSFCF solar
cells are significantly higher than what was achieved with PIPCP. In order to address this
critical difference in performance, we therefore examine the impact of chemical structure
on ECT and thereby probe its relationship to qVOC .
As noted, it has been demonstrated on number photovoltaic blend systems that the
VOC is tracks linearly with the ECT , according to ECT eVOC = 0.6±0.1 eV. Therefore, to
decouple the source of the larger Eloss in the FBT polymers, we determined the ECT of for
the polymers blended with PC71BM solar cells studied here. We determined ECT using
Marcus theory equations for absorption (Equation 4.1) and emission (Equation 4.2), fit
simultaneously to EQE and EL spectra collected from working solar cell devices.As was
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Figure 4.11: EQE and EL spectra of PIPCP analogs: PIFCF, PIFSiF, PSFCF, and
PSFSiF blended with PC71BM. The dashed lines are simultaneous fits using Equations
4.1 and 4.2 fit to the low-energy tail of the EQE and low-energy peak of the EL. The
light-colored spectra are the EQE response of the neat polymer. The obtained fit
parameters are reported for each blend.
the case in PIPCP, it is paramount that the fitting to obtain ECT is done on both the
EQE and the EL, instead of only the EQE, in order to reduce the degrees of freedom in
the fits.
For reference, the EQE of the neat polymers are also provided in the figure. It is
paramount that the fitting to obtain ECT is done on both the EQE and the EL, instead
of only the EQE, in order to reduce the degrees of freedom in the fits. The ECT values
obtained by this analysis are summarized in the Table 4.1.
Examination of Figure 4.11 reveals that PIFCF shows significant charge generation
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at energies that are well below the EQE response of the neat polymer, while the charac-
teristic signature of the CT state is absent. This resembles the EQE of PIPCP:PC61BM,
which also shows significant charge generation at sub-bandgap energies, and no obvious
CT state shoulder to the EQE. However, the Eloss of PIFCF-based solar cells (0.82 eV) is
much higher than the Eloss of PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells (0.52 eV). The reason the Eloss
in PIFCF-based solar cells is greater lies in Eg-ECT = 0.31 eV, compared to Eg-ECT =
0.05 eV in PIPCP-based solar cells (see Table 4.1). This increased loss due to Eg-ECT
correlates well with the shallow LUMO level of PIFCF compared to PIPCP (-3.55 vs.
-3.79 eV). The difference between Eg-ECT of PIPCP and PIFCF is also predicted using
density functional theory calculations, as will be elaborated below.
It is interesting to note that the ECT -qVOC of PIPCP- and PIFCF-based solar cells is
very low, at 0.51 eV for both. This may suggest of a relationship between the molecular
structure similarities between PIPCP and PIFCF, and low voltage losses from ECT -qVOC .
However, further modifications to the structure are necessary, since both PIFCF and
PIPCP have a low FF . In PIFCF:PC71BM solar cells it is unlikely that the FF is low
due to insufficient energetic offsets, as may be suggested in the case of PIPCP:PC61BM
solar cells, given the increased LUMO of PIFCF. Instead, the issue may lie in factors
such as charge transport, morphology, etc.
In contrast to PIPCP and PIFCF, PSFCF shows EQE spectra that track in shape
the EQE response of the neat polymer and exhibits a clear (albeit small) shoulder in
the low energy regime, which is characteristic of CT state contribution. Nonetheless,
PSFCF solar cells also have a larger Eloss (0.78 eV) when compared to PIPCP solar
cells (0.51 eV). The larger Eloss in PSFCF solar cells is a result of a larger Eg-ECT=0.19
eV, as well as a larger ECT -qVOC=0.59 eV. The LUMO of PSFCF (-3.59 eV) is more
shallow compared to PIPCP (-3.79 eV), correlating, as may be expected, with the Eg-
ECT differences. However, it is not currently understood what factors control the loss
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Table 4.1: Energy levels of the polymer:fullerene BHJ solar cells.
Polymer Eg qVOC ECT Eloss Eg - ECT ECT - qVOC
[eV] [eV] [eV] [eV] [eV] [eV]
PIPCP 1.41 0.89 1.40 0.52 0.05 0.51
PIFCF 1.65 0.83 1.34 0.82 0.31 0.51
PSFCF 1.57 0.79 1.38 0.78 0.19 0.59
from ECT -qVOC .
Table 4.1 summarizes the obtained ECT values and their relation to Eg and VOC . It
is clear that the large Eloss (0.78 - 0.82 eV) in the FBT analogues compared to the Eloss
of PIPCP (0.52 eV), originates in part from a large Eg - ECT (0.19 - 0.31 eV). The FBT
analogues lose more potential in the process of electron transfer between the donor and
acceptor, thus increasing Eg - qVOC . Interestingly, the greater Eg - ECT values in FBT
analogues relative to PIPCP are approximatively consistent with the their LUMO level
changes, which is a translation of the LUMO influence on the Eloss. Small LUMO-LUMO
offsets between the donor materials and fullerene acceptors might potentially induce small
Eg - ECT values, which is important in recent low Eloss systems.
While it may be tempting to tie the results in Table 4.1 back to the superior PCE
of PSFCF relative to PIFCF, it is evident that energy levels alone cannot account for
the difference. PSFCF-based solar cells have superior FF and Jsc values compared to
PIFCF-based solar cells. As is illustrated by Eg - ECT in Table 4.1, this is not due to a
superior driving force for charge transfer in PSFCF. Instead, the key for the enhanced
FF and Jsc may lie in the improved charge carrier mobility of PSFCF (which may
improve extraction vs. bimolecular recombination) or perhaps morphological details such
as phase separation and phase purity (which may affect charge generation vs. geminate
recombination, as well as transport). Indeed, the hole mobility of PSFCF is significantly
higher than that of PIFCF and PIPCP. It may be that the phenyl groups connecting the
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solubilizing chains to the IDT units in PIFCF and PIPCP disrupt close pi − pi reducing
favorable intermolecular interactions for charge transport.
4.13 Methods and experimental
PIPCP was synthesized as reported previously.[153] All films were prepared as fol-
lows: neat PIPCP samples were cast from solutions of 8 mg/mL in 4:6 v/v chloroben-
zene:chloroform, and the blend films were deposited from a 1:2 PIPCP:PC61BM w/w solu-
tion with a total solids concentration of 18 mg/mL, in 4:6 v/v chlorobenzene:chloroform.
The device structure for both neat and blend devices was ITO/ZnOx (35 nm)/active
layer/MoOx (6 nm)/Ag (80 nm). These conditions lead to the following device charac-
teristics: VOC = 0.89±0.01 V, JSC = 14.0±0.1 mA/cm2, FF = 51±2%, PCE = 6.4±0.3%,
which are a slight improvement over the original report, see Figure 4.3.
4.13.1 Daevice preparation
All solar cell devices fabricated had an inverted structure. 35 nm ZnOx films were
cast on ITO-sputtered glass substrates, and annealed at 200 ◦C in air for 20 minutes.
ZnOx was prepared according to the sol-gel method, as described by Sun et al.[42]
PIPCP:PC61BM or PIPCP films were cast on ZnOx films at a spin speed of 2000 RPM to
avhieve a thickness of about 100 nm, unless otherwise specified. Top contacts of MoOx
(6 nm)/Ag (100 nm) contacts were thermally evaporated to complete the devices. For
luminescence measurements, which are done in air, devices were encapsulated with epoxy
and a glass slide.
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4.13.2 Luminescence:
PL and EL spectra were collected with a silicon CCD array detector cooled to -70 ◦C.
Emission from the devices was aligned to the CCD entrance slit with a series of focusing
lenses. EL measurements were performed by applying a small forward bias to solar cells.
PL measurements were done on the same device using a HeNe laser with an excitation
at 633 nm. Bias-dependent PL is accomplished by exciting the film from the glass side,
in an area underneath the MoOx/Ag anode, while simultaneously applying a bias to the
electrodes. All emission spectra were corrected for detector sensitivity with a black body
spectrum.
4.13.3 Kelvin probe:
For Kelvin probe measurements films of PIPCP and PIPCP:PC61BM were cast on
ITO/(70 nm) MoOx. Solutions of varying concentrations were used to cast films with
a range of thicknesses. Contact potential difference (CPD) values were measured with
an SKP 5050 (KP Technology, UK) Kelvin probe with a stainless steel tip 2 mm in
diameter. The probe work function was calibrated against freshly cleaved HOPG, which
was assumed to have a work function of 4.6 eV.[43] All measurements were done under
inert conditions.
4.13.4 External quantum efficiency
External quantum efficiency (EQE) for all solar cells was measured using a 75 W
Xe light source, monochromator, optical chopper, and a lock-in amplifier. Power-density
calibration of the EQE characteristics was achieved using a calibrated National Institute
of Standards and Technology silicon photodiode. For the sub-bandgap EQE, higher
sensitivity settings were used with a longer time delay between measurement points.
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4.13.5 Transmission electron micrsocopy
TEM samples were prepared casting an active layer of PIPCP or PIPCP:PC61BM on
PEDOT:PSS, and floating pieces of the film on DI water. Film pieces were transferred
to the TEM grids and allowed to dry overnight. High resolution images were taken on an
FEI Titan FEG High Resolution microscope. The TEM images were collected using a
low-dose electron beam (spot size 6) to avoid damaging the samples, and a small defocus
to enhance the contrast between PIPCP and PC61BM .
4.13.6 Photothermal deflection spectroscopy
PDS is a scatter-free surface sensitive absorption measurement capable of measuring
5-6 orders of magnitude weaker absorbance than the band edge absorption. For the
measurements, a monochromatic Pump light beam is shined on the sample (film on
Quartz substrate), which on absorption produces a thermal gradient near the sample
surface via nonradiative-relaxation-induced heating. This results in a refractive index
gradient in the area surrounding the sample surface. This refractive index gradient
is further enhanced by immersing the sample in an inert liquid FC-72 Fluorinert (3M
Company) which has a high refractive index change per unit change in temperature. A
fixed wavelength CW laser probe beam is passed through this refractive index gradient
producing a deflection proportional to the absorbed light at that particular wavelength,
which is detected by a photo-diode and lockin amplifier combination. Scanning through
different wavelengths gives us the complete absorption spectra. Because this technique
makes use of the non-radiative relaxation processes in the sample, it is immune to optical
effects like interference and scattering.
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Charge Generation and
Recombination in an Organic Solar
Cell with Low Energetic Offsets
I don’t know anything, but I do know that everytying
is interesting if you go into it deeply enough.
– Richard Feynman
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5.1 Preface
This chapter is the continuation of the work of Chapter 5. Initially, the plan was
for Jack to write the paper on the low FF in PIPCP, but Jack has since graduated
and since I have been so involved with PIPCP, I continued to research it. Through the
MURI that we are involved with and the enthusiasm of the program officer, and through
the responses to conference presentations that Quyen has given, it became evident that
PIPCP:PC61BM is a system that many people are interested in. Since publishing the
first PIPCP paper on the low potential losses, it has become very ”hot” to discuss and
study the topic of VOC losses, and in particular to focus on systems that have low VOC
losses. This new focus in the field is not necessarily due to the publication of the PIPCP
VOC paper, as it appears many people were already thinking in that direction, but it
was certainly good timing to get the paper out as everyone was getting more interested
in the topic. The question that was always on our mind, from the onset of working
on PIPCP, was why the FF remained so perpetually low. Admittedly, this was also
one of the questions the reviewers of the PIPCP VOC paper asked us to comment on.
Furthermore, a few other ”low VOC loss” systems reported in the literature have low FF
values. It may be that we have pushed the LUMOD/LUMOA offset too close, and we are
beginning to lose the beneficial thermodynamic driving force for charge generation that
the donor/acceptor heterojunction was meant to solve in the first place.
During the time that I started working on understanding the recombination losses
in PIPCP:PC61BM, we were running into many issues with device fabrication- all our
PIPCP devices (made in an inverted structure), were coming out short, and with VOC ,
JSC , and FF values that were far lower than they should have been. Michael Hughes
was my partner in armor in trying to figure this out. We spent perhaps a month or so,
getting very frustrating, inconsistent results, leading to no advancements. At the same
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time, our evaporator malfunctioned (turns out the cryo-pump needed to be rebuilt), and
so we were operating with the ’old evaporator.’ Given the push of time to get results and
publish this work, I got in touch with Hengbin Wang, a scientist working for Mitsubishi
Chemical at UCSB (as part of the Mitsubishi Chemical Center for Advanced Materials),
who had originally worked on PIPCP when Ming synthesized it. Hengbin was so kind as
to agree to help us out and make devices as we needed them, and has since made a large
number of batches for us to do a range of tests and reproduce those tests. It has been
such a pleasure to work with Hengbin, and I really appreciate his willingness to help and
fabricate devices whenever we needed them.
Michael Hughes was a first-year student when Jack was working on measuring the
mobility and then trying to improve it using nucleating agents. Since Jack was training
Michael, Michael’s first project (or second?) was the mobility study using DMDBS. I
should note, that the inspiration to use DMDBS in this system is based on the work
by Alex Sharenko, in reference [163]. However, as mentioned, Michael was my partner
in frustration when we tried to fabricated good devices unsuccessfully, but moreover,
Michael has also always been very enthusiastic to jump up and do small measurements
(like obtain the absorption spectrum of PC61BM) if he wasn’t otherwise very busy. Jack,
while having done the DMDBS study, also got involved in this study of PIPCP from
another angle: this time, as a post-doc in Dieter Neher’s group in Potsdam. There, Jack
has been studying the recombination behavior in PIPCP:PC61BM using the specialized
instruments the Neher group is known for. Here we are showing the basic TDCF results
Jack collected, but there are more nuanced and interesting results to come form them as a
separate study. During the last few months when Viktor Brus was a post-doc in our lab,
Viktor (with the help of Alexander Mikhailovsky), built an open-circuit voltage decay
(OCVD) setup which we use in this chapter to study recombination. Viktor and I took
the first OCVD scan of PIPCP:PC61BM solar cell devices. During his time here Viktor
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also infected the lab with the gift of impedance spectroscopy, which has spawned the
project that Michael (Hughes) is working on for his PhD, and an integral part to gain
information about the recombination coefficient from the OCVD setup. Mike Heiber,
who is also doing a post-doc with us, has taken the OCVD/impedance combination,
upgraded the hardware and the method, to focus on studying recombination dynamics
in many solar cell systems. It has taken time, understanding, and innovation on Mike’s
part, but he’s taken it now to the next level. Mike did the full analysis of recombination
in PIPCP:PC61BM, having to go through a number of iterations of measurements to
learn how to do it and trust his results (since especially with impedance you have to
know precisely what you’re doing).
One of the questions that has remained unanswered about PIPCP:PC61BM is a good
understanding of the morphology of the blend. To answer this, Quyen got in touch
with Prof. Harald Ade in North Carolina, to invite him to collaborate with us. Quyen
has a great skill at identifying when a collaboration would be helpful, and making it
happen very quickly. Harald was indeed interested to collaborate, and set his student
Xuechen Jiao to do STXM and RSoXS measurements on PIPCP:PC61BM. Xuechen
and Harald have been gracious in explaining and answering our questions about the
techniques and the samples that we should make. The RSoXS data and χ calculations
here were done by Xuechen. Around this time, Ben Luginbuhl got involved in the project
as well, as he helped me prepare some of the samples we sent to Xuechen to measure.
There should be another manuscript from Harald’s group, with a more in-depth study
of the morphology and self-assembly of PIPCP and PC61BM. During this time, Quyen
suggested that Akchheta do some pc-AFM of PIPCP:PC61BM blend films- the results
of the regular films are shown here. She also did pcAFM of films that were solvent
annealed, and processed with DMDBS, which are not shown here. Finally, Bernard
Kippelen’s group has also studied PIPCP, using different electrodes. Their results also
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agree with our light-intensity results, showing that the FF does not improve with lower
light intensities. Bernard was also so kind as to offer us thorough comments on the
manuscript we put together based on this work.
This chapter is the result of a collaborative effort by: myself, Michael Hughes, Dr.
Michael Heiber,Dr. John Love, Xuechen Jiao, Akchheta Karki, Dr. Hengbin Wang, Dr.
Ming Wang, Dr. Viktor Brus, Prof. Dieter Neher, Prof. Harald Ade,Prof. Gui Bazan,
and Prof. Thuc-Quyen Nguyen.
5.2 Introduction
Studies on organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaics (OPV) have suggested
that if the energetic offset is below 100-300 meV, the efficiency of charge generation and
extraction is severely diminished, resulting in decreased short circuit currents (JSC) and
fill factors (FF ). However, a number of groups have recently reported BHJ blends that
are pushing at the accepted limits of energetic offsets necessary for efficient solar cell
devices.[117, 164, 165, 35, 142] Active layers with low energetic offsets are desirable in
order to achieve solar cells with high open circuit voltages (VOC). However, many of
these blends are only able to achieve modest FF values.[165, 35, 142]
The FF is among the three parameters used to assess the power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of solar cells, and provides insight into the efficiency of charge generation and
collection across the operating voltages of the solar cell. In the absence of charge recom-
bination losses, the FF is only limited by the series and shunt (parallel) resistances in
the solar cell device,[166] as is the case for inorganic solar cells where the FF can achieve
values above 80%. However, in OPVs charge generation and extraction are known to
be hindered by geminate and/or bimolecular charge recombination losses, and thus the
FF of OPVs is often lower.[127] As a consequence of these recombination losses, the
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FF in organic solar cell has been described as a field-dependent competition between
charge extraction and charge recombination.[127, 167, 168] It is notable, however, that
in recent years there have been a number of reports of organic solar cells that achieve
very impressive FF values, approaching 80%.[169, 170, 171, 13, 172, 172, 173]
Although a simplified description, the VOC and the JSC are determined by the hole
and electron quasi-Fermi level separation, and the efficiency of the solar cell to absorb
photons and generate photocurrent under the internal field of the device (also described
by the external quantum efficiency, EQE), respectively. Recently we have introduced a
low-bandgap regioregular polymer, PIPCP (Figure 5.1a), that can achieve a high VOC in
BHJ solar cells when blended with the electron acceptor PC61BM.[153] PIPCP contains a
backbone comprised of CPDT-PT-IDT-PT repeat units (CPDT=cyclopentadithiophene,
PT=pyridyl[2,1,3]thiadiazole, IDT=indacenodithiophene) and strictly organized PT ori-
entations, such that the pyridyl N-atoms point toward the CPDT fragment. The energy
loss, Eloss, defined as the difference between the polymer bandgap and the VOC , Eloss
= Eg qVOC , was determined to be among the lowest losses reported in the literature
(0.52 eV), for a system with a PCE ¿ 6%. The low Eloss was attributed to a minimal
offset between the Eg and the charge transfer (CT) state energy (ECT ), Eg - ECT ¡ 50
meV. However, the FF of PIPCP:PC61BM BHJs has remained low, at ≈54%, despite
multiple attempts at device optimization.[35] Given that this blend system is pushing the
accepted limits of operational OPVs,[142] we asked: why is the FF in PIPCP:PC61BM
low and whether this is a direct consequence of the low energetic offset? Answering this
question has fundamental importance for the field of organic photovoltaics, as we need
to simultaneously maximize all parameters that determine the PCE.
Figure 5.1 sshows a characteristic current-voltage (J-V) curve for a PIPCP:PC61BM
BHJ solar cell under 1 sun illumination shows a high VOC=0.89 V but limited FF =54%.
The low FF denotes that as the field across the active layer decreases (i.e. the applied
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Figure 5.1: (a) The molecular structure of PIPCP. (b) Representative J-V of
PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells under 1-sun illumination. Cartoon representation of (c)
geminate recombination, (d) bimolecular recombination, and (e) extraction.
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bias approaches VOC), the balance between charge recombination and charge extrac-
tion shifts towards recombination losses. It has been suggested that the low energetic
driving force for charge separation in PIPCP:PC61BM may give rise to field-dependent
generation, thus reducing the FF.[35] On the other hand, Menke et al. have shown that
PIPCP:PC61BM blends are characterized by fast triplet formation. Triplet recombination
can thus lead to poor charge extraction (bimolecular recombination).[174] As described
below, we now explore the possible effects of contact limitations, report new insights on
the blend morphology,[35] and determine the contributions of geminate recombination,
bimolecular recombination, temperature and charge transport in the limited performance
of PIPCP:PC61BM. Geminate recombination, bimolecular recombination, and charge ex-
traction are schematically represented in Figure 5.1c-e.
5.3 Contact limitations
Non-Ohmic contacts may cause a reduced electric field and space-charge buildup,
which would lead to increased charge recombination.[175, 176, 177, 178] To ensure that
the FF in PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells is not limited by extraction barriers at the contacts
or by the need for hole/electron transport interlayers, we fabricated PIPCP:PC61BM
solar cells with various device architectures. Inverted solar cells were fabricated with
zinc oxide and PEIE as the bottom contact (cathode), and silver-caped molybdenum
oxide as the top contact (anode). Regular solar cells were fabricated with PEDOT:PSS
and molybdenum oxide as the bottom contacts (anode), topped with calcium, lithium
fluoride, and bathocuporoine capped with aluminum. Despite the various architectures,
there was no improvement in device performance. The FF in PIPCP:PC61BM does
not seem to be limited due to contact barriers, though dark carriers diffusing from the
contacts may have an effect on the performance, as will be discussed below in the section
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about bimolecular recombination.
5.4 The morphology of PIPCP:PC61BM and conse-
quent changes in energy levels
Achieving an optimal BHJ morphology is critical for high device performance. For
this reason, we begin with a characterization of the morphology in PIPCP:PC61BM.
Specifically, we sought to understand the mixing between PIPCP and PC61BM BHJ films.
The morphology of PIPCP:PC61BM was investigated using resonant soft x-ray scattering
(RSoXS) and photoconductive atomic force microscopy (pc-AFM). If film thickness is
uniform, the scattering contrast in RSoXS results from separate material domains due
to differences in the complex index of refraction at a specific photon energy.[179] Soft
x-rays used in RSoXS are particularly well-suited for the absorption of elements such
as C, N, etc., which are prevalent in organic semiconductors. RSoXS can therefore
be used to provide valuable information about phase separation in organic BHJ solar
cells.[16, 85]In pc-AFM, the surface morphology is imaged using contact-mode AFM,
collecting simultaneously a topographic image and a photocurrent image of the same
area. The photocurrent is collected by illuminating the sample with white light, and
applying a bias to the sample to induce an electric field in the device. This technique has
been used to identify donor and acceptor phases in BHJ films, determined by the sign of
the current collected by the pc-AFM tip.[180, 181, 182]
Figure 5.2a shows RSoXS scans of PIPCP:PC61BM blend films as-cast (the condition
relevant for the best performing solar cells), and annealed at 200 ◦C for different times
(annealing was meant to induce different degrees of phase separation). RSoXS data for
the as-cast blend show a weak signal that indicates phase separation on the order of ≈30
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Figure 5.2: Morphological Characterization. (a) RSoXS spectra of PIPCP:PC61BM
BHJ blends pristine, and annealed at 200 ◦C for a range of times. (b) Film absorption
spectra of neat PIPCP, pristine PIPCP:PC61BM blend, and PIPCP:PC61BM blend
annealed at 200 ◦C for 10 minutes.
nm. Upon annealing the films at 200 ◦C for 10 minutes, any signal indicating phase
separation disappears. This suggests that PIPCP and PC61BM are highly miscible with
each other, and given thermal energy they form a highly mixed morphology instead of
pure, separate phases.[179] Furthermore, χ calculations for PIPCP and PC61BM also
indicate that the two materials have a high propensity to mix, with a χ of about 0.54.
These calculations are based on the Hansen solubility parameters of the functional groups
in PIPCP and PC61BM,[183] using the additive functional group method as described
below.
The cohesive energy density can be decomposed into three Hansen solubility param-
eters (HSP): dispersive interaction, δD, polar interaction, δP, and hydrogen bonding
interaction, δH.
CED = δ2D + δ
2
P + δ
2
H (5.1)
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Accordingly, the χ can be estimated by the following:
χ = α
Vs
RT
((δDp − δDs)2 + 1
4
(δPp − δPs)2 + 1
4
(δHp − δHs)2) (5.2)
Here, VS is the molar volume of the solvent (herein, PCBM) and α is a correction
term which is usually set at 0.5. The HSP can be experimentally determined by solubility
studies in multiple solvents. In this study, the HSPs of a given material are calculated
by functional group additive methods, where the given material is decomposed into func-
tional groups with known HSPs.
δd =
ΣFdi
V
, δp =
ΣFpi
V
, δh =
ΣFhi
V
(5.3)
Fdi, Fpi, and Fhi correspond to the dispersive interaction, polar interaction, and hy-
drogen bonding interaction of cohesive energy density, respectively. All contributions to
the cohesive energy density can be found in Properties of polymers, their estimation and
correlation with chemical structure, 1976. It is important to consider that the solubility
parameter method only considers the collective effect of all functional moieties, without
considering the relative arrangement of the functional moieties, such as regioregular or
regiorandom arrangements.
With the knowledge that PIPCP and PC61BM are highly miscible, we revisited the
absorption data.[35] Upon blending PIPCP with PC61BM, the absorption edge red-
shifts, corresponding to a reduction in the bandgap of PIPCP. Thermal annealing of
PIPCP:PC61BM causes a further red-shift in the absorption (Figure 5.2b). In lieu of
the RSoXS results, the red-shift in absorption may be an indication of mixing between
PIPCP and PC61BM. A red-shift in absorption upon mixing is in contrast to what is
generally observed for polymers: more often, PCBM disrupts polymer interchain pack-
ing and may even decrease the effective polymer conjugation, resulting in blue-shifted
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Figure 5.3: (a) Normalized EQE spectra of neat PIPCP, pristine PIPCP:PC61BM, and
annealed PIPCP:PC61BM blend films, on a log-lin scale showing the sharp Urbach
energy retained in all cases. (b) 1-sun J-V curves of a pristine PIPCP:PC61BM blend
film, and a PIPCP:PC61BM blend film annealed at 200
◦C.
absorption. It is worth noting that while PIPCP and PC61BM are highly miscible and
can be driven to a fully mixed morphology, PIPCP retains a very high energetic order.
This is illustrated by an Urbach energy of ≈27 meV true for neat PIPCP, the pristine
BHJ, and the annealed BHJ (Figure 5.3a). However, the annealed film has lower FF and
the JSC compared to the pristine BHJ blend (Figure 5.3b).
Further evidence for the mixed morphology of PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells was sought
by using pc-AFM (Figure 5.4). Figure 5.4a shows a representative height image of a
PIPCP:PC61BM film; Figures 5.4b-d are the current scans of the same area, with in-
creasing extraction bias. Under the chosen experimental conditions, the pc-AFM Cr/Pt
tip is expected to collect holes, which which transport through PIPCP domains. As the
extraction bias is increased, the current over the entire imaged area increases, instead
of only from certain regions that would then be identified as PIPCP. In fact, domains
that have relatively higher current at the lower applied bias change shape and grow in
size as the applied bias is increased. This is unlike what has been seen with pc-AFM
in other systems that have well-defined phase separation.[180, 181, 182]These data illus-
trate that holes can be extracted from the entire imaged-area, thus giving no indication
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Figure 5.4: (a) Contact-mode topography AFM image for a pristine PIPCP:PC61BM
blend film. (b-d) Photocurrent images collected under voltages of (b) 200 mV, (c)
300 mV, and (d) 400 mV applied to the substrate (ITO/ZnO). (e-g) same as images
(b-d), redrawn with a normalized current scale, to the right of (g).
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Figure 5.5: (a) TDCF data for PIPCP:PC61BM at different delay times. (b) Normal-
ized bias-dependent EQE at low photon energies, for full spectra refer to 5.6.
of clear phase separation between PIPCP and PC61BM, in agreement with the RSoXS
data. The two techniques are therefore in agreement with a mixed PIPCP:PC61BM
BHJ blend and have low domain purity. Such an intimately mixed BHJ morphology
is expected to cause recombination losses. Even in systems that have sufficient ener-
getic driving force for charge generation, a highly-mixed morphology has been shown to
be detrimental to device performance.[85, 80] Below we investigate the recombination
losses in PIPCP:PC61BM and determine the impact of the low-energetic offset and the
highly-mixed morphology on the recombination.
5.5 Field-dependent generation
The poor FF of PIPCP:PC61BM may indicated of geminate recombination, defined as
relaxation of bound hole-electron pairs, which originate from the same photon absorption
(schematically represented in Figure 5.1c).
To determine whether PIPCP:PC61BM blends suffer from field-dependent generation,
we referred to time-delayed collection-field (TDCF) measurements. In TDCF measure-
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ments the solar cell is held at a particular bias (called the pre-bias) while excitons are
generated with a laser pulse. After a specified delay-time, a strong-reverse bias is applied
in order to quickly collect all charges that remain. With a short enough time delay, such
that no charges have recombined before the collection voltage is applied, TDCF can be
used to measure the field dependence of charge generation.[80, 126]
Figure 5.5a shows the TDCF results for PIPCP:PC61BM, excited at 532 nm, for
delay times varying from 20 ns down to 4 ns, and across a range of pre-bias conditions.
With a delay of 20 ns between excitation and extraction, one observes a very strong
dependence of extracted charge on the pre-bias. The steep dependence might suggest
that the generation of charges is indeed field dependent. However, as the delay time
is shortened, the dependence on the pre-bias decreases, until at a delay of 4 ns (at the
limit of the instrument capability), the collected charge shows a weak dependence on the
pre-bias. These results illustrate two findings. First, the strong field dependence seen at
20 ns, suggests exceptionally fast bimolecular recombination. At low fields, that is at a
pre-bias close to VOC , one can see that after 20 ns nearly half of the charge has already
recombined. Second, the TDCF results at a delay of 4 ns suggest that generation can,
in fact, happen equally efficiently at all fields. In other words, these results indicate that
PIPCP:PC61BM blends do not suffer from field-dependent charge generation.
It is worth pointing out that the photocurrent (dark current subtracted from current
under illumination) of PIPCP:PC61BM continues to climb, even up to an effective bias
(applied voltage subtracted by the built-in voltage) of 10 V, where the photocurrent
is nearly 20 mA/cm2 (Figure 5.6).This increase indicates that also the JSC would be
significantly increased if the field-dependence of the photocurrent were resolved. Bias-
dependent EQE spectra show that excitation over the entire absorption spectrum of
PIPCP:PC61BM results in a similar field-dependence (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6b,c).
Overcoming the binding energy to achieve charge separation is not dependent on ex-
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Figure 5.6: (a) Photocurrent (light current corrected for dark current) of
PIPCP:PC61BM vs. V0 (applied bias corrected for the built-in voltage. (b) Unnor-
malized EQE spectra under varying applied voltages. (c) Normalized bias-dependent
EQE curves form (b).
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Figure 5.7: Intensity and temperature-dependence. (a) VOC vs. light intensity, show-
ing an exponential relationship with a slope of ≈ 1kT/q. (b) Temperature dependent
EQE curves, normalized to the EQE at 3.3 eV. Unitless absorption spectra of PIPCP
and PC61BM are shown in the background for reference.
citation energy, even at energies corresponding to the CT state or low-energy PIPCP
absorption. This behavior is opposite to observations using EQE analysis for another
low-bandgap polymer system, where excitation energy was suggested to play a signifi-
cant role in dissociating excitons generated on the polymer.[184]
5.6 Shallow traps in PIPCP:PC61BM
Having established that charge generation in PIPCP:PC61BM is not limited due to
field-dependent generation at all photon energies, despite the very low energetic offset,
we investigated the carrier-density dependence of the VOC and the role of temperature
on photocurrent generation.
Figure 5.7a shows the VOC of PIPCP:PC61BM as a function of light intensity. As was
noted in Chapter 2, for a trap-free cell where recombination is well described by bimolecu-
lar recombination, the VOC should depend on light intensity (and thus the carrier-density)
with an exponential relationship and a slope of kT/q. If the slope is larger than kT/q,
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this is an indication of trap-assisted recombination. For the case of PIPCP:PC61BM, the
slope is indeed larger, at 1.2kT/q, indicating of some trap-assisted recombination. Figure
5.7b shows EQE spectra collected at temperatures ranging from 100-300 K, normalized
to the EQE at 3.3 eV. Interestingly, the EQE spectra show that charge generation from
excitation at energies associated with PIPCP is more temperature-dependent than gen-
eration from excitation at energies corresponding to PC61BM absorption. Using a simple
Arrhenius relationship it is possible to extract an activation energy for charge generation
from temperature-dependent EQE, as was recently shown by Gao et al.[87]The activa-
tion energies for charge generation from PIPCP excitations (1.5-2.7 eV) and PC61BM
excitations (2.7-4.0 eV) come out to be 32 meV and 24 meV, respectively. This indicates
the presence of a barrier for electron transfer from PIPCP.
The temperature dependence suggests that excitons originated on PIPCP are ex-
tracted less efficiently, and depend more on thermal activation to escape recombination.
Here we recall that mixing between PIPCP and PC61BM reduces the bandgap of PIPCP
(absorption data in Figure 5.2b), deepens the ionization potential (IP) of PIPCP, and
in so doing also deepens the electron affinity (EA) of PIPCP.[35] Together, these two
effects create an energetic landscape that is different from the picture often used to
describe the benefits to the mixed phase between pure phases, according to which the
mixed phase creates an energetic cascade that may obstruct recombination.[185] One
possibility is that the deepening of the EA of PIPCP creates PIPCP states with an EA
that is even deeper than PC61BM, thereby creating shallow electron trap-states. In-
deed, time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations on the PIPCP
Frenkel exciton and the CT state at the interface with PC61BM, show that at certain
PIPCP/PC61BM configurations the ECT is higher in energy than the PIPCP S1.[174]
Thermal energy at room-temperature may be sufficient for most carriers to escape the
shallow traps, but as thermal energy is reduced the energetic landscape increasingly
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impedes charge generation.
5.7 Bimolecular recombination: transport, charge-
carrier densities, and the recombination coeffi-
cient
While the data presented so far suggest that PIPCP:PC61BM blends do not suffer
from field-dependent generation, the data do suggest of field-dependent recombination
losses. In particular, that the results in Figure 5.5a indicate of very fast bimolecular
recombination, prompted us to investigate if we can increase the FF of PIPCP:PC61BM
by improving charge extraction or by reducing the probability of charge encounter and
the consequent bimolecular recombination.
Bimolecular recombination occurs as free electrons (holes) diffuse through the film
and encounter holes (electrons) generated from a different photon, form a CT state,
and recombine, as is illustrated in Figure 5.1d. Since bimolecular recombination is a
second order process, its effect on solar cell performance may depend on factors such as
charge-carrier density (bimolecular recombination depends on the product between the
hole, p, and electron, n, charge-carrier densities, see Equation 5.4), film thickness (will
influence charge-carrier extraction times), and mobility (will dictate how fast charge-
carriers encounter each other as well as how fast they can be extracted from the film).
Figure 5.8 shows the effects of charge carrier mobility, charge-carrier density, and
film thickness on the FF in PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells, as well as the rate coefficient
for bimolecular recombination, krec. The bimolecular recombination rate, R, is described
as the product between a recombination coefficient (krec), the hole (p) and electron (n)
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Figure 5.8: (a) SCLC fits to hole- and electron-only diode current from pristine
PIPCP:PC61BM devices (top, blue) and PIPCP:PC61BM devices fabricated with
DMDBS (bottom, red). (b) J-V characteristics of pristine PIPCP:PC61BM BHJ
and PIPCP:PC61BM BHJ fabricated with DMDBS, under 1-sun illumination. (c)
light intensity dependent FF values for PIPCP:PC61BM devices with varying active
area thicknesses. (d) recombination coefficient, krec, for PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells,
at varying initial light intensities. The Langevin recombination coefficient, kL, calcu-
lated using the hole and electron mobilities in (a), is shown for reference by a dotted
line.
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charge-carrier densities, as shown in Equation 5.4:
R =
dn
dt
= krecnp (5.4)
Electron and hole mobilities of PIPCP:PC61BM blends, extracted from hole- and
electron-only diodes using the SCLC model, are balanced but modest, at best 2×10−4 cm2
V−1 s−1 (Figure 5.8a, top). It has been established that low charge carrier mobilities will
increase charge recombination and the field-dependence of extraction, and thereby reduce
the FF.[177, 186, 187][22,40,41] Attempts to process PIPCP:PC61BM solar cells with
thermal annealing or the use of the solvent additive, 1,8-diiodooctane, were unsuccessful
in improving the FF. Therefore, we turned to using a nucleating agent, 1,3:2,4-bis(3,4-
dimethylbenzylidene)sorbitol (DMDBS; Millad 3988), which has been used in a number
of solar cell blends to improve solar cell performance.[163, 188]Indeed, casting blend
films of PIPCP:PC61BM with 3% DMDBS w/w achieved an order of magnitude increase
in both the electron (6 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1) and hole mobilities (4 × 10−3 cm2 V−1
s−1) (Figure 5.8a, bottom). However, even with these high mobilities, PIPCP:PC61BM
devices showed no improvement in FF (Figure 5.8b), suggesting that the charge carrier
mobilities are not the limiting factor for the FF in PIPCP:PC61BM.[186, 187, 189]
Light intensity can be used to modulate charge-carrier density in organic solar cells,
and in cases where the FF is limited by bimolecular recombination, the FF has been
shown to increase as light-intensity (and by that, charge-carrier density) decreased.[80,
190, 191] Similarly, thick BHJ films often suffer from low FF due to increase in extraction
times.[186, 192] The FF of thick PIPCP:PC61BM devices is indeed significantly reduced,
most likely due to an increase in bimolecular recombination (Figure 5.8c).As light inten-
sity is reduced, the FF of the thick devices increases, though the increase is modest (10%
increase in FF with two orders of magnitude decrease in light intensity). The FF of the
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thin devices appears nearly independent of light intensity, reaching a plateau near 56%.
It should be noted here that Figure 5.8c only shows data for conditions where dark leak-
age current (resulting from low shunt resistance) did not influence device performance.
If a solar cell device has poor diode characteristics (low shunt resistance), leakage current
may distort device performance, especially at low light intensities.[193]
Bimolecular recombination losses in solar cells can be directly probed by kinetics
of VOC decay. In these measurements, the photovoltage generated by the solar cell is
recorded as illumination is turned-off. Because the devices are kept under open cir-
cuit conditions, any changes in the photovoltage must be due to recombination losses
and the consequent reduction in quasi Fermi level splitting. Using impedance analysis,
we can extract the relationship between charge-carrier density and the corresponding
photovoltage.[194, 84, 140] Finally, provided with the dynamics of charge-carrier density
decay in the solar cell, we derive the recombination rate coefficient, krec, using Equation
5.4. More detail on this method is available in the experimental section and Figure 5.9.
From this analysis, two particular results are salient: the charge-carrier density at
maximum power point is low (9× 10−15 cm−3), and the recombination coefficient, krec,
is very high (1.6× 10−10 cm−3 s−1), compared to range that has been reported for other
blends. Our measurements indicate that the charge-carrier density in PIPCP:PC61BM
under 1-sun illumination and at VOC conditions is 9×10−15 cm−3 (Figure 5.9), compared
to ≈ 5 × 10−16 cm−3 measured in other systems.[140, 151] The krec in PIPCP:PC61BM
at 1-sun is 1.6 × 10−10 cm−3 s−1, with very little dependence on charge-carrier density
(Figure 5.8d). This is recombination coefficient is very high: most organic solar cell
blends have krec values that range between 1 × 10−12 and 1 × 10−10 cm−3 s−1.[195, 186]
This range is illustrated in the scale of Figure 5.8d. To put krec in context, it is often
compared to the recombination coefficient as predicted by the Langevin model, kL, given
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Figure 5.9: The method to determine krec. (a) OCVD data for varying light in-
tensities. (b) geometrical capacitance for PIPCP:PC61BM derived from impedance
spectroscopy, performed under reverse bias and in the dark to ensure the film is de-
pleted of charge-carriers. (c) Chemical capacitance vs. applied bias, extracted from
impedance spectroscopy at different light intensities. (d) Charge carrier density at
light intensities corresponding to (c) vs. applied bias, obtained from the capacitance
data in (c). (e) VOC vs. charge carrier density, obtained by the carrier density (d) and
J-V measurements at the corresponding light intensities. (f) Carrier density decay
dynamics, arrived at by using the relationship in (e) and the VOC decay dynamics
from (a).
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by Equation 5.5, below:
kL =
q
(0
(µn + µp) (5.5)
Here, q- elementary charge;, 0 relative, and vacuum permittivity, respectively; µn, µp-
electron and hole mobilities, respectively. The Langevin model can be taken as the upper
limit of recombination in solar cells, as it describes that recombination occurs instantly
upon encounter of opposite charges, and is limited only by the rate of encounter. Devi-
ations from the Langevin model have been used as evidence for an equilibrium between
CT states and free charge carriers, where charges form CT states and dissociate many
times before they are finally extracted or lost to recombination.[141, 196] Furthermore,
the Langevin model was originally derived to describe recombination in a single-phase
system, and deviations from the Langevin rate coefficient are sometimes attributed to
the presence of separate phases for hole and electron transport in BHJ solar cells.[88, 197]
Using the pristine blend SCLC mobilities from Figure 5.8a (top), and a dielectric
constant that is obtained for this blend using the capacitance spectra (Figure 5.9b), we
obtain a kL of 1.7 × 10−10 cm−3 s−1, shown as a dotted line across all charge-carrier
densities in Figure 5.8d. In this system krec and kL are in very close agreement, yielding
a reduction factor (defined as krec/kL), of over 0.9. The agreement between krec and
kL implies that recombination in PIPCP:PC61BM is closely described by the Langevin
model. Given that charge generation from primary CT states is efficient, it might then be
expected that re-dissociation of nongeminate CT states would also be efficient. However,
due to spin statistics, nongeminate CT states will mostly be in a triplet spin state. Recent
measurements by Menke et al. indicate that triplet CT states in PIPCP:PC61BM decay
very quickly to the triplet state, much faster than singlet CT states decay to the ground
state.[174] This blend exhibits a relatively unique situation in which charge generation
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is very efficient, but bimolecular recombination rate is very close to the Langevin limit.
That recombination in PIPCP:PC61BM is encounter-limited can explain why increas-
ing the hole- and electron-mobilities did not increase the FF (Figure 5.8a,b). In the
scenario where recombination and extraction are both proportional to the mobilities,
it follows that increasing the charge carrier mobilities would not shift the balance to-
wards superior extraction, and therefore would not increase the FF. Furthermore, the
low charge-carrier density may explain the plateau of the FF in thin devices at low light-
intensities (Figure 5.8c). As the photogenerated charge-carrier density decreases, the
presence of dark carriers that diffuse from the contacts[161] becomes increasingly influ-
ential. At low photogenerated charge-carrier densities, recombination has been shown to
be dominated by non-uniform charge-carrier densities, which results in recombination of
minority charge-carriers with majority charge-carriers near the contacts.[195, 198] This
can explain a plateau in the FF with decreasing charge-carrier density, as is seen in
Figure 5.8c, though this is rarely observed at FF values as low as in PIPCP:PC61BM.
Although the rate of recombination may be large in PIPCP:PC61BM, if the rate
of charge extraction is significantly faster, then all solar cell parameters (JSC , VOC ,
and the FF ) can be high. Analysis of the recombination and extraction lifetimes in
PIPCP:PC61BM, based on the VOC decay kinetics, shows that under 1 sun illumination,
the charge recombination lifetime (2 × 10−6 s) is very close to the charge extraction
lifetime (9× 10−7 s), see Equations 5.6,5.7.
The recombination lifetime, at maximum power point (and therefore carrier density
at maximum power point, nmp), is related to the recombination coefficient, krec according
to Equation 5.6:
τrec =
1
knmp
(5.6)
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For comparison, the extraction life time is determined under maximum power point
conditions using film thickness (L), charge-carrier mobility (µ), open-circuit voltage
(VOC), and voltage at maximum power point (Vmp):
τex =
L2
2µ(VOC − V mp) (5.7)
To illustrate the meaning of these lifetimes, Bartesaghi et al. recently demonstrated
a dependence between the FF of many experimental and simulated devices and a dimen-
sionless parameter, θ, which describes the ratio between the recombination lifetime and
extraction lifetime.[195] In PIPCP:PC61BM θ comes out to be 6.7×10−1, while to ensure
high FF values θ should be on the order of 10−3 or smaller.
5.8 PIPCP bilayer solar cells achieve high FF
Highly mixed morphologies have been shown to be detrimental to device performance,
and the importance of pure domains has been demonstrated in a number of systems.[179,
85, 199, 200] Therefore, in an attempt to decouple effects of energetics and morphology,
we fabricated bilayer solar cells by spin-coating a PIPCP layer topped with thermally
evaporated C60. Before contact deposition, some PIPCP/C60 bilayers were thermally
annealed at varying temperatures for 5 minutes to induce mixing at the donor/acceptor
interface.[113] Pristine bilayers of PIPCP/C60, where phase separation is maximized,
indeed achieve a very high FF of 72% (Figure 5.10a). Upon thermal annealing, however,
the FF of the bilayers decreases down to 56%, on par with PIPCP:PC61BM BHJs. The
increase in field-dependent recombination losses in PIPCP/C60 with thermally-induced
mixing suggests that intimate mixing between PIPCP and PC61BM can be responsible
for the low FF in the bilayer and in the BHJ.
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Figure 5.10: (a) 1-sun illuminated J-V curves and (b) EQE spectra of pristine
PIPCP/C60 bilayers, and bilayers annealed at increasingly high temperatures. Unit-
less absorption spectra of PIPCP and C60 are shown in the background for reference.
Figure 5.11: (a) photocurrent of PIPCP/C60 compared to PIPCP:PC61BM, (b) EQE
spectra of PIPCP/C60 bilayers, compared to PIPCP:PC61BM.
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Mixing at the interface in bilayers is expected to increase the JSC due to the increase
in surface area for charge generation.[114, 201] Interestingly, in the case of PIPCP/C60,
the JSC in fact decreases with thermal annealing. EQE spectra of the bilayers (Figure
5.10b) show that the decrease in JSC from pristine bilayers to bilayers annealed at 100
◦C, is due to a reduction in current generation from PIPCP absorption (1.5-2.7 eV),
while generation primarily from PC61BM absorption (2.7-4.0 eV) remains unchanged.
Upon annealing at 150 ◦C, current generation from PIPCP absorption further decreases,
while generation from C60 begins to increase, perhaps due to increased order in the C60
layer. Overall, these data suggest that intimate mixing of PIPCP with C60 results in high
recombination losses, specifically for excitons generated on PIPCP. This is despite the
fact that the EA of neat PIPCP is closer to vacuum than in mixed PIPCP,[35] thereby
providing a larger energetic offset for charge separation in the bilayers. Therefore, these
results suggest that intimate mixing in PIPCP:PC61BM is the primary reason for the low
FF in the BHJ devices.
5.9 Conclusions and outlook
With the information discussed above, we now present a more pertinent cartoon
depicting the recombination, morphology, and energetic landscape in PIPCP:PC61BM
(Figure 5.12). The low energetic offset of PIPCP and PC61BM does not result in field-
dependent charge generation. Instead, the field-dependence which limits the FF stems
from very fast field-dependent bimolecular recombination that is equivalent to- or even
faster than- charge extraction. Within the view of a balance between charge recom-
bination and charge extraction, in the absence of a field (at VOC conditions) charge
recombination dominates (Figure 5.12a), but as the field increases, the balance shifts
towards charge collection (Figure 5.12b). In addition, our characterization suggests that
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Figure 5.12: Charge separation and recombination illustrated as competing processes
under varying electric fields: (a) under no internal field (near VOC), (b) at fields ap-
proaching the internal field (near JSC), and (c) at fields that promote charge extraction
(reverse bias). krec and kext in this figure represent the recombination rate coefficient
and extraction rate coefficient, respectively. (d) suggested energetic landscape of a
primarily mixed PIPCP:PC61BM film.
mixing between PIPCP and PC61BM decrease the Eg of PIPCP. Since ∆EA of PIPCP
and PC61BM is already very low, this may lead to the formation of shallow electron traps
which require the assistance of thermal energy to escape.
Slowing down charge recombination in PIPCP:PC61BM is paramount to improve
efficiency. Menke et al. estimate that as much as 90% of all recombination events in
PIPCP:PC61BM occur via triplet decay pathways.[174] There is evidence in the literature
that charge delocalization, achieved by fullerene aggregates, significantly reduces triplet
recombination losses, shown by transient absorption.[76, 75] In fact, there is a growing
body of work emphasizing the importance of aggregation and charge delocalization,[76,
75, 202, 51, 203, 204, 205, 206, 100, 99, 57] and the necessity for high purity in the
separate donor/acceptor domains.[179, 207, 199, 200] Thus it may be that in order to
slow down bimolecular recombination it is necessary to induce pure, separate PIPCP
and PC61BM domains (to enhance charge delocalization and escape from the triplet
states), without mixed phases (where electron traps may lower photocurrent generation
efficiency). Indeed, bilayers fabricated from PIPCP/C60 achieve a very high FF =72%.
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PIPCP holds promise for understanding the fundamentals of charge generation and
recombination, given that it retains excellent energetic order in the solid state, even when
intimately mixed with PC61BM. PIPCP:PC61BM can generate up to 14 mA cm
−2 under
unfavorable conditions of high mixing and little energetic driving force for charge gener-
ation, with a high VOC of 0.90 V. A number of studies have been drawing attention to
results which indicate that efficient charge generation and collection can be achieved also
with minimal energetic offsets.[205, 208] While some highlight the importance of highly
ordered donor and acceptor domains and high dielectric constants,[208] others focus on
an entropic driving force for charge generation.[205] If it were possible to fabricate a BHJ
with pure PIPCP and PC61BM phases, there is good reason to believe that the FF and
the JSC would increase, leading to a BHJ device with very high performance.
To improve the performance of PIPCP as a donor material in OPV we must therefore
find the appropriate methods to control BHJ morphology. To achieve this, a few routes
may be possible: (i) it may be that film-formation techniques which do not rely on
the self-assembly of the donor and acceptor materials from a homogeneous solution,
such as sequential processing of the donor and acceptor, can achieve improved BHJ
morphologies.[209] (ii) PIPCP could be combined with a non-fullerene acceptor which
does not have such a high χ of mixing. Furthermore, if that acceptor does not cause
changes in the energy levels of PIPCP, and has an EA closer to vacuum than PC61BM,
the blend may also benefit from a high VOC . (iii) modifying the solubility of PIPCP by
side-chain engineering may afford the use of solvents better suited for PIPCP or PC61BM,
as was demonstrated for a series of semiconductors by Liu et al..[16] Alternatively, it may
be possible to fabricate BHJ films from solvent blends, in which the two solvents are each
better suited for PIPCP or PC61BM. These considerations for morphological control are
not specific to PIPCP:PC61BM, and should be at the forefront of our attention as we
design new materials for efficient OPVs.
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5.10 Methods
5.10.1 Sample preparation
PIPCP was synthesized according to the previously reported scheme.[153]
PIPCP:PC61BM solutions were prepared at a ratio of 1:2 w/w, dissolved at 18 mg/mL
in 3:2 CF:CB v/v. To achieve devices of varying thicknesses, solution concentration and
spin speeds were varied, but solids ratio and solvents ratio were kept constant. BHJ
devices were fabricated in inverted structures on ZnO. The ZnO layer was prepared on
ITO sputtered glass substrates according to the sol-gel method, described in a previous
publication.[210] BHJ active layers were spin-coated from the blend solution at a spin
speed of 1500 RPM. The devices were completed with a thermally deposited MoOx/Ag
top-contact. The final BHJ device structure for most measurements reported herein is
as follows: ITO/ZnO (40 nm)/PIPCP:PC61BM (100-110 nm)/MoOx (6 nm)/Ag (100
nm). Active layers with DMDBS were fabricated using the same procedure as described
above, with one exception: DMDBS was added to the blend solution prior to casting,
at 3% by weight with respect to total solids concentration. Note that 3% w/w DMDBS
is the condition under which we achieved the highest single-carrier diode mobilities.
Bilayer devices were fabricated on ITO sputtered glass substrates, coated with thermally
evaporated MoOx (10 nm). PIPCP was dissolved at 6 mg/mL in 3:2 CF:CB v/v, and
spin-coated at 2000 RPM, followed by a thermally evaporated C60 layer. Annealed bilayer
devices were placed directly on a hot plate at the specified temperature for 5 minutes.
Devices were completed by evaporating a top contact: bathocuproine (BCP) and Al. The
final bilayer device structure is as follows: ITO/MoOx (10 nm)/PIPCP (60 nm)/C60 (45
nm)/BCP (5 nm)/Al (100 nm).
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5.10.2 Current-voltage characteristics
Solar-cell device properties were measured under illumination by a simulated 100
mW cm−2 AM1.5G light source using a 300 W Xe arc lamp with an AM 1.5 global filter.
The irradiance was adjusted to 1-sun using a standard silicon photovoltaic cell with a
protective KG1 filter calibrated by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
5.10.3 External and internal quantum efficiency measurements
EQE characteristics were measured in a nitrogen-filled glovebox using a 75 W Xe
light source, monochromator, optical chopper, lock-in amplifier, and a National Institute
of Standards and Technology calibrated silicon photodiode for power-density calibration.
Bias-dependent EQE was collected on the same setup, coupled to a Keithley source-
measure-unit which was used to apply a bias while the EQE spectra were recorded.
Temperature-dependent EQE measurements were collected following a similar procedure,
using a nitrogen-cooled cryostat. Total absorption of solar cell devices was measured with
a Perkin Elmer integrating sphere, and corrected for parasitic absorption as determined
using a transfer matrix model.[131] Subtracting the parasitic absorption from the total
device absorption then gives the active layer absorption, and dividing EQE spectra by
the corresponding active layer absorption gives the IQE spectra of the device.
5.10.4 Time-Delayed Collection Field measurements
Time-Delayed Collection Field measurements. Excitation is realized by a laser system
consisting of an Ekspla NT-242-500 Laser operating at 500 Hz. The beam is attenuated
via neutral density filters to a fluence of 0.06 µJ/cm2. The pre- and collection voltage is
applied via an Agilent 81150A pulse generator in combination with a home-built amplifier.
Currents through the devices are measured via a 50 Ω resistor and recorded with an
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Agilent Infiniium DSO9054H oscilloscope.
5.10.5 Electroluminescence
Electroluminescence spectra were collected in air from encapsulated solar cell devices,
by applying a bias that is close to the turn-on voltage of the devices. The resulting emis-
sion was collected with a CCD Si detector, cooled to -70◦C. The spectra were corrected
for detector response using a blackbody spectrum.
5.10.6 Single-carrier diodes
Solutions for single-carrier diode measurements were prepared using the same blend
ratio and solvent ratio as the solar cell devices, but at a solids concentration of 30 mg/mL.
This was done to increase the accuracy of the space-charge limited current analysis, which
has a cubed dependence on film thickness. Hole-only diodes were fabricated using the
following device structure: ITO/MoOx (10 nm)/PIPCP:PC61BM (300 nm)/MoOx (10
nm)/Ag (100 nm). Electron only diodes had the following device structure: ITO/ZnO
(40 nm)/PIPCP:PC61BM (300 nm)/Ca (10 nm)/Al (100 nm).
5.10.7 Open-circuit voltage decay
Measurements were performed on BHJ devices loaded into a nitrogen filled cryostat.
Devices were illuminated with a single, high-power white LED (CREE XT-E W130)
controlled by a square wave function generator (Stanford Research Systems) attached to
a diode switch. Using a focusing lens, illumination intensity can reach above 1 sun. With
an LED turn-off time of 200 ns, the setup has a time resolution of 500 ns. The device
photovoltage was measured using a high-impedance voltage follower and an oscilloscope
(Techtronix) set with a 200 ns resolution. The repetition rate of the function generator
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and was set so that the photovoltage produced by the device reached less than 50 mV after
each pulse to prevent the possibility of device charging. Impedance analysis. Devices were
illuminated with an AM1.5 solar simulator (300 W Xe arc lamp with an AM 1.5 global
filter) that was attenuated using neutral density filters. The solar simulator irradiance
was calibrated using a standard silicon photovoltaic cell with a protective KG1 filter
calibrated by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Light and dark J-V curves
were measured using a source-meter (Keithley 2602), and the device impedance response
in the dark and under illumination was measured with an impedance analyzer (Solartron
SI 1255, SI 1287) with an AC amplitude of 100 mV.
5.10.8 Resonant soft x-ray scattering
R-SoXS transmission measurements were performed at beamline 11.0.1.2 at the ALS30.
Samples for R-SoXS measurements were prepared on a PSS modified Si substrate under
the same conditions as those used for device fabrication, and then transferred by floating
in water to a 1.5 × 1.5mm, 100-nm thick Si3N4 membrane supported by a 5 × 5mm,
200m thick Si frame (Norcada Inc.). Two dimensional scattering patterns were collected
on an in-vacuum CCD camera (Princeton Instrument PI-MTE). The beam size at the
sample is ≈100m by 200m. The composition variation (or relative domain purity) over
the length scales probed can be extracted by integrating scattering profiles to yield the
total scattering intensity. The purer the average domains are, the higher the total scat-
tering intensity. Owing to a lack of absolute flux normalization, the absolute composition
cannot be obtained by only R-SoXS.
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5.10.9 Photoconductive atomic force microscopy
pc-AFM measurements were performed with an Asylum Research MFP-3D micro-
scope sitting atop an inverted optical microscopy (Olympus, IX71). All measurements
were done under inert atmosphere. In this work, the bias was applied to the substrate,
and the current was recorded by internal preamplifier (Asylum Research ORCA head
model). Chromium/Platinum-coated silicon probes with a spring constant of 0.2 N m−1
and resonant frequency of 13 kHz (Budget Sensors) were used. A white light source
with a power of 30 W cm−2 was used for photocurrent imaging. The light was focused
on the sample through an inverted optical microscope (Olympus) and then the tip was
positioned at the center of the illumination spot. The illuminated spot size at the sample
surface was measured to be approximately 160 m in diameter.
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